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John Voss, 80, of 36 West 17th
morning at his home
after a lingering illness.
Surviving are the widow, Sena;
one brother, Benjamin of Holland;
one sister-in-law, Mrs. A. B. Voss
of Grand Rapids and several nephews and nieces.
Mr. Voss was born Jan. 24, 1877
in Fillmoretownship to Mr. and
Mrs. Berend Voss. He was a re
tired farmer, carpenter and painter. He moved to Holland in 1920
and was a member of Prospect
Park Christian Reformed Church
where he served for many years
St., died this

63*55 Victory

(Special) - Hitpercent of
their shots in the second half, the
St Joe Bears stopped the Holland
Christian cagers, 63-55, here Friday night. A packed house saw
the Dutch go down to their fifth
defeat, while the Bears were copping their seventh win in 10 starts.
Superior shooting was the plain
and simple story of the ball game.
While the Bears were especially
hot in the second half, their first
half wasn't bad either, as they
compiled a 45 percent average for
the entire game. They took 31
shots in the second half and hit
on 17 while in the entire game
they had 28 for 62. Christian'saverage was also good as they connected on 20 out of 56 for a respectable 36 percent total.
Even though the Maroons were
hittingwell, they missed several
easy layups at crucial points in
the contest.While the Dutch were
using a smooth control game for
close-in shots, the Bears were
quite the opposite.With the exception of Jason Harness, the classy

ADegan-Ottawa

After Long Illness

JOSEPH

M
32 Persons

Mental Health

n

Group Expands

Fmed

Dickman’s

Zeeland Court

ZEELAND (Special) - ThirtyAUegan County members of the
two persons recentlypaid fines
Allegan-Ottawa Committee for
and costs for traffic violationsafalternatesfor the state Republican
mental health held a dinner at
ter appearing in Justice Hilmer
convention in Detroit Feb. 9 were
Moll’s Restaurantin Otsego MonC. Dickman’s court.
named at a convention ot Ottawa
day. Meeting with the group was
Drivers appearing were; Albert
County Republicans Wednesday
Laverne Wells, 56, Grand Rapids,
Mrs. Robert Horner of Holland,
speeding, *9.30; Paul Klomparens,
night in the court house. Keyndtchairman of the two-county com23, of 841 South Shore Dr.. Holer for the occasion was State Rep.
as elder. Previously he had served mittee and Donald Kuney, field
land, reckless driving, *39.30;
George Van Peursem of Zeeland,
of the Michigan
as deacon in Overisfl ChristianRe- representative
Zachery Veldhuis,87, route 1,
formed Church. He was a member Society for Mental Health.
speaker of the House of RepresenHmllton,improper control of car
of the Prospect Park Men’s Sociresulting in personal injury accitatives
The Allegan-Ottawa Committee is
ety.
dent, *24.30; Charles Morris, 35. of
Delegates to the state^convenServices will be held Saturday affiliated with the Michigan Socie405 James St., Holland, speeding,
Gay Vander Jagt
Edward Vermaat
tion are Carl C. Andreasen,Mrs.
at 2 p.m. at the Langeland Fu- ty, a citizensgroup for promoting
*24.30; Kenneth J. Meeker, 37,
Arthur C; Yost, Mrs. Wendell A.
neral Home with Dr. Jacob T. better understandingon mental
Grand Rapids, speeding,*9.30;
Miles, State Sen. Clyde H. GeerHoogstra officiating.Burial will health problems' and for the preR«v. Williom W. Jellemo
William Herbert Taber, 46, of 350
lings, Gerald J. Van Wyke, Alden
be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
North Ottawa St, Zeeland, speedvention and cure of mental illJ. Stoner, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Friends may meet the family at nesses.
ing, *10.30.
Tague and Mrs. A. Rubber Loom
the funeral home Friday, 3:30 to
Albert Allin, 28, Grand Rapids,
The society is a member agency
is, all of Holland, Corey Van Koev5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
speeding,*7.30; Patricia Reuss,
of the United Health and Welfare
ering, Yvonne De Jonge and Glen
23, of 276 West 17th St., Holland,
Fund of Michigan. All local memR. Geerlings of Zeeland, Donexpired operator’s license, *8, and
berships
and
contributions made
Edward Vermaat, principal of
Guy Vander Jagt, a 1953 Hope
Garter, Marvin Smith, Lawrence
improper left turn, *5.30; John
directly to the society are shared At Service
Gardner, Dr. Harold H. Swartz, South Side Christian grade school,
College graduate who has just
Anton Brower, 17, route 3, Zeeon
a
50-50 basis with the local
James W. Scott, Allen Moore, announced this week that he is
completeda semester of work at Holland
affiliated committee for educaThe Rev. William W. Jellema land, speeding, *16.30; Thomas J.
Mrs. Jane Lilley, Edward Meany,
Lincoln, 24, Midland, defective
Western
Theological Seminary,
leaving HoUand at the end of the
tional work at thl local level.
was
ordainedby Holland Gassis,
Henrik Stafseth and William C.
brakes, *7.30; Lloyd Russell
Allegan members of the comwas
named
today
one
of
the
five
school
year,
to
accept
the
princiMichele.
Fifth Straight mittee reviewed the program in Reformed Church in America, to Meeuwsen, 25, of 18 South Taft
outstanding young men in MichiDelegates - at • large are Ger- palshipof the new Millbrook ChrisAllegan County since the organiza- the educational ministry,as assis- St., Zeeland, stop sign, *7.30.
Bear who pumped in 30 points, gan by the Junior Chamber of
ald Vanderbeek, George Van Peur- tian School in suburban Grand
Gerald Lawson Sittser, 43,
tion of the two-county committee tant professor of religionat Alma
the
St. Joe players were letting Commerce.
Holland's
Rifle
club
won
its
Jifth
sem, George Van Koevering, HarRapids.
fly and connecting from different Vander Jagt is a senior student straight match and its first of the a year ago. It was agreed that College last Sunday. The impres- Grand Rapids, stop sign, *7.30;
ry Lieffers,Jr., and James BusAlvin Glen Van Kiompenberg,28,
Vermaat has been principal of parts of the floor in their familiar at the Yale Divinity School, but
more effectivework of promoting
sard.
the local school for eight years. surroundings.Most of Harness' had received special permission to second round with a narrow 1,441 mental health education in the sive service was held at First Re- route 3, HoUand, stop sign, *7.30;
Alternates are Mrs. Carl C. AnHe came here after the -South points came from a hook shot right take a semester’s work here to be to 1,438 count over Kalamazoo Sat- county could be done if a sub-com- formed Church In Holland.
Metta Pyle, 51, route 1* Zeeland,
dreasen, Arthur C. Yost, Mrs.
Side School had been opened for under the basket, after being fed near his mother, who died recent- urday night in a Southern Michi- mittee within the frame work of
Rev. Jellema became professor interfering with through araffic, reBruce M. Raymond, L. C. Dalabout a Imlf a year. He also taught ty one of his teammates.
gan Rifle League match.
the two county group were or- at Alma College last fall following sulting in personal injury accident.
ly in Cadillac.
man, Leona Postma, Hazen Van the sixth grade here.
*14.30; Darrell FugUeth, 24, 178
The
win
gives
Holland
a
two
Coach
Art
Tuls’ outfit was in
ganized.
Last
summer,
Vander
Jagt
studhis return from Scotland where he
Kampen, John Van Appledornand
West Ninth St., Holland, defective
Millbrook, although smaller, is the game until the end, after con- ied in Europe as a Rotary fellow. match lead. Jarvis Ter Haur was
It was also suggested that workWilliam Jesiek,all of Holland, Don
a growing school, Vermaat said. trolling the play and much of the In the summer of 1952, he was the meet's top scorer withh 297. ing groups of interested citizens was studying at the New College lights, *5.30; Floyd Boas, 34, route
Vos and Marvin Verplank of ZeeAt present, the school which open- scoring throughout the first half. Holland’s second community amIn the entire club effort Kalama- in each of the general urban sec- University of Edinburgh.He also 3, HudsonviUe,stop sign, *7.30.
land, Marvin Pratt, Clifford BurHenry C. Lubbers, 37, Hudsoned only two years ago, has five The Hollanders led throughout bassador and also spent that sum- zoo totaled 3,097 and Holland 3,042 tions of the county be organized. was a student at the University of
meister, Fred Den Herder, MarviUe, speeding, *16.30; Benjamin
rooms
and
120 pupils. However most of the first half, and fell mer in Europe, living with a Ger- while the five top scorers on Such groups could explain the Basel In Switzerland.
tin Dykstra, Jerry J. Hammond,
plans already are underway for behind by two points just before man family.
each side fired identicaltotals of work to the citizens in the county. Rev. Jellema was graduatedIn Hclstege, 32, HudsonviUe,no opRuth Scotf, Donald Overbey, Aranother five - room addition, he the horn sounded. The Holland
While
at
Hope,
he
won
all 1,432.
They could encourage and aid local 1953 from Western Theological erator’*licenseon person and dislene Bush, Tom Otley, James
said. The school which operates mentor rotated nine men through- possible Michigan Intercollegiate HoUand won the prone shooting parent, church, service and social Seminary where he receivedhis obeying stop sign, *7.30; Warren
Wierenga, Jr., Vera Duckworth.
Kanten, 32, route 3, Zeeland, no
six grades, is located in a new out the ball game, while Coach Speech league first places and by one point and the kneeling by and farm organization in develop- BD degree.
Alternates - at - large are Avery
He entered Hope College follow- operator’s license on person and
residentialsection south east of Ray Haack-used just two subs in won the H e a r s t internationalsix points. Kalamazoo took the ing programs for better underBaker, Mrs. Jerry Hammond, Mrs.
ing his release from the Navy in disobeying stop sign, *7.30; Harry
Grand Rapids.
speech prize of 51,000.
sitting by a single point and the standing.
the entire tilt.
Helen Swartz, Mrs. Henrik Staf1946. Pursuing a pre-law course Maring, 42, Jenison, speeding, *16The local principal has had 32
He
will be honored with the oth- standing by three points.
Judge
Harold
Weston
of
Allegan,
Both
clubs
were
about
even
In
seth and Mrs. Corey Van Koeveryears of teaching experience, all the reboundingdepartment.Har- er outstanding young men at a
C. Baker followed Ter Hnar Mrs. Forest Burchfield of Plain- he received his AB degree in 1950 .30; Robert D. Myaard, 26, route
ing.
The Jellemas have one child, 3, Zeeland, expired operator1* Uof which were spent as a princi- ness and Dave Dase did the best banquet in Grand Rapids on Feb. with 288 for Holland. Other Hol- well and Fred Carroll of Otsego
George Van Koevering,county
cense, *4.
pal. He came to Holland from for the winners, while Christian’s 9.
land
shoofers included: G. Bon- were designated to make plans for William Ian, 13-months-old.
chairman, presided and Fred Den
Garence J. Mnat, 28, Grand
Taking part in the service last
Sheboygan, Wis., He has also Warren Otte, Cal Klaasen and Ned
nette, 287; J. Weenum, 280; V. organizing and expanding the counHerder served as clerk. Mrs. MarSunday were the Rev. R. Van Rapids, expired chauffeur'slitaught, among other places, at Mo- Joldersma were the Dutch standAvery,
280;
J.
Meuer,
279;
A. ty
*
vin Verplank of Zeeland was temGark, 277; J.Clark,274; T. Smith,
outs.
Kuney offered the services of Heukelom who gave the Invoca- cense, *4; Mrs. .Bertha Blauwporaary chairman. Carl Andrea- line and Cutlerville.
Phil
The
Vermaats, who live at 104
269; L Van Ingen, 262 and F. the Michigan Society for Mental tion; the Rev. Henry Mollema, kamp, 41, of 276 South Wall St.,
Christian
operated
its
control
sen read resolutions which were
East 25th St., will move to Grand pattern smoothly in the first perHandwerg, 249. G. Nash led Kala- Health to the committee in aid- who read scripture;the Rev. Jean Zeeland, stop sign, *7.30; Adrian
adopted by the convention.
mazoo with 290.
ing project and program plan- A. Vis who Offered prayer. The Veltema, 29, HudsonviUe, stop sign,
In his keynote address, Rep. Rapids, sometime this summer. iod and dominated the play, hold*7.30; Glenn Hoffman, 17, of 161
They
have
two
children, Adele, a ing a 12-6 lead at one stage. All
ning. He explained that the society sermon "We Have This Ministry”
Van Peursem talked on “What’s
Manley
Ave., defective equipment,
was
given
twl>iv
M.
Eugene
Osnurse
at
Blodgett
Hpspital
and of the starters scored in the perhad helped other affiliates in orright with the Republicanparty”
terhaven. Tw bfflttf of ordination *9.30; Martin Loomis, 42, Clare,
Peter, who is a senior at Calvin iod with Dave Klaver leading the
ganizing
workshop
meetings
and
Smoke,
Water
Damage
and he cited a long list of accomPhillip Harrington, Look magaprograms for teachers, law en- was in charge of Dr. D. Ivan Speeding, *9.30; Kathryn Postma,
way with six. The Maroons re- zine photographer and son of formplishments and gains. He said College.
Results in Home Fire
forcement officers, ministerial Dykstra, president of the Holland 333 L 1 n c o 1 n Ave., Zeeland, stop
ceived a jolt at this point, when er Holland mayor, Harry Harringstrong grass roots support is reGassis and the charge to the new sign, *7.30.
groups and parents.
Otte, a key man in the Dutch of- ton. is in Moscow after a visit
sponsible for much of the success
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
pastor was given by the Rev • Floyd A. Potter, 45, Hudsonfense, picked up his third foul and to Red China according to a Unitof the GOP program.In discussing
Considerablesmoke and water
Francis Dykstra, pastor of Har- ville, speeding, *9.30; Louis Van
had
to
sit
out
the
next
two
quarsome of the controversialtopics of
ed Press dispatch received by The damage resultedfrom a fire today
lem
Reformed Church and broth Vela, 31, of 101st St., Zeeland,
ters. At the end of the period, Sentinel Wednesday night.
the day, Van Peursem said a pubin a new ranch type home owned
Improper control of car, personal
er - in - law of Rev. Jellema.
Holland led 12-9.
lic servant often can’t be responHere in Holland, Harrington’s by Edward Zysk on Lloyd’s bayou Allegan
Special music was presented by injury accident, *14.30; James
With Harness leading the way father said he “hasn’t heard” on route 2, Spring Lake.
sible to the people and be politi- Gets ‘Top Biffing’
the church choir under the direc- Bryan, 29, of 444 Buternut Dr.,
in the second stanza, the Bears from his son and is “glad to
cally smart at the same time. He
The blaze was noticed about 2:30
tion of Anthony Koolker. Miss HoUand, stop sign, *7.30; Elmer
forged
ahead
of
the
Maroons
mosaid the Republicanparty in the
Holland has come in for top- mentarily.Christianagain took know” he will return to New York a.m. by two sons, Edward, Jr.,
Geraldine Walvoord was organist. Clarence Larsen, Hamilton, speedlong run is emerging as a party
City shortly.
and George, who were sleeping in
billing for the second time in
Rev. Jellema is the son of Mr. ing, *9.30; Robert Drenth, 21,
over, however, midway in the
of responsibility.
The dispatch also announced a room adjoining the recreation
recent months in a national sports
and
Mrs. William Jellema of 320 HudsonviUe,speeding, *9.30.'
period to lead, 20-19. The lead William Worthy, a reporter for the room in the basement while their
He said Michigan is in sick finALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan South 120th Ave.
magazine — perhaps an unprecesee-sawed again until Klaasen put Baltimore Afro - American, is on
ancial condition, and at some dented honor.
own room on the main floor was County’s 16 delegates and 16 alterthe Maroons ahead 26-24 with a his way to Moscow. Worthy, Har- occupiedby a convalescing rela- nates will attend the Feb. 9 state
point the people must decide how
First it was Tom Maentz, capmuch they want in the way of pub- tain of the University of Michigan minute remaining in the period. rington and Edmund Stevens, a tive.
Republican converition at Detroit
Henry K. Prim, 94,
A one hander by Dase and a hook Look reporter,entered Communist
lic services and how much they
with
instructionsonly to support
Fire
damage
was
confined
to
a
football team last fall, whose picby Harness again pushed the China despite a State Department
are willing to pay. He quoted Sen.
Verny
J. Reynolds in his bid for Succumbs in Zeeland
sofa in the recreation room, beture along with Ron Kramer apBears into the lead to give them ban.
Geerlings recent statement that
the chairmanshipof the State Cenlieved caused from a spark from
peared on the cover of a recent
a 28-26 halftime margin.
if people insist on more and more
tral committee.The endorsement ZEELAND (Special)
Henry Shipping
It
was
reported
that
Stevens
will
the fireplace in which there had
issue of Sports Illustrated.
Christian couldn’t regain the remain in Moscow and Worthy is
of
Reynolds
came
early
in
the K. P r 1 n s, (M one of the
services,a state income tax is the
been a fire at 8:30 p.m. Damage
This week, Sports Illustrated has
only answer, and he emphasized "done it again” as far as Holland lead again, but stayed within three expectedto return to the United was in the end of the sofa nearest county convention held Wednesday oldest residents of Zeeland, died
Although many are not thinking
or four points until midway in the States soon.
night in the IOOF Hall, with an at Zeeland Hospital this morning. of using Lake Macatawa except
Geerlings’warning that people
the fireplace.
is concerned. This time the cover
unusually large number of dele- His home address was 338 East for ice fishing or Iceboating,Wilmust think carefully about this picture is of Hugh Schaddeleeof third period. Two quick baskets Worthy, who entered China, Dec.
gates on hand.
liam H. Vande Water, executive
move because once a state in- Holland and Grand Rapids, owner gave the winners a 43-34 lead, be- 26, saigned a statement before
Lincoln Ave.
Keynote speaker. Ardale Fergucome tax is instituted there is lit- and skipper of the yacht Hilaria. fore the Hollanders narrowed the leaving Hong Kong in which he
Surviving are the wife, Minnie; secretary of the HoUand Chamber
sn of Benton Harbor, charged in two daughters, Miss Gertrude of Commerce, requests that all
count to four points. By the end of absolved the United States of any Routine Business Marks
tle likelihood of its removal.
The 55-foot yawl carries the Machis address that the state budget Prins, teacher at Fairview Schools persons or representatives of inVan Peursem said Michigan is atawa Bay Yacht Club colors, and the third period, the Dutch trailed responsibilityfor his welfare and VFW Auxiliary Meeting
of 5411 million is “taking the state in Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Oliver dustry who arc planning on receiv45-39.
spending more for education than
property.
Holland is its home port.
any other state outside of Califor- Inside the mag&zine there’s an
The Bears upped their margin The State Department said it
At a meeting of the VFW Auxi- to the brink of economic disaster." Dorn of Holland; three sons, Hen- ing lake shipments in boat loads
State Rep. Ben Lehman of Ham- ry, Bernard and NicholasPrins, to HoUand docking facilities,notinia and New York, and Michigan
to 12 points at one stage before “deplored” the action of the three liary Thursday evening in the
article about the Miami to Nassau
ranks third in its mental health race scheduled for Feb. 5. It de- the Maroons, with four juniors in newsmen.
VFW hall, members voted to do- ilton backed Reynolds’ chances at all at home; four grandchildren fy him at once.
program, but is seventh in popu- scribes a hassle between eastern th^ lineup, again pulled up to a
nate *25 to the polio drive. Mrs. the state convention, saying the and one brother,William Prins, of
It is necessarythat the Grand
lation.
five-point 51-46 deficit. Play slackHaven office of the U. S. Corps
Frank Balkovitz, president, con- Allegan man was running well Holland.
coast yachtsmen and those in the
ahead of the field as far as the
Attention was called to the Linened considerably at this point as
Funeral services will be held of Engineers be notified of the
ducted the meeting and appointed
southern ocean racing circuit
coln Day banquet Feb. 12 in Van
the
Bears
were
content to wait
Mrs. Clifford Dengler, as chair- members of the state legislature Monday at 2 p.m. at Baron Funer- earliestshipping dates, (that is
about the "toughness” of sailing in
Raalte’s restaurant in Zeeland
for good shots, while the Dutch
al Home. Burial will be in Zeeland boats with cargoes enteringthe
man of the Red Cross Canteen and were concerned.
the two places.
Delegates include David Lundwith U. S. Rep. Patrick Hillings Schaddeleewill be trying for were trying desperately to get the
Cemetery. Friends may meet the local harbor), so that the dredgMass Feeding committee.
quint. Plainwell; Clifford Averill,
of Californiaas speaker.
ball. The Bears led 63-50, before
family Saturdayfrom 7 to 9 p.m. ing schedule for the removal of
Announcement also was made
first place in the Miqrai - Nassau
Martin; Fred Hilbert, Wayland; and Sunday from 2 to 4 and 7 to sand bars can be made.
the Dutch ralliedbriefly for five
that
Mrs.
Dengler,
community
serclassic and warmed u^ for the big
Miss D)ris Fleser. Moline; Arnold
points, but it was too little and
9 p.m. The Rev. John Guichelaar
Before any dredging is done, a
vice chairman,recently presented
event by placing second in the rePeter R. Wild*, 70,
Ross, Hopkins; Mrs. Marguerite
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
too late.
and the Rev. A. De Vries will offi- sounding of the channel and hara
flag
to
Cub
Scouts
of
Harrington
cent overnight Miami to Gun Cay
Lovette and Alan Morris, Otsego;
The contest was a clean affair John C. Seme of Holland is seek- School at a meeting for Cubs and
ciate.
bor is made. This must be made
Of Grand Haven Die*
race (see sports page).
Fred McDonald. Reynolds, Dwight
ing
515.000
judgment
from
Mrs.
with only 23 fouls called, nine
Mr Prins who retired many as soon as possible,but the work
parents. She was accompanied by M. Cheever and Chester Ray,
Mabel Van Cura, route 1, Grand
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
years ago, was last employed at does not begin on channel opening
against the Dutch. At the chairty
Mrs. Jeanette Kole.
Allegan; John Klingenbergand
Haven, as the result of an acciPeter R. Wilds, 70, North Second Mrs. Hermina Berkompas
line, Christianhit on 15 of 24 while
The next meeting, Feb. 14, will Lohman, Hamilton and Everard the Dutch Woodcraft in Zeeland. outside of schedule unless such a
St., died Friday following
the Bears collected on seven of dent last May 28 in which Seme’s be a valentineparty at which Thomas, Douglas.
request is made in ample time.
son, John Albert Serne, was fatala long illness at the Michigan Die* Unexpectedly Here
16. Klaasen led the Dutch with 10,
The local chamber officials will
time secret pals will be revealed.
ly injured.
Veterans Facilities at Grand Rapand
four
other
boys
got
eight. Bemake
such a request when the
Lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
John
Rocky
Marciano
Expected
Mrs. Hermina Berkompas, 49.
Seme, who has been appointed
ids where he had been for the
needed information is obtained.
wife of Abel Berkompas of West hind Harness with his 30, was base administrator of the boy’s estate Sas and Mrs. Ben Roos.
Saturday Noon Deadline
past two years. Born in Grand
To Be in Holland Friday
with 12.
Haven, Jan. 13, 1887, he was a Olive, died unexpectedly of a heart Christian’snext game is at Grand by the Ottawa Pobate Court, is
For Obtaining Petitions
Rocky Marciano, former world's Zeeland Barber Dies
asking a jury trial. The informatalented musician. He played with attack Wednesday afternoon at Rapids Creston on Friday.
heavyweight
champion, is expecttion sets forth that the 14-year-old
several orchestras in Grand Hav- Holland Hospital. She had underCity Gerk Garence Gervengoed
boy who was riding a bicycle was
ed in Holland Friday for a visit. At Hospital at Age 67
en and Kalamazoo before organ- gone surgery last week an was
today
reminded
prospective
canZEELAND (Special) — • Andrew
While here, Marciano will be the
hit from the rear by Mrs. Van
izing his own on two different recovering when she had the at- John Baert, 76, Dies.
didates for the city primary Feb.
tack.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Tjepkema, 67, of 227 North Lindy
occasions.
Cura’s car on Ottawa Beach Rd.
18
that noon Saturday is the deadSt., died at Zeeland Community
Cheff.
He had been away from Grand She is- survived by her husband, At Zeeland Hospital
between 152nd and 160th Aves.
line for filing petitionswith his
Haven for some time and return- Abel; three sons, Clifford and DonMrs. Van Cura was convicted by
The stop here is part of weekend Hospital Monday afternoon foUowoffice.Petitions can also be obZEELAND (Special)
John a Circuit Court Jury Nov. 7 of a
ed about 20 years ago coming from ald of Holland and La Verne of
schedule of appearancesMarciano ing a short illness. He was a bartained until that time, he said.
Baert,
76,
of
East
Central
Ave.,
West
Olive;
four
daughters.
Mrs.
ber in Zeeland for 40 years and
Grand Rapids. He attended the
negligenthomicide charge and was
Grevengoed saki of the 14 peti- has in Michigan and Wisconsin.
PresbyterianChurch and was a J.-.mes (Irene) Riemersma of died this morning at Zeeland Hos- assessed fine and costs of 5150.
Saturdaynight he Is slated to be was active in his business until
tions
that
have
been
secured,
a member of the VFW. He was Spring Lake, Mrs. Russell (Lob) pital.
Plaintiff claims that at the time
the main speaker at a dinner in the first of this year when he beeight have been returned. Those
a veteran of World War I and Hulst of Grand Haven, Mrs.Wil- Surviving are two sisters, Miss of his son’s death, the boy was
came iU. He was bom- in Chicago
Grand Rapids.
already filed include incumbent
was a Corporal with the 339th In- liam (Caroline) Overway of Hol- Nellie Baert at home and Mrs. employed and earning approxiA
testimonial dinner, Sunday, and foUowing his marriage to
Mayor Robert Visscher and infantry, to Division Headquarter land and Mrs. Paul (Joan) Van H. A. Naberhuisof Miami, Fla.
mately 550 a week which was
has been arranged for Marciano Edith De Roo in 1909 lived in Holcumbent councilman from the
Funeral services will be held turned over to the parents.
Co. and served overseas in Russia Heuvelen ofWest Olive; 15 grandin Kenosha, Wis. He is expected land for five years, later moving
fifth
ward
John
Van
Eerden.
with the Polar Bears Division in children; one brother,Clarence Saturday at 2 p.m. at Baron Futo leave HoUand early Sunday to Zeeland. He would have celeOthers are WilUam Heeringa, who
the Occupational Forces. He also Heerspink ofWest Olive; three sis- neral Home with the Rev. John
morning
and fly to Milwaukee brated his 68th birthday today.
is circulatinga petitionfor counters, Mrs. Albert Bakker and Mrs. den Ouden officiating. Burial will Driver Issued Ticket
played in the Army band.
where he will be given a police Surviving are the wife; three
cilman at large, Ernest Phillips,
He is survived by a son, Law- Egbert Baumann of West Olive be in Zeeland Cemetery. Friends Joseph Van Zant, 37, route 2,
sons, Vernon of Evart, the Rev.
escort for 30 miles to Kenosha.
Lawrence May and Mrs. Hester
rence of California; one brother, and Mrs. Peter Stielstra of Matta- may meet the family at the funer- Friday night was issued a ticket
The Holland Furnace Company Harold Tjepkema of Grand Ledge
Gronberg
in
the
first
ward,
Harold
William, retired county clerk and wan; and asister- in - law, Mrs. al home Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. for failure to keep an assured
has donated sponsors of the testi- and Andrew, Jr., of Cadillac;three
Tregloan in the second ward, and
Mr. Baert was the son of Mr. clear distance ahead after his car
Herman Heerspink ot Holland.
several nieces and nephews.
monial, several hundred pictures daughters,Mrs. Gustaf (Erma)
Richard
J.
Nykamp
in
the
third.
Funeral services will be held and Mrs. Anthony Baert, early colUded with the rear of a car
Funeral services^will be held
of the ex-champ and these wUl be Carlson of Carislend, Mich., Mrs.
The clerk’soffice will check all
driven by Betty Becksfort, 18, of
from the Kammeraad Funeral Saturday at 2 p.m. at Harlem Re- pioneers.
Andy (Audrey) Thorsen of Turdistributedat the banquet.
petitions to learn whether all bear
134 East Washington Ave., ZeeHome MondaJ at 1:30 pjn. with formed Church with the Rev. Franlock, Calif., Mrs. James (Leone)
a sufficient number of signitures
land on 136th Ave. near RUey Ave.
the Dr. Wallace Robertson officia- cis Dykstra officiatingand burial
Taylor of Kaohsiung, Formosa;
of qualifiedelectors.Accordingto
ting. Burial willbe in Lake Forest will be in Pilgrim Home Ceme- Gwen Probation
Ottawa County deputies said Van
11 grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs.
Driver
Ticketed
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
the
provisions
of
the
city
charter,
Cemetery with military rites at tery. Relatives are requested t©
Zant’s ’49 model car was a total
Gara WindemuUer of HoUand and
ZEELAND
(Special
Glenn
Miss Marjorie Hielkftna
the clerk will then notify each canthe grave.
meet in the Church basement at Hardie Ray Wilson, 27, of 308 West loss while damage to the other car
Mrs. Gertie Coppleman of CompMr. and Mrs. J. Hielkema of didate within five days after the Edwin Mulder, 10, of 209tt South
1:45 p.m. Friends may call at the 17th St., and Joseph Elson Mel- was minor.
ton. Calif.
Maple
St.,
Wednesday
was
issued
2132
Denwood,
S.W..
Grand
Rapids,
ton.
25,
of
295
Maerose,
HoUand,
deadline whether the petition is
Langeland Funerai Home ThursTwo Cars Damaged
a ticket for interferingwith trafannounce the engagement of their accepted.
day and Friday eveningsfrom 7 each was given ibc months probaCars driven by Lester VoUcers, to 9.
daughter,Marjorie, to Earl
fic at a stop sign after his 1956 Cars Damaged
tion when they appeared for re- Damage Set at $125
47, Zeeland, and Lee Poema, 18,
Ottawa County deputies said Vander Ploeg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Riemer Van Til, 80 West 18th St., model foreign car was involved in
examination before Lars Syverson,
Cars driven by Mrs.
Z e land, Wednesday received
field examiner from the Drivers damage was estimatedat *125 to John F. Vander Ploeg, 235 East this afternoon secured a petition a collision with an automobile Kamphuis, 46,
„
_
damage estimated at *100 each fol- Grease Fire
Services Division of the Depart cars driven by John Stygstra, 31, 14th St.
for nomination as councilman from driven by Harold Van Orman, 19,
lowing a collisionat 112th Ave. City firemen were caned to put ment of State. The Rev. Arthur of 112 East 14th St., and James Miss Hielkema is a nurse in the fifth ward. Other fifth ward of 243 South Maple St., at the -in- North Division
and Lakewood Blvd. Ottawa Coun- out a grease fire jn an oven at 169 Joseph LeRoux, 47, of 406 East Langejans,49, of 360 West 16th Grand Rapids, and Mr. Vander candidates so far are incumbent tersection of Maple and Lincoln ing at
ty deputies said neither driver was East Ninth St, shortly before noon Savidge St., Spring Lake was giv- St., when they cbUided at 20th St Ploeg attends Michigan State John Van Eerden and Ernest Ave. Police estimated *100 darage A\
today. There was no damage.
' f
en instructions.
University.
and Homestead Ave.
Johnson.
was sustained by each vefele.
(Special)
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THE HOLLAND CITY
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Win 6th Loop

Chix

Tilt

NEWS, THURSDAY, JANUARY

Holland All-Stars

Zeeland High's basketball team
won its sixth straight Kenewa
League game in Holland Armory
Friday night with a 71-62 win over

h

21. made 12 of his tallies in the
second quarter. De Jonge was especially effective on the backhoards and filled in rebounding
for Ed Boeve. who didn't play
much becousc of a foot injury.
Zeeland kept its five-pointlead

Mrs. William Venhuizen

New
WILLIAM OLIVE,

oldest active member of the Holland
Chamber of Commerce and a member of the membership
committee,hands a membership card to William E. Kail, 17year-old part-timeemploye at the A and P food store in
Holland, who becomes the youngest member of the local
Chamber of Commerce. The membership campaign for 100 new
members started last week. John Emmick's team currently is
leading Wilbur Cobb's
(Penna-Sasphoto)

team.

most of the time in the third quarter but on a couple occasions the
Eagles narrowed it to three. A
short spurt at the period's close
left Zeeland with a comfortable 10point 5848 margin.

Norm Schut, the Kenewa
League’s scoring leader and the
game’s high point man. put on his
show in the fourth period and
scored 12 out of Hudsonville's14

J

Series

Sweep

doubled the score over Grand
Haven in Holland a week ago. such
was not the case here Wednesday
night at Grand Haven Senior High
gym.
The only time Holland did any

Max De Jonge. who was the
high point man for Zeeland with

.......... 1

if

GRAND HAVEN (Special) - It
took a 22-pointfourth quarter plus
a good defensive performance in
the last eight minutes to give the
Holland All-Starsa 7063 win over
Grand Haven All-Starshere in the
second and final game of the annual polio benefit series.
While the Holland five more than

lead.

Comstock Park

IkVjij

Period Results

Eagles outscoredthe Chix. 22-21
in the second quarter and Zeeland
left at intermission with a 39-3-1

Hudsonville................ 1

LJH
Man

22-Point Fourth

points just before the period closed
and led 1S-12 at the finish. The

Coopersville ...............
3
Sparta .....................
2

_ 1

ififf
i

ewa League games remainingand
the next one will be at Fremont
next Friday night.
- Win No. 6 came quite easily as
the Chix got the most from good
ball control and worked their
plays effectivelybehind well-pa tterened screens. Zeeland varied
its attack and didn’t attempt to
fast break as often against the
Eagles as in previous games.
Hudsonvillo led twice in the
game. The final time was late in
the first quarter when the Eagles
were ahead 166.
Zeeland picked up 10 straight

Zeeland ...................
6
Fremont .................... 5

ym.

Edge Grand Haven

Hudsomiile.
The Chix have four straightKen-

Kenewa League Standings

31, 1957

Field Director

Named

in

Holland

"doubling” was in the fourth period and it paid off. Behind 5248
going into the fourth quarter, Holland. led by Dick Plagenhoefand
John Jeltes, made 22 points to
Grand Haven’s 11 tallies.
Holland got off to a good start
and racked up 19 points in the

first quarter to 10 for Grand
Haven.
Newly appointedField Director But the best offense by either
for the Holland Council of the team was by Grand Haven in the
Camp Fire Girls Inc., is Mrs. second quarter. They made 23
William Venhuizen. She will assist points, with big Fred Kalsbeek
and Carl Simpson- leading the scorMrs. Andries Steketee, executive
ing, and left the floor at intermisdirector,and her duties will con- sion with a three-point,33-30 lead.
sist largely of training and advis-

Valentine Carnival All

ing leaders.

Mrs. W. F. Young, president of
the local council, announced that

Set for Local Children

The scoring was even in the
third quarter with the Grand
Haven entry picking up one point
on Holland late in the period to
carry the four - point margin into

m
w5

TOP-RATED PATROL

Chippewa District
on January 21 at Montello Park School was the Flying Eagle Patrol of
troop 8, St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church.
at the

*

annual First- Aid-O-Ree

First row, left to right, are: Tom DePuydt, Jim
Masuga (Patrol leader),Robert Schwarz,Phillip
Frank II. Second row: Donald Heydens, Russell
Boudreau,Dick Merillat,Jim Kowalski.
(Penna-Sas photo)

with a girl membership of 1,2% the fourth quarter.
and 190 adults working in the proFour Holland players scored in
fun-packed Valentine Carnival
gram, Holland has become one of double figures and Jeltes led the
will be held for children on Saturthe larger councils in the national pack with 18. Plagenhoefand Ron
day. Feb. 2 in Holalnd Armory.
organization according to the Nykamp each followed with 14 and
Junior Welfare League is giving
—Arnold Mulder
points.
city’s population.
John Mulder popped 11.
the carnival which will begin at
But Zeeland, unraveled by
Mrs.
Venhuizen. the former
Other
Holland
scorers
were:
10 a.m.
Adventures in reading may be ter some 40 miles of travel.This
Schut’s jump shot, came through
Cleo Rutgers, was educated in Dave Schreur.7; Earl Schipper,
met with in the most unlikely was in January,1824.
Highlighting the event will be
with 15. with De Jonge and Dave
Holland schools. She attended 4 and Bob Van Dyke, 2. Art Klamt places.
For me there was one reIn a natural burr-oak clearing
(Special) the crowning of a king and queen
Van Peursem alternatingon most
Western Michigan College for 3 Vi failed to score.
cently in the December number of they discovered a "huge plum tree Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
during the morning and afternoon.
of the buckets.
years and at present is complet- Dick Berg, the scoring leader in
Michigan History,” the quarterly covered with a rampant growth of Friday appointedGeorge A. PelMrs. Johri Workman and Mrs.
(Special)
Zeeland made 23 out of 31 free
ing her work on a B. S. degree. the Grand Haven City League, led
published by the ’Michigan Histori- wild grape vines so thick and grim, Sr., Stuart E. Boyd and Carl
Del
Van
Tongeren
are
co-chairOttawa
County
Road
Commission,
shots in the game and the Eagles
She served as adviser to Senior the scoring with 19 points while
cal Commission.
matted that they furnished a fair Harrington, all of Holland, as Comin regular meeting Thursday, a- men. Assistingthem with arrange- High Horizon groups for pine years
sank 18 for 26.
Simpson and Bob Klukos followed Did you know how Ann Arbor shelter for the night”
ments
are
Mrs.
Lincoln
Sennett,
to use missioners to hear a case involwarded
a
contract
to
West
Shore
Hudsonville (63)
and for the past three years as- with 12 each.
ving condemnationproceedings
FG FT PF TP Construction Co. of Zeeland for Miss Mary Hacklander.Mrs. Don sisted Blue Birds and Camp Fire Other scorers included: Kals- got its name? Perhaps it is not Mrs. Dykstra's words.
Miller. Mrs. Tom VanderKuy, Mrs.
of breath - taking importanceafBecause
the
location looked against the D*ke Corp., Madison
bituminous
capping
of
Lakewood
6
3
0
2
Visser. f ......
beek, 8; Teasley, 6; Van Hees, 4; ter the more than a century and good and was near the Huron
John DuMez and Miss Betty Wat- Girls groups.
and North Seventh Sts., Grand
Hoezee. f ..... _________ 5 3 4 13 Blvd., from old US-31 to the BeeMrs. Venhuizen is a member of and Marod. 2.
son.
decorations;
Mrs.
Gerard
a quarter that the name has been river, they decided to stay. Next Haven, filed in Circuit Court by
line Rd. and .8 mile on Byron Cen5
5
....... 3
Van Noord, c
Cook and Mrs. Lester Klaasen, Trinity Reformed Church and is In the eight years of competi- on the map. But since the reputa- thing was to get a surveyor from the State Highway Department,
Vander Molen ^ ....... 4 0 1 8 ter Rd. about IV* miles east of tickets and Mrs. William Lalley, active in the Couples Club and tion between the two independent
tion of the University of Michigan Detroit village, since Michigan seeking a right of way through a
Schut, g ....... . ....... .... 6 10 4 22 Zeeland. The Zeeland company
Ladies Aid. She is a past presi- all-starunits, Holland holds a 12- covers the globe, the origin of the Territory law required an official
publicity.
portion of the plant property for
was
low
with
bid
of
$21,973.25.
Woodwyk, f ............... 1 0 1 2
Chairmen -of the various booths dent of the Junior Welfare League 4 edge.
name will probably interestmany survey if a location was to be new US-31.
There were five other bidders.
—
and is a member of the Woman's
readers.
legallyplatted. When the surveyor
According to the highway departOn Feb. 21 the commission will being featured at the carnival are
22 18 17 62
Mrs. David Gier, candy kisses; Literary Club. Gray Ladies, HospiYears ago Dean Cooley, of the left, the founders had not decided ment. damages were estimated at
take
bids
on
a
new
grade-all
to
reZeeland (71)
Mrs.
Dena
Van
De
Veer
Mrs. Stuart Padnos, cupid booth; tal Auxiliary and the Opti-Mrs.
Sociology Department at the Uni- on a name, and so the space for $200,000 Sept. 13. 1956, but an
FO FT PF TP place x>ne in use on the north end Mrs. Ed Nyland, chocolate hearts; Club.
versity,observedthat there is no a name was left blank on the plat. agreement could not be reached on
Dies
After
Long
Illness
of
the
county,
also
for
a
10-foot
De Jonge, f __________ 8 5 3 21
Mrs. Julius Karsten. horse shoes; The new field director is serving
other city in the United States Ramsey's wife, Mary Ann, got settlement.The highway depart— 2 2 5 6 chip spreader.
Beyer, f ......
Mrs. Ed Boer, head and hat as the Trinity Church representa- ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs. bearing the name "Ann Arbor” into the habit of using the plum ment is seeking a right-of-waytor
commission
authorized
Boeve. c ......__ ___ 1 3 0 5
toss; Mrs. Robert Houtman, minia- tive to the Hope College Women's Dena Van Der Veer, 86. wife of — one of the few cases on record tree shelter for her washings and
87 feet west of the center line ol
Van Peursem g — > 5 4 0 14 mounting tanks on four trucks to ture golf; Mrs. Ber> Bowmaster, League.
John, of Oakland, died Thursday of the non-duplicationof a place other household chores, even after North 7th St. along the west aide
handle
liquid
chloride.
2
8
.............3
5
Tanis. g
Baskets; Miss Doris Wieskamp. The Venhuizenshave three chilTwo plats were approved,one crowns and Mrs. Pete Welling, dren. Kristi Ann, who is 11 and evening after a lingering illness. name on the map. Professor Cool- the men had run up a log hut. of the Dake property. Officials ol
0
0
2
Berea*;, f ... ............ 1
She had been a patient at Pine ey also called the name "quaint.” She went there sometimes just to the company, who reportedly have
Den Ouden, g ------ 1 5 0 7 known as Bottema Supervisor's movies.
eight-year-old
twins, Billy and Bob- Rest Sanatarium for five years. Most of us have become so used rest her householddrudgery. The
optioned property in the south
plat
in
section
2,
Spring
Lake
2
4
8
.Rigterink, c _______ 3
Others include Mrs.
by.
Mrs. Van Der Veer was born to the name that we do not real- men began jokingly to call the end of the city and township retownship, and the other Chelean's Brooks, food, Mrs. Warren Wesin Oakland, daughter of the late ize how odd it must sound to a place "Ann's Arbour." (In 1824 cently, contend the highway will
24 23 17 71 subdivision in section 22, Park trate, rides; Mrs. Vernon Bo^rsTotals
the word was of course spelled with force them to move opera tioni
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Ver Beek and foreigner.
township.
ma, cupcake walk; Mrs. Ted Boe- Lemuel J. Harris, 63,
was a member of Oakland Chris- In an article In "Michigan His- a "u”; Noah Webster did not from the present site.
Commission members and per- ve, balloons; Mrs. William Appletory." Lillian Dykstra, wife of knock the "u" out of such' words
Dies at Hospital
Pair Found Guilty
tian Reformed Church.
Hearings will open Feb. 26 a’
sonnel who plan to attend the dorn, penny toss; Mrs. William
Surviving besides the husband Gerald O. Dykstra, professor of till some years later.)
9:30 a.m.
American
Roadbuilders Equipment Lalley. Mickey Mouse toss; Mrs.
Of Reckless Driving
Lemuel J. Harris. 63. of 400 Van are two daughters.Mrs. Henry business and law at the University, Finally,when the naming of the
show in Chicago next week are L. Henry Maentz Jr., clown toss and
Raalte Ave.. died unexpectedly Walters of Otsego and Mrs. Hen- tells the story of how the name place could no longer be postponed
W. Lamb, Neal Van Leeuwen, Mrs. John Percival. fish pond.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Friday at Holland ry Geib. of Oakland; two sons. "Ann Arbor" originated.
the men hit <Jh the notion that Car Hits Pole
George Whipple, 19, and Robert J. Engineer Hank Stafseth, William
Hospital of a heart condition.He Harm of Oakland and Walter of
GRAND
(Special) In 1823. at a time when land since the wife of each of them
Diendorf, 23, both of route 2. Osner, Bob Billington, Charles De
came to Holland 40 years ago af- Holland; 13 grandchildren, 24 in MichiganTerritorysold for $1.25 had an "Ann” in her name and
Mieras, 17, Granc
Grand Haven, were found guilty of Witt, Harold Siekman,Lester Van- Zeeland Girl
ter his marriage cn Dec. 26, 1916 great grandchildren and one great, an acre, a native of Virginia nam- since Mrs. Ramsey loved that Haven, escaped injurieswhen hi*
reckless driving charges in a non- der Wall and Clarence Hoffman.
to Miss Jean Bos.
Cherry Pie Champion
ed John Allen left his wife Ann plum tree arbor, "Ann's Arbour” car went out of controlon slipper>
great grandchild.
jury trial before Municipal Judge These exhibitionsare held once in
The Harrises have lived in
Isabella and children in that stale would be a good name.
Mercury Dr. and crashed into a
Jacob Ponstein Thursday after- eight or 10 years in the stockyards ZEELAND (Special 1
A sen- Holland since their marriage.
and migrated to Michigan. His purSo "Ann’s Arbour” was inked in telephone pole at 11:05 p.m. Thur*
noon. Each was sentenced to pay amphilieatrein Chicago.
ior at Zeeland High School. Mary He was employed as a foreman Rubbish Fine Paid
pose was to found a plat a vil- on the plat. Later this was shorten- day. The 1646 model was damaged
$50 fine and $10.10 costs.
Keppcl, will represent Ottawa at the Holland Furnace Co. He
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
lage somewheree in the wilds of ed to "Ann Arbour,” and still later to the extent of $75. State police
The pair was arrested by city I
j
.
County at the state cherry pie was a member of First Methodist HarokKHarrington,20. of 531 La- the state west of Detroit: he was the "u” was eliminated. Such is charged the driver with excessive
police Jan. 4 on Water St. between Zeeland i\€S€TV€S Win
baking contest in Grand Rapids, Church, of the American Welding fayette St., N. E.. Grand Rapids tired of farming in Virginia and the origin of a famous Michigan speed for conditions.
Zeeland's reserve basketball Feb. 14-15.
Washington and Franklin Sts.
Society and of the American So- paid $30 fine and $4.30 costs in he wanted to run a store in a place name.
where they allegedlywere cutting team rolled over Hudsonville's Miss Keppel. daughter of Mr.
ciety for Metals. He was active in Justice Eva Workman's court new frontier community. So he
in and out of traffic, swerving second team. 71-44 in Holland Ar- and Mrs. Ward Keppel of route 2.
Firemen Answer Alarm
Boy Scout work.
Thursday on a charge of dump- proceeded first to start the commory
Friday
night.
The
winners
over the road and indulging in
Rickard-Osborne
Zeeland was declared the county
The reflectionof a small traah
Surviving
are
the
wife,
one
son,
munity
that
he
aspired
to
serve
ing
rubbish
on
a
highway.
A1
maintained quarter marks of 13-9; champion by default when other
other pranks.
fire in the windows of the Hekman
Lemuel
J.
Jr.,
of
Whittier,
Calif.,
leged offease occurred on or about as a merchant.
Marriage Announced
Diendorfis currently on proba- 40-25 and 58-39. Jack Van Dort county candidateswithdrew. She
Rusk Co., at 18th St. and Cleveone daughter, Mrs. William E. Dec. 3, 1956. in Robinson townOn the way to Michigan he was
tion from Ottawa CircuitCourt on paced Zeeland with 24 while Wayne was to have entered the county
land Ave. Thursday night sent fireCollison
of
Grand
Rapids;
five
joined
by
Elisha
Walker
Ramsey
Word
has
been
received
here
of
ship. The arrest was by Sam
a non-support charge of which he Schout had 19 and Marv teen- contest by virtue of winning out
grandchildrenand two brothers. Hartwell, Sr., deputy sheriff for and his wife, whose name was the nanrriage of Harriet Osborne to men to the scene when a nearby
was found guilty by a jury Aug. stra, 16.
over four other Zeeland High girls
Samuel T. Harris and Noel, both the Ottawa County Road Commis- Mary Ann; but she was usually Harvey H. Rickard on Jan. 12 in resident thought the building was
12, 1955. On Sept. 12, 1955. Judge
last Saturday,but was declared
known as Ann. The party left De- Albuquerque, N. Nex. The bride is on fire.
sion.
Raymond L. Smith placed Dien- From the excitementof climb- the county winner when all entries of Flint.
troit by a low moving, oxen - the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
dorp on probation for three inb Mount Everest to sailing a from Coopersville withdrew.
To learn a lot — read a lot. At
drawn sleigh, after purchasing Spykhoven of Clare.
rail across the Pacific—you ran
years.
Finishing second among the ZeeMrs. Rickard is employed at (he your Holland Public Library you
supplies in Detroit village of 1,500
share in many thrilling adventures land girls was Carla L o k e r s.
inhabitants.They didn’t quite know City Electric Company and Mr. will find a world of books on hobThe national gun salute of the by reading adventure books at the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
W:'"where
they were going, but one Rickard with the National Bedding bies, business,scienec, travel,and
United Statoc is 21
j Holland Public Library.
Lokers of Fairview Rd.
biography.
night they stopped for a rest, af- Company of Albuquerque.
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CONTROL PANEL

—

Plant Superintendent Jim Hornung

(above) checks the readings on 0 graph that keeps an accurate

pumped through
Holland'snew water pipeline. Inside each one of the glass
covered cases is a circular graph that keeps an hpurly record of
each phase of the water pipeline operation. At a glance the
operator can tell how much water is being pumped, what the
hourly consumption by Holland residents is or the level of the
storage tanks. Hornung said that technicians will also make
frequent laboratory checks of the water to insure that it meets
the highest health standards as set by the State Health
Department.Until the laboratonr is in operation .water samples
are sent to Lansing for
(Sentmol photo)
record of the number of gallons of water being

COMPLETED FILTRATION PLANT

—

This

building on Lake Shore Ave. near Tunnel Park
houses the filtration Beds and the main controls

of the

$3,000,000 Holland water pipeline
system. The huge tank at right will hold
1,500,000 gallons of water. From this tank the
water enters the pipes leading to the city. To
the left of the main Building, not sluwn, are

the settling basins. These basins are largely
undergroundwith only a slight rise in the land
contour to show their location. The paint job
on the tank was interrupted because of bad
weather but will be completed early this spring.
The land surroundingthe plant, the settling
basins,and the low servicepumping station will
all be landscapedthis spring, (fentinel photo)

inspection.

LOW SERVICE PUMPING STATION —
only

a few

While

feet of the pumping station shows

above the ground the bulk of the plant is deep
beneath the surface. The inside of the station
extends 39 feet below the level of Lake
Michigan. A 4,240-footintake line extends
from the station out into the lake. The water
flats from the lake by gravity into the station.

Residentsmav find it difficult to place the
location of tne fetation from the surrounding
land. This area formerly was a huge sand dune.
Tunnel Park is just to the jeft. The dune is gone
and steel fences line both sides of the
property and extend to within a few feet of
Lake Michigan. This photograph looks in a
southwesterly direction.
(Sentinel photo)
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Water

Karen Hansen

Jack Daniels

To Be Valentine Gift

Wins Contest

Within a few weeks Holland's
J3.000.000 pipeline system is expected to be operating on an

Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow for Holland High School
as the result of receiving highest
score in a written examinationon

around-the-clockbasis.

Board of Public Works superintendent Guy Bell said the single
remaining major operation is to

Miss Karen Hansen was named Is

PSC Considering

homemaking knowledge and attitudes. administeredDec. 4 to

Electric Service

the four huge filtration beds with

Workmen are

busy inside the filtration plant installing laboratory
equipment and painting pumping
equipment.
When completed, technicianswill
maintain a 24-hour check of the
water and make frequent checks
in the laboratory to insure that the

water going through the pipeline
into Holland homes is clean and
pure.

Bell said the capacity of the
pipeline is 14.000,000 gallons a day

ToMacatawaPark
LANSING (Special) - The
Michigan Public Commission,after

an

all-day hearing Friday, has
taken under advisement a proposal by the Macatawa Hotel Asservice to some 185 customers at
•

testimony

were taken Friday afternoon and
Commissioner Maurice Hunt said
a decision should be rendered in
two or three weeks.
Simon Den Uyl, leading partner
in the Hotel Association,continued
presenting his side of the case as
the hearing resumed at 1:30 p.m.
Friday. He estimated in a 10-year
period— 1M5 to 1955-that he owned
the association he had lost J125,-

but this could be increased to 20,000.000 with little trouble.
000.
Ev/£n this is not tops, Bell said.
!n an informal question and
With a few changes and additions
answer period between Hunt and
the pipeline would be capable of
Den Uyl, Hunt said just to get out
pumping over 35,000,000 a day.
of a public utility "is no way to

Instruments already

installed

and working give hourly checks on
the amount of water being pumped
from the lake, quantity in the lines
and the hourly consumption of water by residents.
Ono dial also registers the
amount of water in the tank at
28th St. and the huge 1,500,000 gallon tank alongside of the filtration

annual search conducted among

sociation to discontinue electrical

Macatawa Park.
Two more hours of

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE MEET - Members

of the Tri-County
Justices of the Peace Association Thursday night held one of their
three annual meetings in Holland at Cumerford’s Restaurant.
Representatives were on hand from Grandville,Fennville,Wyoming
Township. Grand Rapids. Rockford. Wayland, Hudsonville.
Zeeland, Plainwell,Allegan, South Haven and Spring Lake. Park

Jack

Daniels

.

of Parke, Davh

Township Justice C.C. Wood was in charge of local arrangements.
Special guests were State Police Capts. I* Roy Hunt of Rockford
and C.B. Miller of Paw Paw. Other State Police guests were Sgts.
C. Bouter, Paw Paw; L.C. Brandt. Wayland and G. Hanthorn,
Rockford.Following dinner the State Police officers answered
questionsfrom the
(Sentinelphoto)

floor.

Elected board

members for

300,526 young women in 11.636 of three • year terms were George
the nation's public, private and Stephens of the Heinz Co. and
parochial high schoolswill be nam- Gerald Vande Vusse of Chris Craft.
ed May 2 at the American Tablj Ray Helder of Peoples State Bank
banquet in New York City.
was named to a one-year term to
Miss L a v i n a Cappon, Miss succeed Coll.
Gladys Wiskamp and Clifford MarThe board okayed a transfer of
cus of the High school facultywere 55,000 to the polio fund, the same
advisers for the contest which is amount as last year. The three
designed to assist schools In edu- directors were named at the ancation for home and family living nual meeting. At the close of this
and to emphasizethrough a sound meeting, the board of directors
scholarshipaward program the met to organize and elect officers
personal qualities and sense of for the coming year.
values necessary to successful The SSP lists 57 participating

homemaking.

companies in Holland area These
state winner in the con- plants list 5,137 employes of
test will receive a 51,500 scholar- whom 3,841 participate. During the
ship and an educationaltrip with a year 1996, total pledges amounted
school adviser to Washington.D. to 541,264.30 and total amount col-

Each

Fennville Upsets Martin

Ganges

Calvin’s

Newhof

There will be a meeting of the
qualified voters of Reid School
District No. 5 Ganges on ThursFENNVILLE ( Special) — Sec- day evening Jan. 31st at 8 p.m. at
Paul Newhof. 6'9" center on the
ong place Fennville handed Mar- the school house. The meeting is
Calvin college basketball team,
tin its first basketball loss in Al- being called to consider the releads the MIAA scoring race folVan competitionhere Friday! cenl recommendationsof
lowing the Jan. 23 win over Oli-

Williamsburg.Va.. and New lected was 541,849.21.
York City. A 3500 scholarship will
Under SSP, periodic payroll debe awarded runnerups in each ductions are made for such charistate. The scholarshipof the young
ties as the Community Chest, Red
woman named All - American Cross and polio, and management
Homemaker of Tomorrow will be matches the contributions.In some
increased to 55.000. 'nils year for
cases, contributionsare made
the first time girls who rank secdirect instead of payroll deond,
third
and
fourth
in
the
navet.
duction.
Newhof now has 141 points in tional finals will receive 54,000. SSP amount paid out In 1966
53,000 and 32,000 scholarships,reseven games to rank seven points
totaled 533.968.68. The breakdown
ahead of John Hannett of Alvion, ,PecUvelylisted: Red Oosi, 55,615; polio,
last year's MIAA scoring cham55.000; Community Chest, 522,901pion with an even 300 points.
.21; total expense, 5458.47,
Paul Benes, Hope's 6T0” cenThe 1966 reserve totals $7,880.53
ter. is third in the point derby
The Rev. Gradus Aalberts, pal- and previous reserve 58,479.38, for
with 127 one more than George
lor at the South Blendon Re- a cash-in-bank balance of 516.359
Vi via more of Albion who stopped
formed Church was guest preach .91
Hope with his last-secondbasket.
er on Sunday, Jaq, 20. The choir
Hope's Warren Vander Hill is
sang at the morning service "Hear
sixth with 122 points, om less than
Thou Our Prayer. O Lord" and
George Carter of Alma while "At The Crossroads."
Gary Morrison of Kalamazoo folMothers’ Club met In the school
lows with 117 points in six games.
at 8 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 21.
The other scorers have all played
Everett Klelnjans,missionary to
seven MIAA game.

Covert Nips Saugatuck

do it.”
Den Uyl

said he wasn't trying
to recoup any monetary loss but

SSP President

senior girls in the graduating class. and Co. was reelected president
Her examination paper will be en- of the Holland Single Solicitation
tered in competition to name this Plan, Inc., at the annual meeting
state's candidate for the title of Thursday. Gordon Van Putten was
All - American Homemaker of To- elected vice president,succeeding
morrow and will also be consider- H. H. Coll who resigned because
ed for the runnerup award in the of the press of duties in connecstate. Four her achievement,she tion with the new Roamer Boat
will receive an award pin.
plant, and Mayo A. Hadden was
The nationalwinner in the third reelected secretary - treasurer.

fill

a mixture of sand and gravel.
At the present time the cityt is
not drawing any water through
the pipeline. They were shut down
earlier this week to allow the pipes
to be painted.
If water was coming through
the pipes the cold temperatures
wwld cause the casings to
"sweat" disrupting the painting.

Reelected

Dog Notes

C„

Top MIAA Scorer

thought he was doing the right
thing by terminating service.Hunt
By Peter Boggs
State Fire Marshall.
said a utility is a business and What Makes Dogs Turn Around? nipping the leaders. 52-51.
The postponed meeting of the
Playing
on
their home floor,
the PSC can guarantee only a
During the Christmas holidays
Ganges
Home Club was to be held
fair rate of return.
where they’re hard to stop, the
Den Uyl asked Hunt, "If you I spent some time at my brother's Blackhawks managed getting the today at the home of Mrs. Ida
Martin in Fennville with Mrs. Edwere in my position, what would home. Twice during that time I
plant.
came upoq my 8-year-oldnephew taller Martin men out from under win Ensfield as program leader.
you do?”
A permanent record is kept au- Hunt said he would definitely making the family dog lie down, the basket. As a result. Fennville's Youth Sunday will be observed
tomatically by a moving pen on
then get up, and then lie down Jerry Smith nabbed 23 rebounds Sunday Jan. 27, it the Ganges
get out of this operation by getting
a graph of each operation.
again. I asked him what he was and ClarenceTyink picked off 15 Baptist Church with the young
together with the only known proBell said the water may still
trying to do and received an an- to give the winners control of people of the Baptist Youth Felspective buyer (Consumers Power
have a slight chlorine taste until
swer to the effect that it amused the boards.
lowship in charge. It will mark
Co). "You can't just walk out of
the mains have been flushed.This
him
to see the dog always turn
the beginning of Youth Week obSmith,
who
Coach
Sam
Morethis kind of thing," he said.
is expected to be done early this
around before lying down. Per- head says is the best high school served nationally.
Neal "Casey” Landman, who
spring.
haps you, too, have been amused player he's ever coached, also
The Baptist Mission Circle was
owns a house and minnow business
When in operation Lake Michi- on the channel, was called to the at such antics in your dog or won- notched 26 points to win all scoring entertained Wednesday afternoon
gan water will be pumped through
dered why it is that most dogs honors and provided an overall at the home of Mrs. Charles Green.
stand and estimated there are 20
the 43-inch intake line into the low
turn around two or three times spark for his club. Smith is 6’,a" Mrs. Arnold Green was in charge
winterizedpermanent homes in
lift plant near Tunnel Park.
before they lie down. Here's why; tall and out-maneuvered players of the program, her subject being
the area, but said he thought not
Japan will have charge of the serv
Before they were civilized, dogs two and three inches taller in be- "More Precious Than Gold." TTie
From there the water will go to
Ray Ritsema, with 109 points. Is ices in the VrieslandReformed
all 20 residents stayed all year.
the settling basins on the East side
were creatures of the wild, existbusiness session followed and rethe other Hope scorer in the top
Maybe 12 stay the year around, ing as best they could. Many of our
John G. Koster ft wf. to Floyd
of Lake Shore Ave. near the main
freshments were served by the dozen pointmakers. He Is 10th, one Church in the morning, and the
he said.
Al-Van League Standings
Rev. William Angus, a former Vink ft wf. Lot 1 Ranch House
plant.
present day dogs' actions are
hostess. The members were unpoint behind Jim (Jellybean) ReyA report was submitted by the
L
missionaryin China, in the eve- Acre* Resub. Twp. Spring Lake.
From the basins the water will
throwbacksto that era. Your dog
able to attend the mid-winter nolds of Hillsdale.
attorney general's staff on condiMartin
........... ......
1
John M. Huyaer ft wf. to John
ning, Sunday, Jan. 27.
then go into the filtration beds in
meeting of the Kalamazoo River
buries a bone because his ancestion of the electricalproperties
Fennville .........
G.
Gruppen ft wf. SE4.SW14 Sec.
Prayer
meeting
was
held
in
the
the plant, then into huge storage
Baptist Association in Kalamazoo
tors buried food they killed, after
Gobles ........... ......
owned by the Hotel Association.
2
church basement on Tuesday eve- 29 ft NW4 NRk 32-6-14 Twp. Blenlast week Thursday afternoon due
tanks, through the pipelineinto the
eating what they wanted, so that
Lawton .......... .....
The report said: "The general
3
ning.
don.
city and finally into Holland
to the stormy weather.
other dogs wouldn't find the reSaugatuck .......... .........
condition of the plant at Maca4
Harry Walcott et al to John
Young peoples' catechism was
homes.
mains. Later, they would return
Mrs. Isabelle McIntyre was
Covert ........... ......
tawa Hotel Co. ranges from fair
4
held at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, fol Peter Ritsema ft wf. Lot 67 Ardelected president of the Hospital
Once in use only Lake Michigan
and finish it. These same ances7
to poor. It is questionable how tors would circle around in order Bloomingdale ____ ......
lowed by the Senior C. E. meet- more (Park Sub. No. 1, Twp.
Auxiliary of the Douglas Comwater will be going through the
Lawrence ........ ......
8
ing.
long the plant will remain in place
Georgetown.
munity Hospital last week at the
pipeline. The Dells in the city will
to mat the stiff grasses and brush
Arthur Vos Sr. ft wf. to Arthur
unless
additional maintenance for abed whenever they wanted
The
women
of the church cleanannual
meeting
of
the
society.
be used as a standby emergency
ing the outstanding player on the
work
is done immediately.Some
Vos
Jr. ft wf. Lot 16 Green Acres
ed
the
parsonage
on
Wednesday.
supply.
to rest or sleep. They also turned floor. Morehead also had high Mrs. Marian Van Leeuwen also of
Several cases were processed In
Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
poles need guying immediatelyor
around for another reason. They praise for guard Mickey Morse, Ganges was elected vice-president.Municipal Court the last few days The Rev. and Mrs. Harry Buis
James A. Boatman ft wf. to
they will be down in the first were testing the direction of the
Mrs. Gene Starring entertained by Judge Cornelius vander Meulen. and family of Cleveland, Ohio plan
heavy wind. Some of the guys in wind and always lay so that the who "quarterbacks”the team.
on moving Into same in February. Dick Riemersma Pt NEK NWK
a
few
friends
and
neighbors
at
a
Charles Ridenour. 38. of 80 East
The Children’s Bible Hour pro- 12-5-16 Twp. Park.
use are improvisions, holding a wind blew directlyat their noses, It was a tight game all the way. coffee hour Wednesday morning of
29th St., was .sentencedFriday to
with Martin holding a 17-11 first
Susie Walt to Caroline Sessions
broken pole upright.
gram
will now be on television at
bringing the scent or odor of any quarter lead. They pushed out to last week
pay 5100 fine and $4.70 costs on a 1 p.m. on Saturday instead of 9:30 Lot 90 John Laug’s Assessor s
"It is doubtful whether any other approachingenemy.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harjy
Nye
entercharge of simple assault involving a.m.
a 26-11 margin midway in the
Plat No. 1. Villageof Coopersville.
utility would attempt to operate
second quarter, but Fennville got lained a group of neighbors at a a 17-year-old girl. A 60-day jail
George Wolfert et al to Harold
The
Golden
Chain
Union
meetthe existing plant in its present
What Is a Watchdog?
moving to cut the lead to 32-29 at 500 Part>' Tuesday evening at sentence was suspended on condiVander Markt ft wf. Lot 54 Cottoncondition. It appears that the cost
A watchdog is a dog that Welch- the half. The winners led at the ,heir h,>me- Pumpkin pie and cof- tion he consult a psychiatrist,ar- ing which was postponed last week
because of the stormy weather wood Heights Sub. Twp. George'Hie Hope College Library has of removal of the present plant es over his master’s home and
fee were served.
third quarter mark, 46-44.
rangementsfor which already have was held Thursday at 8 p.m. in town.
received a sub-grant in the amount would probably exceed the value gives the alarm promptly and vigMrs. Ed Simons was in Chicago been made. The allegedoffenseocFennville, playing without using
Simon Borr ft wf. to Heidema
the Vriesland Reformed Church.
of J500 from the United States of scrap removed.”
orously when an unauthorized a substitute,missed a chance to a few days last week visitingin curred Jan. 14 and Ridenour
Joe Brinks suffered a heart at- Box ft Lumber Co. Lot 31 ft 39
Fred L. Hendrick and John H strangerapproachesit, especially
Steel Foundation grant made to
win by a, more comfortable score the home of her sister - in - law, pleaded guilty in Municipal Court tack last week and is confined Sylvan Acres, Twp. Holland.
the Association of College and Ref- Marsland of the attorney general's at night. He is not necessarily a
by missing four one-and-one free Mrs. Clara Kragsman. Mrs. Krags- the next day.
to his home.
John Voss et al to James M.
erence Libraries,a divisionof the staff preparedthe report.
dog big enough and savage enough shots in the fourth period. Never- man was injured recently in a fall
Others appearing were Jack Our special offering for missions Hillebrands ft wf. Lot 169 DiekDen
Uly’s
attorney,
W.
J.
Lane
American Library Association,
to tear such a stranger's throat— theless,it was the charity points on an icy pavement near her home Kievit,of 161 Walnut Ave., speedand benevolence will be taken at ema Homestead Add. Twp. Holwhich has for its purpose improve- said they weren't prepared to dis- although a watchdog which will, that provided the winners with the there.
ing 40 in 30, $25; Rudolph Halach, both services in the local church land.
ment of college library collections, cuss the question of values in the as a last resort, follow up his upset. The Blackhawks converted
Mrs. Bernice Knox left Monday of 1106 Ardmore, speeding 40 in on Sunday, Jan. 27.
Dale Borgman ft wf. to John
equipment,and programs of li- scope of the petition to discontinue warning bark with a bite has much 18 of 28 free tosses, while Martin for Lakeland Fla., where sht will
30, and crossing yellow line. $15;
Nelva Ter Haar. student at Wes- E. Fisher ft wf. Lot 168 Diekema
service. He said it is a practical value of his own.
brary service.
hit only seven of 20.
spend the remainderof the winter. Duane Kenneth Kuipers,of 124 tern College In Kalamazoo was a Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
Miss Mildred Singleton. Hope impossibilityto continue the ser- In ordinary circumstances a
The Fennville second team lost She accompanied her friends, Mr. East Washington, Zeeland,$15; weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Marlnus DeWinter ft wf. to Roy
College librarian, said the sub- vice.
watchdog that weighs 15 pounds its second close contest in a row. and Mrs. Coe Davids of Bangor,
Drog ft wf. Lot 14. Vos-Kotser Sub.
Grand Rapids attorney Harold or even 3 pounds may sound an bowing 36-35. to the Martin re- who will tour the south for several Cornelius Vanderzyl, 62, Muske- Harold Ter Haar and family.
grant would be used for the New
gon, right of way, $12; George
Mrs. G. Faber and Mrl. G. Zu- Twp. Georgetown.
Sawyer, representing the Cottage alarm loud enough to arouse the serves. Fennville'ss'Dave Turner weeks.
York Times on microfilm.
Robbert, of 516 Central, improper verink were Tuesday afternoon
John Voss ft wf. to Dale BorgThis is the second year the Owners Association, said "it is household.
led both outfits with 21 points,
Mrs. Ocelus Plummer is some- right turn. $12.
guests of Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden. man ft wf. Lot 168 Diekema Homeclearly
an
effort
to
recoup,"
speakACRL program, financed by three
There is an old maxim which is but the Little Blackhawks were what improved for her arthritic
Monday guests were Mr. and stead Add. Twp. Holland.
Hattie Meppelink, 40, route 1,
grants from private industry total- ing of Den Uyl’s estimated loss.
100 hundred per cent true. It is the victims of some bad passing condition and able to be out.
Mary McMillan Oakes et al to
Zeeland, failure to have car under Mrs. Theodore Jousma of Grand
ing J40,000. Hope College library is
this: "One good watchdog inside at the end of the game which cost
Mrs. Mary Thompson who has control. $12; Kay S hreckengust, Rapids at the Simon Broersma Van Oordt BrothersConstruction
one of 118 college and university
the house is worth more than two them the decision.
made her home with Mrs. Bertha route 2. Fennville, right of way, home.
Co. Lot 4 South Sheldon Heights,
Lake Michigan Continues
librariesthroughout the country
good watchdogs outside" Poison
Plummer for several months is 312; Robert Walker, of 129 East
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bos.s were City of Grand Haven.
which were awarded sub-grants. its Seasonal Decline
COVERT (Special'— Saugatuck now at the home of her nephew Ninth St., failure to control car, Thursday supper guests of Mr.
meat or a smashing blow with a
Van Oordt Brothers ConstrucThe United States Steel Foundaclub may make the outside watch- skidded into fifth place in the Al- and niece. Mr. and Mrs. Fay Coon 512; Wilburn Saylor, of 1746 West and Mrs. Syrene Boss of Galewood. tion Co. to Cecil W. McNeal ft
Lake
Michigan
continued
its
Van
league
by
absorbing
a
44-42
tion gave J30.000 "to strengthen or
dog useless, but the dog waiting
of Otsego. Mrs. Thompson's home 32nd St., right of way to through
Mrs. Bessie De Vree of Grand wf. Lot 4 South Sheldon Heights,
modernize library, teaching or seasonal decline at about average alertly indoors is far harder for a reversal at the hands of Covert on U. S. 31 near here has been traffic, $12; Thomas Fenn, of 3004 Rapids was a Sunday guest of City of Grand Haven.
here Friday night.
learning tools;”J5.000 was granted rates from Novemebr to Decem- thief to. deal with.
sold to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hasty West 17th St., imprudent speed, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kroodsma and
Jerrold Lubbers & wf. to George
by the New York Times for li- ber. according to the U. S. Lake' Think twice before punishing Quincy Johnson, a veteran of Co- who will take possession soon.
Brink Lot 47 & pt. 48 Chamber
$7, and no operator's license. $10. family.
brary purchase of microfilmed Survey which is associated with your dog for barking at daylight vert’s league champions last year, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Galbreath
Mrs. Louis Beyer and Mrs. Ber- of Commerce Sub. City of HolI^ee Roy Teerman, of 178 East
back copies of the newspaper;and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. visitors. Otherwise he may not put in the winning two-pointer on of Detroit were weekend guests in
31st St., red light, $7; Ben Van nice Beyer were Tuesday guests land.
The December level of Lake barkwhen midnight visitors break a layup in the final seconds after the home of Miss Sadie Keirman.
55,000 came from Remington Rand
Henry Kuyser Sc wf. to Grace
Slooten, 32. route 3. red light. $7; of Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zeeland.
Saugatuck had taken a 42-39 lead
Division of Sperry Rand Corpora- Michigan was 579.47, compared in.
Sunday guests in the home of William E. LaBarge, 39. of 111
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma Schreur Lot 2 ft pt. 3 Blk H Post's
with
a
minute
to
go.
The
Indians'
with
the
level
a
year
previously
tion for library equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thorsen were
were Tuesday evening guests of Park Hill Add. Holland.
Frank I^amb missed two free shots Mrs. Asa Hutchins, Mr. and Mrs. East 31st St., stop sign. $7; Bern- Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
ACRL President Robert W. Orr, of 579.72. The average December
The Question Box
Henry Klumper ft wf. to Henry
ard
carman,
34.
of
3G7
Gordon
director of Iowa State College Li- level for the entire record is 580Question:Etoes a dog have to in the last minute to send Sauga- Blair Race and Mrs. Bud John- St., speeding 40 in 25. $15; Kenneth Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Boss of J. Heetderks ft wf. Lot 14 J. C.
tuck’s
chances
down
the
drain.
26 feet above mean tide at New be fed only beef meat?
brary, Ames, Iowa, said:
ston all of South Lyon. They also Robert, 25. of U West 27th St., Galewood, Mr. and Mrs. I^averne Dunton’s Add. Twp. Holland.
"The information received from York, 1935 datum.
Answer: No, lamb and horse Covert hit from outcourt through- visited relatives in Fennville and speeding38 in 25. $13 suspended Boss and family of Dimondale Edwin M. Timm & wf. to HarExtreme December low was re- meat are two other meats fed to out the game and picked up 11 Holland.
were Saturday guests at the home vey Kalmink & wf. Lot 6 Legion
Hope College Library in making
after traffic school.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
applicationfor a sub-grant will be corded in 1933 listing 577.53 feet dogs, but I don't advise giving points on free throws while breakMr. and Mrs. Milton Weed were
Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
Goldie
Alderink,
route
5,
speedMr. and Mrs. John Jousma of
used in building a broader pro- and the extreme December high raw or cooked pork to young pups. ing up Saugatuck's work-in offense. Sunday dinner guests of their sonTheodore Baker ft wf. to Gerald
ing
45
in
30.
$15
suspended
after
Carl
Jacobs
topped
Saugatuck
with
gram of grants next year. These occurred in 1861 lising 582.70 feet.
in-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. .traffic school; James Lamar. 17, Holland, were Saturday guests, Rock ft wf. Lot 1 Heneveld's Plat
13 points, but Henry tallied 16 for
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Houten of Lakewood Homesites Sub. Twp.
grants reflect the growing concern Last December'slevel was .97
Wilson Hiatt
of Benton Harbor.
.
, route 1. speeding 38 in 25. $15 susthe winners to take scoring honors.
Grand
Rapids were Sunday guests Park.
of business leaders for develop- foot above low water datum, the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Allen were pended after traffic school;Jerome
The first quarter ended in a 9-9
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
ment of broader reading interests plane to which lake survey chart
Van Oordt Brothers to Ferris
Saturday
visitorsin the home of A1Ien Bouws, 18. route 6. speeding
Admitted to Holland Hospital tie and Covert moved to a 16-10 Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Allen of Niles,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- K. Cassis ft wf. Lot 5 South Sheland habits among students. The and federal navigation improve40 in 25, $15 suspendedafter trafmargin
by
the
half.
The
Bulldogs
Thursday
were
Lloyd
Folkert,
sub-grants are made principallyto ment depths are referred.
being called there by the illness fic school; John Geenen, Jr.. 17. garden spent Friday afternoon don Heights. Grand Haven.
Lake Michigan dropped .21 foot route 5; Ken Russell, Grandville; were on top. 28-21 at the end of of Mr. Allen.
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
libraries in non-tax-supported,four
Isaac Kouw ft wf. to William
of 618 Lincoln, speeding 45 in 25,
year institutionsand junior col- from November to December, Mrs. Albert Hulsetos, 401 Howard the third period before both teams
Nyboer ft wf. Lot 209 Diekema
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gooding $20 suspendedafter traffic school;
broke
out
with
some
big
scorAve.; Mrs. Howard Johnson, Hamleges planning a four • year pro- compared with an average .19
and daughter.Sarah, were Sun- William Dykstra, salesman for Rest Haven Guild Hears
Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
ing in the final eight minutes. gram. They are modest sums, drop for the entire record. Prob- ilton; Linda Sue Dams, 3264
American Properties. Inc. to
day dinner guests in the home of Wilson and Co., short weight,
Jacobs
picked
up
four
baskets
Maple
Ave.;
Douglas
Ter
Haar,
Talk by Mrs. Kamphouse
ranging largely from 5300 to J500 ably January level will be 579.3
Floyd Clarence Coon ft wf. Lots
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Dubbuison of $53.90.
route 2, Hamilton (latter two dis- for the losers in the last quarter
-none exceed 31,000. However, the feet.
South Haven.
Mrs. Herman Kamphouse, wife 63, 64 Little Farms Plat, Twp.
charged same day); Mrs. Betty before the Covert five pulled
aim is to place the money widely
of the City Mission director,show- Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye were
Michaels,route 3, Allegan;Jack ahead. Frank Lamb had 12 points
ed slides and explained work of the
Gerald H. Holstegeft wf. to
where it will make direct contri- Fellowship Guild Has
Wednesday visitors in Benton Har- Jury Awards Judgment
Beintema, 351 James St.; Kath- in the game, but Harvey Slotman,
local mission at a meeting of Rea* Adrian Wiersma ft wf. Lot 30
butions to higher education through
bor.
leen Gerritsen, 176 East 16th St. who went into the contestin fourth
In Car-Jeep Accident
Haven Guild Thursday evening in Southeast Heights Add. Twp. Zeethe library function. We look for- Installation of Officers
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle
DischargedThursday were Paul place in the Al-Van scoring derby,
Sixteenth Street Christian Reform- land.
ward to expansion of the program
entertained
at family dinner SaturGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
The monthly meeting of the Fel- Lambers, 986 Graafschap Rd.; was held to sitf by the doubling-up day evening. Guests were John
ed Church parlors.
Dick Schreur ft wf. to Ben Haan
as the value and importance of
After deliberatingan hour and a
lowship Guild of Sixth Refonned Benjamin Breuker, route 1; Mrs. tactics of the Covert defense.
Mrs. A. Dogger, president, wel- ft wf. Lot 1 Edson Add. Hudsonthis kind of assistance to the colStehle
and
daughters.
Marjorie quarter, a Circuit Court jury FriThe
Saugatuck
reserves
1
e
d
Donald Overweg, Grand Rapids;
lege library receives recog- Church was held Tuesday evening. William Tohiovish, 2022 South through most of their game, but and Marie; sons Gerald and Rob- day afternoon awarded Philip E. comed the members and guests ville.
A candelight installation service
and introduced Mrs. William HoogPine Street Christian Reformed
nition."
also were beaten in the last period ert Stehle and Miss Bethel Bul- Barnes of Detroit and his subrofor new officers was conducted by Shore Dr.; Georgia Overway, 200
strate who conducted devotions. Church to Alger D. Johnson ft
som
of Holland.
36-26.
Bill
Figley
and
Gary
Diepengee,
Detroit
Automobile
Inter
-InMrs. Boyd De Boer. Installedwere Scotts Dr.; Kim Macqueen, 205
Mrs. D. Vander Meer was pianist wf. Lot 46 Lemmen’s Sub. Twp.
surance Exchange, a judgment of
Darryl Vander Bit
Mrs. Robert Oosterbaan, presi- West Ninth St; Mrs. Alvin Doze- horst had eight apiece for the
for group singing and also accom- Polkton.
man
and
baby,
106
West
29th
St.; Braves.
5898.77 against Richard and Wilson
dent; Mrs. John Mokma, secreMrs. Gertrude Ltppinga,
panied Mrs. H. Jaarsma who sane
Celebrates Birthday
Mrs. Henry Tamminga and baby,
Bulson, route 1. Nunica.
tary; Mrs. Melvin Thnmer, trea"Seek Ye the Lord" and "There
321 160th Ave.; Mrs. Elmer Har77, Dies in Lamont
The suit resulted from an acci- Is Singing in Heaven." Mrs. Ella San •( Former Holkod
Darryl Vander Bie, celebrated surer; Mrs. Henry Bauman, assis- rison and baby, 618 Pleasant; Mrs. Miss Donna Westerhof
dent June 5, 1953, involving a car
, his 10th birthday Wednesday after- tant secretary and treasurer. A Kenneth E. Givens and baby, 1724
Of Interestto local Tesidents is driven by Barnes and a jeep driv- Kiemel and Mrs. R. Vander Meu- Couple Dies in California
Wed to Leslie Weller
len gave the secretary'sand treasnoon with a party at his home. short business meeting was con- Main St; Percy Nienhuis. route 6.
the death of Mrs; Gertrude Lap- en by Richard Bulton on US-16 at
urer's reports.
ducted by Mrs. Oosterbaan.
Danny William Merrills, three890 South Washington Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Westerhof. pinga, 77, Thursday night at Glen- the intersection of Old State Rd. in
Hospital births include a son,
Mrs. William Brower reported on week-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Games were played after which Devotions were led by Miss James Monroe, bom Thursday to route 1, announce the marriage wood ConvalescentHome in La- Crockery township.
two programs given at the home Merrills of Lynwood. Calif., formlunch was served by his mother. Theresa Acterhof. The program Mr. and Mfs. Ralph Hayes, New of their daughter, Donna, to Les- mont. Mrs. Lappinga. widow of
Barnes alleged he had sounded and asked for volunteersfor future er Holland residents,died Friday
for the evening featured a chalk
Mrs. G. R. Vander Bie.
Richmond ; a daughter bom Thurs- lie Weller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tobias Lappinga, resided on Park- his horn as he prepared to pass the
programs. Several new delegates night at St. Franda Hospital in
Those present were James talk with musical accompaniment day to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ber- Anthony Weller, 669 Gordon St. hurst Ave. in Grand Rapids.
jeep and !n the process of passing were welcomed. The hymn. "Lord Lynwood.
presented
by
the
Gospel
AmbasPetroelje,Jack Van Voorst, Billy
geon, 401 Howard Ave.; a daugh- The ceremony took place ThursShe is survived by one daughter. the jeep made a left turn into a Jesus Can It Ever Be" was sung
Surviving besides the parents
Streur. Curtis Harrington,Dick sadors, including Louis Mulder, ter bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
day evening at the couple's home, Mrs. Neil Evertse of Grand private drive without a signal. during the offering.
are one brother, Paul Merrills.
Schmidt, Clark Spyker, Robyn Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith. Miss Arthur Van Order, route 3; a son, 434 Harrison Ave.
Rapids; two brothers, Martin Ver Barnes claimed injuries to his
Refreshmentswere served from Jr.; the grandparents. Mr. and
Zylman and Dale Poppema.
Sena Veltman and Miss Henrietta Kelly Dale, bom today to Mr. and
John Heidema, pastor of New Hake of Grand Rapids and Abe right leg, right-arm and back. He a beautifullydecoratedtable by Mrs. Fred Olsen and Mr. and
Also present were Jacky and Veltman.
Mrs. Vaughn Jensen.- 439 Rifle Apostolic Church of Holland, per- Ver Hake of Tampa, Fla.; one sis- had sought 516,000 damages.
members of Sixteenth Street John Merrills
- Danny Gebben, Larry Vander Bie
Refreshmentswere served by Range Rd.; a son. James Alan, formed the single ring rites. The ter-inlaw,Mrs. J. C. Lappinga of
The jury was excused since this Church. The next meeting of the Mr. and Mrs. G C.
and David Vander Bie and Dar- Mrs. Coralyn Schoken and Mrs. bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Wilcouple was attended by Mr. and Holland; four nieces and nephews was the last jury case for the Jan- Guild 4s scheduled for Feb. 22 at W. F. Norlin,
ryl’s sister,Pamela Vander Bie. Robert Steggerda.
liam FXmckes, 7 North River Ave. Mrs. Louis Uildriks.
o( Holland.
uary term.
Trinity Reformed Church.
H. B.
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Celebrate Golden Anniversary

Christian

Sunday School

Endeavor

Lesson

Sunday, February S
Christ Shall Reign Through Me

Sunday. February 3
The Mission of the Twelve
Matthew 9:35-38; 10:1-8.24. 25.
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
producedby the Division of Chris-

Matthew 6:24-34 Revelation

11:15

Isaiah 45:22,23
by Darrell Franken
Christ Shall Reign is the present
biennial theme

tian Education, National Council of

of ChristianEn-

deavor, and Sundgy, Feb.

3, brings
the Churches of Christ in the
Christian Endeavor Youth Week to
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
The person who lives without
close. During this past week
having a sense of mission is not
young people throughout the world
living a full life. Christ was deepThe nome of the
have received recognition for what
Holland City New*
ly conscious of having a mission
Publiihedevery Thur«they have done. Banquets have
to
perform—
to
bring
people
to
a
^i«y by The Sentinel
7 Pruning Co. Office M-56 saving knowledge of God. People
been scheduled. Special Rallies
West Eighth StreeL Hol- who become Christianshave a mishave been held. Radio and televi
mnd. Mich.
Entered as second clas* matter at sion in life.
sion have given time for their prothe post office at Holland Mich., 1. Crowds of needy people moved
under the Act of Congre**.March 3.
grams, and churches have had
Jesus to compassion. Jesus healed,
1879.
taught and preached. The threeyoung people take part in leading
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publliher fold ministry of Jesus attracted
their worship services.This is the
great crowds of people. There al
Telephone— News Items 3193
tribute that has been paid to ChrisAdvertisingand Subscriptions3191 ways are many sick people who
The 50th wedding anniversary of
They have six children, Mrs.
tian Endeavor and its youth.
The publishershall not be liable will do almost anything to get well
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Onken, Sr. Clarence Redder of, Holland, Mrs.
To
the Leader
for any error or errors In printing again. In the days of Jesus there
Since Sunday is ChristianEn- will be celebrated Sunday, Feb. 3 Richard Wank of South Haven,
any advertisingunless a proof of were more sick people in propor«uch advertisementshall have been
deavor Day, it quite naturally fol- with an open house for relatives
Richard Onken, Onke Onken and
obtained by advertiser and returned tion to the population than now
lows that this meeting should be and friends from 2 to 5 p.m. at
bv him In time for correctionswith and fewer remedies. It stands to
Herman Onken. Jr. of Fennville,
their
home
east
of
Fennville.
better than the average. It should
such errors or corrections noted reason that the healing ministry of
plainly thereon;and In such case If
Mr. and Mrs. Onken have been and Miss Mary Onken at home.
also demonstratethe ability of the
any error so noted Is not corrected Jesus won great crowds. He was
young people to lead. To increase Fennville residents for 44 years. They also have nine grandchiljbllshers liability shall not exceed not content to heal them but he
such a proportion of the entire space
the value and effectivenessof this Mr. Onken is a retired fruit gro- dren and four great-grandchil____
orcuplea by the error bears to the also preached, the gospel of the
dren.
meeting,arrange to have more er.
whole
jfe space occupied by such adver- kingdom. When Jesus saw the
than on person to lead the meettisement
great crowds of people who came
(second from left). Avery Baker, (left) resigned
NEW SAFETY DIRECTOR
ten Ver Schure
ing. Choose a friend or two. your
return to the farm. Another probto be healed he was moved with
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
director,
made
the
presentation
with
Ver
(second from riqht) Monday night took over
pastor, or your counselor.Have
lem is that many of our boys with
One year. 13.00; six months. 12.00; compassion.The condition of the
Schure. Holland Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
the
reins of the Ottawa County Citizens'
three months, fl.00 single copy. 10c.
each
one
speak
on
the
theme.
a Vo-ag backgroundand enter colpeople touched him deeply. Jesus
Subscriptions payable In advance and
(right) looks on with approval at the shoes given
Safety Council. Among his first duties was the
Christ Shall Reign." By having
lege select fields other than agriwilt be promptly discontinuedIf not saw that "they fainted, and were
to Shipman at the conclusion of the council's
multiple leaders each person can
culturemerely because they do not
renewed.
presentation of the traditional pair of wooden
scattered abroad, as sheep, having
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
Richard Machiele ..... know the many opportunitiesfound
present a power-packed, thought
second annual meeting at Allendale Town Hall.
shoes to keynote speaker Gerald Shipman
reportingpromptly any Irregularity no shepherd.”
provoking short speech, rather . .County AgriculturalAgent ... within the broad area of agriculIn delivery, \yrlte or Phone 319L
The religious leaders of that day
(Sentinel photo)
Congratulations are in order for ture. It is estimated there are
than a long wet-powdereddud.
were neglecting the crowds. Is the
two of our Ottawa County farmers. 15,000 jobs for agriculturalgraduSpeaker No. 1
church today ignoring the masses
A WORD FOR
Christ Shall Reign through Evan- This past week The "500" Honor ates and only 8,500 gradutates.
and their needs? In addition the
THE SLOW READER
gelism. This is the title of my part Roll arrived at our office giving This, of course, includes the whole
A Michigan State University pro- masses were oppressed by the Roman rulers. Not only was Jesus
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Machiela an- of the topic. My message is based names of the Michigan Dairymen country.
fessor has come out in defense of
on this -passage of scripture. "It who had 500 pounds butterfataver- We feel that some of our good
moved with compassion but he
nounce the birth of a son on Jan.
the slow reader. Dr. E. V .Leich- was also challenged by the multiis not by might, nor by power age or better for the past five (arm boys should give considera21.
but by my spirit, saith the Lord of years.
tion to enter the field of agricultura
ty’» pronouncement flies into the tude because he saw the great harElmo Heft of Conklin has an as a trainedagricultures!. We have
Mrs. Jessie Garvelink has re- Hosts." God is saying that his spirface of the current educational vest they presented. A crowd suggests potentialconverts. Today in
turned to her home from the hos- it must work in the hearts of peo- average production with his regis- availabletwo booklets;one entitled
Former Ottawa County Deputy
propaganda in both high schools
this land of abundance there are Sheriff Leonard Ver Schure Monple before conversion takes place. tered Holsteins yielding 14.590 "Your Future in Agriculture and
pital.
and college.
many people with starved souls. day night was appointed director
God does not use force. He uses pounds of milk per cow and 548.2 the other one "Your Future in
Mrs. John Kieskamp has entered
. "Speed" in reading in many Does the church of today see the of the county'sCitizen’s Safety
Conservation." We would be glad
loving persuasion. So too, I can- pounds butterfat.
Belvedere Farms home for the
Gerald Poest of Zeeland had a to send them to any interestedparnot convert someone else unless
cases today is the current key challenge of the millions without Council.
aged, north of Saugatuck.
God works through me. This record of 12.901 pounds milk and ent or high school graduate.
Ver Schure succeeds
word of the professors and high the gospel?
Ron Grasmid was scheduledto
n. The compassion of Jesus re- Baker who resigned late in 1956
means that I myself must first be- 516.5 pounds butterfat.These are
submit to surgery on Tuesday
school teachers. They are likely sulted in action. The Lord told the
to accept a position in Midland. By Willis S. Boss, 4-H Clpb Agent morning at St. Joseph'shospital come Christian before I can lead exceptional records. We are proud
to be called "Directors of Com- disciplesto pray for workers who Avery was also the full-timeJuothers to Christ. I can illustrate to have two on this honor roll
Farmers Week is being held at
in Ann Arbor.
munications”rather than Profes- would minister to the masses venile Court agent in Ottawa Coun- Michigan State University in East
this in several ways. Here are two: from Ottawa County. Both of these
Nursery attendants next Sunday
There
was
shortageof reapers
men will receive awards at a proElectricitycan not flow unless
sors of English. But whatever
ty.
will be Mrs. G. P o n s t i e n and
There is a shortage today. Jesus
wire is attached to the source of gram honoring 500 pound producThe
safety director is paid S1.50j u"sinS; the th™e ol ;'B1^
name they are known by, they all. summoned disciples to pray. We an hour plus 7 cents a mile for use Pnnts of Tomorrow s Agriculture. Grethel Steigenga.
ers during Farmers Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman electricity. Water will not flow inor nearly all. seem to think that call a committee meeting, map out of his car.
We hope that you will he able to
to a home without being connectand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Driespeed in reading is the important a campaign, but forget to pray
County Supervisor and safety attend and see the exhibits and
ed to the supply. So. Christianity Chemicals are playing a more
Today we need workers with com presidentWilliam Kennedy said displays and to hear parts of the singa spent Friday evening at the will not flow from us to another importantpart in farming. Many
thing.
On Thursday evening at 6 p.m.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Dr. Leichty, on thhe other hand, passion and vision. Our times call the appointment is temporary program.
person unless we are connected in farmers in the county have used Mothers will March for Polio in
Driesinga
and
family.
believes that the speed propagan- fr the right kind of workers.
chemicals for weed control in varpending the selectionof a permafellowship' with God.
Section 5 and 6 of Fillmore townda has put the emphasis on the Jesus called twelve workers anent director sometime this We feel that this year's winter The Children'sChoir meets after
ious crops during the past year.
Speaker No. ?
the
afternoon
service.
ship. better known as the Maplewrong thing. Says he: “Many of Matthew mentions the twelve by spring.
enrollment is outstanding.We have
Christ Shall Reign through Citi- Most farmers are well satisfied
Miss Vivian Petroeljeis the servthe greates minds of the past were name. To these twelve men Jesus
The appointment was announc- approximately 1,500 boys and girls ice men’s secretary.
zenship is my part of the topic with the results of such a pro- wood and Graafschap area.
Mrs. Harold Mulder and Mrs.
the products of a few books which "gave power against unclean spir- ed during the second annual meet- enrolled in the 4-H projects
Jesus was a good citizen. He paid gram.
were read and reread until the its, to cast them out and to heal ing of the Safety Council at Al- which include handicraft, electric, Opportunity will be given for in- his taxes. He observed Roman
There
are two methods of apply- Edward Schuitema are directing
fant baptism next Sunday morning.
thought of their authors was thor- all manner of sickness and all lendale Town Hall.
sewing, knitting,etc., with some
law. He obeyed his civil superiors ing weed controlchemicals. One is the drive and the followingmothers
manner of disease." To these The council also passed a reso- members doing more than one pro- All men were invited to the meet- But he did more. He brought
oughly assimilated."
pre-emergence spray and the other will march: Mrs. Arnold Jacobs,
ing
Monday
night
sponsored
by
the
But get two or three English ordinary men Jesus gave extraor- lution praising Rep. Gerald R. ject.
is spraying directlyon the crop. Mrs. John Lam, Mrs. John Schuttransforming
spirit
of
love.
We
too
We are especially grateful for Young Men's society. David should be good citizensand obey For pre-emergence a 2,4-D Ester ten. Mrs. Lester Scholten,Mrs.
professors together anywhere in dinary power. It is worth noting Ford. Jr., for his long interest in
Estrada showed slides on Spain
Harry Volkers. Mrs. Gerald Klein,
America and they are sure to that Jesus seelctedtwelve men traffic safety and urging him to the progress of new clubs. Among
and told of religious conditions Paul’s command in Romans 13: at th'1 rate of one pound per acre Mrs. Donald Hein. Mrs. Russell
which
very
likely
was
purposeful
complainthat students today don’t
re-introducea bill in Congress call- others,these include the Marshall.
can
be
used
on
com.
Di-nitro
at
there. Refreshmentswere served. "Let every person be subject to
Essenburg. Mrs. George Bishop,
read fast enough. Though why in pointing to the new Israel he was ing for the placing of reflectorizedSt. Joseph, Corwin. Zutphin, ForMr. and Mrs. William Ansthof the governing authorities."(RSV) the rate of three to four pounds Mrs. Frank Fairbanks, Mrs. Pe^|
establishing.
est
Grove,
North
Holland,
and
East
heaven’s name mere speed is imtape on the sides of all railroad
per
acre
can
be
used
on
potatoes,
But
we
should
also
radiate
the
returned by plane to Florida leavAmong the twelve there was not cars.
Ver Burg, Mrs. Russell Boeve, Mrs.
Crisp clubs. These clubs are mostportant they usually are unable
transforming love of Christ.Then field beans, and soy beans. This is
ing on Thursday.
any
one
who
had
standing
in
the
Donald Miller. Mrs. Herbert
ly
endeavored
in
either
sewing
or
to explain.
In opening the meeting Kennedy
People will rule with love, rather a method in which the crops are
The
PTA
of
the
Allendale
ChrisSome things should ov course be Jewish world of that day. All were paid tribute to the work that Bak- handicraft which is a new project tian school will meet Friday. Feb. Jhan with the desire for power. first planted and then the field is Beelen, Mrs. Ray Voss. Mrs. Robert Plaggemars,Mrs. Henry Menread fast; they should be skipped men of humble and lowly station. er had done during his term on for that area.
Our citizenshipshould begin in the sprayed before the crop emerges
8.
Some were, fishermen, one was a the council and during its organiken. Mrs. Julius Jacobs, Mrs.
through; there is no reason why
There
are
some
that
can
be
home
by
showing
respect
to
our
Floor plans drawn up by Vander
former taxgatherer,some were zation.
George Aalderink, Mrs. Anthony
Dates for the Holland and Coopevery word of every book should
Meiden and Kateles, architects parents. It should make itself applied directly to the growing
workmen. Jesus called these men
The council acting for itself,the ersville area achievement days from Grand Haven, were chosen known in community and national crop. For corn, a 2.4-D can be Klingenberg, Mrs. Morris Peerbolt.
be read. But in a great many
that they might be with him, learn
Mrs. E W. Anderson. Mrs. Paul
have
been
scheduled
and
they
will
Michigan State Safety Commisother cases the reading tempo
from him. and carry on his work sion. and the National Safety Coun- lie held in the first week of April. for the Borculo Christian school at elections.It should be evident in applied. For oats and barley with Rooks. Mrs. Julius Deur, Mrs.
should be slowed down instead of
the Jan. 9 meeting of the society. our attitude toward rules and regu- no forage seeded, use 2,4-D Amine Oscar Alberta, Mrs. L. M. Lamb,
after his departure. These men had
cil presented two awards to Grand The Hudsonville area achievement
increased.
been disciples—that is learners, Haven for its death-free record. day is tentatively scheduled for the The site of the school buildingwill lations which are set up to pre- at the rate of V* to ** pound per Jr.. Mrs. Henry Lubbers, Mrs.
In that way a person can’t hope
be on the Gerrit Meppelink prop- serve us against evil. Here again acre or MCP at the rate of 3* to ‘.j Lloyd Lubbers.
and they became "apostles”— men
Police Chief Richard Klempel last week in March.
to get through many books in a sent. Their
are Peter accepted the plaques. One was for should be aware of the dates so erty. soon to he surveyedfor ele- it is well to remember that each Vipound per acre when the grain is On the same evening, under the
given reading period, but if he James. John. James the son of
vations. A large sign has been person should clean up his own from four to eight inches tall. If directionof Herchel Hulst and
that they will complete their ar'chooses his books well and makes Alphaeus, Bartholomew,Simon the a death free year during 1956 and
erected to identify the place.
back yard before he tries to tell alfalfa or clover is seeded in the Gordon Oetman, the following
ticles in time. Handicraftmemthe
other
for
going
44
months
withtheir thought his own he will be Canaanite, Andrew, Matthew, JuA Mother’s Club was recentlyor- his neighbor how to clean up his. oats or barley, spray with MCP fathers will march for Polio
bers
should
Ik?
working
on
their
much better off than the reader das, the son of James, Thomas, out a trafficfatality.
ganized. Sixteen mothers became
Speaker No. 3
using h pound per acre when the through the rest of Fillmore townKeynote speaker. Gerald Ship- second or third article or be in members of the society. Monthly
who races through several times Philip, Judas Iscariot.
Christ Shall Reign through grain is from six to eight inches ship: Audley Boeve, Jay Schaap,
man,
executive
secretary
of Michi- the process of getting ready to finas many volumes without getting Jesus gave a charge to these
meetingswill be held.
Leadership is the part of this topic tall. We have extension fplder F-222 Dale Schaap, Bill Jacobs, Glenn
ish their articles. Sewing mema clear idea of what the author men. They were told to go and gan's State Safety Commission, bers should be finishing up the The Mothers Club of the Owens I have been asked to take. J«sus "Weed control in field Crops" Van Der Kamp, Al Petroelje.John
praised the work of the council,
were after.
preach "to the lost sheep of the law enforcementofficers and the necessary bastings, etc., so that school is planning a night of en- is the sample of a good leader.He available at our office. Write for Tien, Melvin Schaap, Don Boeve,
tertainment on Thursday evening had convictions and stood up for your copy.
If a person spends a half day house of Israel." They were also
Gerald Ryzenga, Fred Van Domepublic for its record during 1956. they will Ik? ready to go .into the
at the school.Everyone is invited. them. (John 2:23-16) He wanted to
reading a ten-line poem, provided ordered to heal the sick, cleanse
len. Frank Schuitema,Don VeldHe
pointed out that the saving final details of finishingtheir garMrs. J. A. Bosch entered the help rather than hurt people. A good many farmers this past hoff. Bob Kraket",Milton Timmerhe really •’cracks” it — the tech- the lepers, raise the dead, cast
of eight lives last year was a ments.
hospital Sunday noon in critical (Matthew 9:18 ff) That is why he year have used Dalapon for quack man, Marinus Oetman, JGerrit
nical term the professors now use out devils and give freely. They
example of its work. Traf— he will be better off than he were told that thpy could expect graphic
carried their interests uppermost grass control in crops. Most of Bolks, Julius Folkert, Adrew
4-H members who can perform condition.
fic fatalitiesclaimed 21 in 1956
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Goodyke. in his mind. He knew that a lead- them have had excellent results. Prins, Floyd Kempkers, Harold
would be if he raced through a to meet with opposition. In this
in
some
way
by
playing
an
instruwhile 29 died on county roads and
Helen and J o h n of Crookston. er is one who is a servant to those Dalapon has been especially suc- Zoerhof, John Prins, Vernon Lohwhole epic during that half day day when so many belong to the
ment. giving a reading, doing
highways both in 1954 and 1955.
Minn, spent two weeks in this vi- he is to lead. (Matthew 20:20-27) cessful when used in rasberries man, James Becksvport. Jay Hulst,
without learning what the poet cult of ease it is well to remind
tricks,
or
doing
any
other
type
of
Shipman urged the council to
cinity visiting relatives and Thinking of a "leader" as a "serv- and blueberries. It can be used Roger Bush, Henry' Brink, Willard
was trying to say.
people that it is not easy to be
entertaining,
are
reminded
to
continue its excellent job and to
We have at last learned, says a Christian or to do Christian strive and personalize the safety start practicingfor the talent show friends.
ant" may seem strange to some, either early spring before the Brink, Julius Oetman. Bruce Hulst,
The Young CalvinistLeague pre- but it is true. Those who are the leaves are emerged or late in the George Wolters, Norman Prins,
Dr. Leichy, that "the speed we work. "If they have called the message.
which will be held at the achievesented a talent program in the leaders are usually helping others. season after the crop has been har- John Wassink.
have built into cars is at best a master of the house Beelzebul,how He said the average motorist ment days.
local church on Thursday evening. Think of the "leader-dogs" for the
mixed blessing." But the "Direc- much more shall they call them thinks safety Is fine for everyResidents are requested to turn
vested. Those using the material
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bosch and blind. Are they not servants to the report practically100 percent kill on pbrch lights and have donations
tors of Communications” have of his household?”Discipleship in- one but each individual thinks it
The dates for National 4-H Club
yet to learn that, while speed volves service and service may re- means the other fellow.”
Week are March 2 through 9. This family spent Sunday evening at the blind person. In the same manner, of quack grass. We have also used ready.
may be desirable in some types sult in creating opposition. This Shipman said safety must be is the time when 4-H members all home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ryns- were not Paul, Luther, Calvin, it late in the season on nut grass
burger and family .
of reading, in many other types can be expected.
and Jonathon Edwards servants but will not have the results of this
made the personal responsibilityover the nation will be celebrating
it is a curse. The adage, "Not
to their people. May each of us until next growing season. We
of each driver. He cited figures and exhibiting the projects that
to the swift is the race,” aprenew our desire to be a leader would suggest if you are bothered
showing that 1.724 persons died they have worked on. We want to
plies to reading much more
like these men, and thus become with quack grass that you try a
on Michigan highways during 1956 remind leaders and members to
than the professors appear to recontact business people and make
littlebit of it before you make a
The Priscillaand Aquilla Soci- ’’servants."
A
meeting of the Willing Work- even though this was 280 under the
alize.
arrangementswith them to display ety of Second Reformed Church
field application.
For more details,
previous
year.
ers MissionarySociety was held
4-H club work.
write for Extension folder F-190
will meet tonight at 8 p.m. SevMonday evening. A film "Family "Unfortunatelywe predict that
entitled"Chemical Weed Control
at least that number will die again
eral students from Western Semon Trial” was shown.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Candidates have been chosen by
this year. Who will they be? Perin small fruits and Orchards.”
inary
will
present
a
colored
visual
The Men's Brotherhood was held
Grand Haven today had a new
Melvin Merritt and Roy Veltema
haps
some
of
us
sitting in this the leaders to attend the leader- program on church extension with
police officerin the person of 22Last week Friday evening Mr. Tuesday evening. The pastor, the room or some we know will he mete at Michigan State University
attended church services again
It is more and more apparent
stereophonic sound. Lunch will be after their recent illnesses.
year-old
Peter Caputo of Grand
and Mrs. Arden Kiekover had as Rev. John Keuning led in the Bible killed in accidents this year.”
on March 2 and 3. Oe man and
that farmers will have to pay more
served after the meeting.
Rapids who will be moving to
supper guests Mrs. Henry Van study on Philippians and a play
Shipman said "that when each one woman will be chosen from The Women's Missionary Society Herbert Heyboes was taken to attention to the use of lime on soils.
Grand Haven next week with his
Dam and Ann: Mr. and Mrs. John "The Lord’s Acre" was presented of us begins to believe that we each district.The followingleaders
St. Mary's Hospital.
The total tonage of lime has dropVan Dam and Gerald. The gather- by 10 members of the Willing might be a traffic fatality instead have been nominated to represent will hold its meeting at 2:30 on
Ushers for this month’s Church ped off a bit in the country. We wife. Bette.
Thursday afternoon in Fellowship services are Rudolph De Free,
Caputo'sappointment fills a vaing was in honor of Mrs. John Van Workers Society.
of always thinking it can never their district: Mrs. Esther Henning,
still have a good many fields that
Dam? and Miss Ann Van Dam Mr. and Mrs. Russell Veldheer happen to us then we will have Mrs. Russell Lowing. Mrs. Eliza- Hall. February is Foreign Mis- Marvin Geurink, Junior Van Rhee need heavy applicationsof lime in cancy created when Officer Richsions month, and the work in the
ard Klempel was elevated to the
whose birthdays occurredon that announce the birth of a daughter, made progress in safety.”
beth Vanderhyde, John Koning, Philippines will be studied. Mrs. and Leroy Brower.
order to produce a better crop.
position of police chief. The dePatricia Ann. on Jan. 13.
day.
Mrs. Effie Bosch spent the weekLaw enforcements officers at the Roland Reed. Henry Modderamn,
Lime is going to be more imporMiss Louise De Kieine spent Henry Tenckinck submitted to meeting, were Police Chief Jacob representing the Coopersville dis- John Beyer Is in charge of the end at the home of her brother and tant than ever because the ferti- partment personnel now stands at
14.
Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. surgery last week and is reported Van Hoff, Sheriff Gerald Vander- trict: Mrs. Fred Abel, Mrs. Her- program and Mrs. C. Kuyers will sister, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cook.
lizers being used at the present
lead devotions.
The new appointee who was stato be doing well.
Albert Brinks and daughters.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Brinks
have
beek. State Police Sgt. Milton man Van Klompenberg,Mrs. Wartime are making our soili more
Mrs. Jarvis Ter Haar from The members of the Ladies Mis- Swingle, Deputy Pete Meeuwsen, ren Bosworth, Warren Bosworth, Mr. and Mr«. L. Dickman of Ann bought the Jake Heyboer home in acid. In 1920 over half of the lime tioned on the Azores for four years
with the U. S. Air Force, met his
Grand Rapids spent Sunday with sionary and Aid Society met * in and Hudsonville Chief Don Strat- Ed Butler, Wayne Lowing. Albert Arbor were weekend visitors with Jamestown.
applied in the United States was wife on the islands while she was
relatives in Zeeland, visiting Dr.
her husband's parents, Mr. and the church parlors Thursday eve- ton.
Jermima
Enaing,
presently
at
Vredeveld, representingthe Hudand Mrs. D. B. Bloemendaal and Taylor University,spent a few days combined in fertilizer. Now ferti- employed for the State DepartMrs. Harvey Ter Haar. Jarvis Ter ning. Tlie vice-president, Mrs.
sonville area; Mrs. Marie Bosman.
lizers have only one-fifth.High ment. It took the young couple
Mr. and Mrs. H. Dickman.
Haar is now stationed at Camp Jack Nieboer conductedthe meet- Former Local Resident
at the homa of her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Harvey Grover, Mrs. Fred
applicationsof fertilizerto increase five months to meet requirements
The
Rev.
Harold
E
nglund
infg
and
Mrs.
Dan
Ebels
led
in
Carson, Colo., and is being transand Mrs. George Ensing.
Borgman, John Nyenhuis, Neil
yields; the use of more concen- so that they could be married.
preached
the
sermon,
"The
Water
devotions.A women’s quartet, con- Dies in Grand Rapids
ferred to South Carolina.
Donald Hamer from Detroitapent
Zuidema, Don Essenberg,Wesley
trated fertilizers; the use of more Nine months ago they flew to
The membership papers of Ron- sisting of the Mesdames Fred ClarenceW. Zylstra, 51, former De Witt, representing the Holland of Life” (John’s Portraitsof a few days at the home of his
nitrogen fertilizers; and more Grand Rapids for the ceremony,
Jesus))
at
the
morning
worship
ald Kuipcrs from the First Christ- Veneberg, John Jager, Gerrit Van owner of the Holland Sport Shop district.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
liquid fertilizers all of which con- thep a few days later returned to
service in * Second Reformed Kamer.
ian Reformed church has been Kampen and Miss Hazel Bakker here, died early this morning at
tain little lime or no lime at all Is the Azores, making a lO.OWkntle
Church.
The
choir
sang
the
anfavored
the
group
with
two
selecaent over to our local church.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Blauwkamp
St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand
going to mean that you apply more trip in all. Caputo was discharged
East
Saugatuck
Farmer
thems.
"With
a
Voice
of
Singing”
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Slankardand tions. A spiritual reading was giv- Rapids after an illness of several
and family attended the special
by Shaw and "Jesus Is Mine” by Lake mission services on Sunday. lime to your soil. We would sug- last Nov. 21 after being in the servfamily, who have been living in en by Mm. Jack Nieboer. A play months. He had been in the hos- Elected New Director
gest that soil samples be taken ice since 1951 and travelingall
Blount. At the evening service his
the house of Mr. and Mrs. A. was presented by members of the pital for four weeks. Mr. Zylstra
through your local ASC committee over the world.
topic was, "Attorneyfor the DeTalama. have moved to Reed city Willing Workem Society. Refresh- lived at 5707 West River Dr., and
FENNVILLE (Special) - John
so that you will know how much
Two
Cars
Collide
While in Grand Rapids for the'
fense”
and
the
choir
sang.
"Forments
were
served
hr
Mm.
Harry
where Mr. Slankard has bought a
Oetman, East Saugatuck farmer,
at the time of his death was opera
Cars driven by John Zuidema, lime is necessary to produce a wedding, the couple visited Grand
Schutt, Mrs. Schemker and Mrs. ting the Midnite Market in Grand was elected a director of the Al- ever with the Lord" by Gounod.
barber shop.
Haven and Spring Lake where the
The KYB Auxiliary will meet on 33, route 2, Hamilton and Bernard good crop.
Mrs. Jane Timmer, Mrs. E. Red- Chris Sas.
Rapids. His business here was legan Soil Conservation district at
bride has relatives,and they deder, and Mm. Kate Van Der Veer The next meeting of the North sold approximatelysix years ago. the annual district meeting here on Friday afternoon at 2:30 at the Ridder, 27, route 6, Holland were
home of Mrs. Gerard Vanden Involved in an accident at 7:30 For some time there has been a cided this would be a good place
were notified of the death of their Holland Home Economic Club will
Jan.
23.
according
to
Roy
Van
Surviving are his wife, Ann; one
a.m. today at the intersectionof tremendousshortage of trained ag- to settle down. Caputo is a native
•later-in-law,
Mm. John Van Der be held at the home of Mm. Anne son, Robert of Zeeland; three Dragt, vice chairman of the direc- Bosch.
Next Sunday the Rev. Harold 142nd St. and 60th Ave. According riculturists.This conditionis giving of New York and attended schools
Veer, who died last week at Van Til Monday night, Jan. 28.
grandchildren; one brother, Mor- tors.
Englund
will be in Pella. Iowa, be- to investigating deputy Henry the folks at Michigan State Univer- on Staten Island. He was emCutlervilii1. The funeral services
Mr. and Mm. Herman Brink of ton of Grand Rapids; and his Tom Kelly, noted lecturer,gave
ginning
the
Religion-in-Uie week Bouwman, Zuidema was going aity quite some concern. Most par- ployed by the New York Stock
place at the Oakland church, Hudsonville were guests last week father, Gerrit Zylstra of Grand a chalk talk and praised the work
ents are of the assumptionthat If Exchange before entering the armth burial at Bentheim cemetery. at the home of Mr. and Mm. Chris Rapids. of soil conservationdistrictsfor for Central College. In his ab- south on 60th he overran the cora young man goes to college and ed forces. He was assigned to the
ner
and
as
he
was
backing,
was
sence
at
Second
Reformed
Church,
their contributionsto conservation
Sas.
radio and televisionservice and
Washington served as
Sea water weighs about l1,* of our most basic resource— soil. two of the students at Western struck by the Ridder vehicle.No takes agriculturehe plans to return was
instrumental In bringing the
to the farm. Present figures Inditickets
were
issued
and
damage
Theological
Seminary
will
preach;
Oetman
replaces
Vamum
DUley
Teak
native
to
mountainpounds
per
cubic
foot
more
than
in the Britisharmy in 1756,
cate that les* than 11 percent of first armed service televisionstaWayne
Olson
in
the
morning
and
to
Zuidema's
car
was
minor
and
tie French and Indian oui parts of Malabar and other fresh water at the same tempera- of Lacota, former board chairman,
our agriculturalgraduates actually tion to the, Azores.
5200 Jo the Ridder vehicle.
Edwin Martin in the evening.
who served for 9 years.
ture.
I parts ^of southeastern Asia.

pro
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Zeeland
left

1957

Local G.E. Plant

Mr. and
Bosch

31,

Mrs. A. C. Vandrti
this week for a month

Forest Grove

Quality Goods Sold

Special music at the last Sunday’s evening service was two selectionsby the male quartet.
Special music at prayer meeting
on
Tuesday evening was a vocal The French Pastry Shoppe, 51
An additional increaseof approximately1 percent in pay will duet by Mrs. Irene Ter Haar and East Eighth St, owned and oper
ated by John Elzinga,provide)
be made for General Electric em- Mrs. LorraineBrower.
residentsof Holland and surround
Mrs.
Bert
Dornbos
celebrated
ployes affected by the automatic
her birthday on Jan. 23 in River- ing area, with a vast supply a
cost - of - living "escalator” prohigh quality baked goods.
visions, resulting in a total cost- side where she is making her
home with her childrenand grand- Mr. Elzinga purchased the bu*
of-living adjustmentsince the Betchildren,Mr. and Mrs. Herbert iness about 18 months ago. Com
ter Living Program was put into
Dornbos
and family. The Ladies ing to Holland six years ago, hi
effect in 1955 of approximately 2*4
Missionary Society remembered has 30 years of baking experience
^
Those employes whose pay Is her with a wool blanket on this oc- He owned and operated & bakerj
casion.
in the Netheetands at Gronigei
automatically adjusted will re
Miss Ruth Hopjp is again teach- pnor to coming to this, country
ceive this increase as a result of
a further rise In the Consumer ing school after a weeks Illness. The French Pastry Shoppe hai
On Saturday, Jan. 19. Mrs. Mar- always maintained high standardi
Price Index issued by the governie Renkma had surgery done at in bakery products and the Elzing
ment. The government’*Index for
St. Mary's Hospital.Her condition as. with their many years of baki
December, issued Jan. 25 was at
is fine and she expects to remain shop experience, are well quali118.0 as compated to the Septemin the hospital for a few days fied to continue these high standber, 1955 index level of 114.9
more..
ards, The specialize in fancj
against which General Electric
The Hudsonville High School goods such as date nut and bancost - of - living adjustments are
basketball teams motored to God- ana bread, cakes, rolls, rusk buna,
computed quarterlyand provide
win Heights last Tuesday evening h a m b u g buns, Vienna rolls
for about 0.5 percent pay Increase
where both teams won over Kel- doughnuts, almond and pecan rolls,
for each full 0.5 percent increase
loggsville. TTiose playing on the a large assortment of cookies,
In the Consumer Price Index.
two teams from this community wedding cakes, etc.
An Important feature of the Genare Edwin Colts, son of Mr. and
TTiey carry a full line of plee,
eral Electric "escalator” arMrs. Jack Cotts; Kenney and Ger- Including the popular fruit,
rangementsis that should the cost
ald Visscr, sons of Mr. and Mrs. creams, pumpkin and custard
of living subsequently drop, only
Fred Visser. On Friday, Jan. 25, Their stock of bread, baked dally,
the extra pay resulting from Inthey played Zeeland High School Includes all the prominent variedex increases to date and subseat the Holland Atmory.
ties auch as whole wheat, cracked
quent index increases would be afOn Thursday afternoon and eve- wheat potato and white with raisin
fected.
ning Mr. and Mrs. John Brummel bread as their specialty,
Under the . five-yearagreements
entertainedMr. and Mrs.
There is a staff of eight reguwprked out in 1955 with more than
Vredveltand Mr. and Mrs. John lar employes consisting of three
90 unions, two separate increases
Yntema from Zeeland.
bakers with many yeara of exof 3 percent each are now in efLocal men have been canvassing perience and four sales people,
fect and these guaranteed anthe community for the annual supplementedon Fridays and Satnual increases are separate from
Polio Drive.
urdays with part time personnel
and not affected by cost - of Thursday evening a large crowd who provide the best posaible aervliving excalator changes.
of young people attended Golden
The salary rates of employes, Chain meeting held in the Vries- Ice for their customers.
whose compensationis handled on
land Reformed church.
an entirely individual basis, are
17 Complete 10 Ye&ri
adjusted from time to time to reOf
Farm Accounts
flect appropriate considerationof
individual merit, cost of living,
Seventeenfarmers from Ottawa
Train,
and other market trends, and arc
and Allegan counties were among
not automatically affectedby cost358 farmers in Michigan to hava
of-living "escalator”arrangecompleted10 years of Farm Acments.
counta with the Agricultural Eco-

vacation in Florida.

Grants Wage Hike

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller of San
Francisco, Calif.,are visiting at
the home of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Miller on West
Lawrence Ave.
Maurice Van Loo of Chicago and

ByFrencliPastiy

1

The Tawasi Camp Fire Girls of
St. Francis de Sales School held
their meeting on Jan. 15. They
opened their meeting with a CereMrs. Nelson Boonstra of St. Joseph
monial at which most of the girls
spent the weekend with relatives
received beads. They also pracin Zeeland.
ticed their songs for the Council
The Rev. and Mrs. E. H. Tanis
dinner and planned to practice afand Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dirkse
ter school on Friday. During the
left this week for a vacation trip
Christmas vacation they had a
to Florida and other points of inmeeting at Mrs. Boullion’s house
terest.
to work on the covers for the proThe monthly baby clinic will be
grams for the Council dinner. Reheld next Tuesday Jan. 29 in the
ported by Linda Vukin, Scribe.
city hall auditorium from 9:30 to
Ben D. Mulder
The Aowakiya Camp Fire group
11:30. a.m.
of Pine Creek had their Christmas
"Planning the Use of the Family
party Dec. 18 at Arlene KinderDollar” was studied by extension
man's house. Mrs. A. Vanden
leaders In the Ottawa County home
Berg and Mrs. G. Kinderman were
economics program at leader
joint hostesses at the party. We
training meetingsheld at Zeeland
first caroled for the shut-ins in
City Hall on Thursday. Miss Lucille
the community. We played games,
Ketchum, extension specialistin
ate lunch and exchanged gifts. On
home management, was in charge
Twenty-five year Scouting veter- of the meeting. Some of the topics
Dec. 17 we brought out White Gifts
to the Nativity Scene and caroled an Ben D. Mulder will serve as discussed were: The 1957 financial
there. Saturday, Dec. 22, we Scoutmasterfor the local delega- outlook for the country as it afbrought our favors to the hospital.
fects family planning,how to make
On Jan. 7, we had our regular tion of Scouts and Explorers to a family budget and how to make
Camp Fire meeting. We checked the Valley Forge National Jambor- It work, how to get the most satisour requirements and stressed ee, according to an announcement faction with the money you have
neatness in our memory books. today by Herman Brandmiller, to spend, and other interesting
Harry
We are very happy that Arlene Grand Valley Council Scout Execu- topics.
Kinderman of our group won the tive. Brandmillernoted that Mul- Miss Nelva Ter Haar of Kalagrand prize of 55.00 for presenting der was one of four carefully se- mazoo, where she is a student at
the best calenderpainting of all lected adults to give top leadership Western State College visited at
the Camp Fire Girls in the city. to the 148 boy Council delegation the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Reported by scribe, Mary Streur. to the Jamboree In July.
Ter Haar east of Zeeland the past
The Cesk Cha May Camp Fire
Lawrence A. Wade, chairman of week.
group of Van Raalte School, met the council leadershipselection Dr. Tena Holkeboer, prominent
at the home of Mrs. Souter for committee, explained that Mul- missionary of the Reformed church
their Christmasparty Dec. 28. We der's long association with Scout- spoke at the Forest Grove mornNO CEILING FOR BURTON - Big Ed Burton, 6'6” all-state
played games, had refreshments ing Holland, coupled with his ex- ing service Sunday.
center shows here why he is master under the basket and MuskeMSU
consistingof apple pie, milk, perience on many canoe trips to
Services at Faith Reformed
gon Heights is the top basketball team in the state. Leaping here,
potato chips, and ice cream. We Canadian wildernessareas made church in this city were conducted
Burton (55) is a good eight inches above Dave (Slim) Hilbink,
Car
exchanged gifts, then we went him an outstanding candidatefor by Dr. Henry Bast, professor at
Holland's 6'4'' forward who is off the floor as far as he can get.
home Reportedby scribe,Barbara the Jamboree assignment. Mulder Western Seminary and Temple
Burton scored 26 points to pace the Tigers to an 84-48 win over
Homing.
is advisor of Post 2006, First Re- Time minister. The pastor, the
Holland Friday night at Civic Center. Gary Gibbons (34) of HolThe lataya Mukkinneunk Camp formed Churdh, and special advis- Rev. and Mrs. E. Tanis are enInjures 4
land waits to see where the ball will end up while Willie Me Carty
Fire Group met in the basement or on Exploring to the district joying a trip to Southern states.
nomics Department of Michigan
(4)
and
Kennedy
Howell
of Muskegon Heights are doing the same
of Beechwood School No. 1 on Jan. camping committee. He has reChief of Police Elmer J. Boss of
State University.
for the Heights.
Four
persons
escaped
serious
InLinda Oudman Has
22. Mrs. Kibby and Mrs. Nelson ceived the Silver Beaver award Zeeland was one of a large numThose named from Ottawa
jury Friday night when their car
helped us make Valentines out of and the Scouter’s Key.
ber of community police officers
County are Arthur Dyksterhouse,
Party on Birthday
smashed Into the side of a train Coopersville; Henry Modderman,
ribbons, lace, buttons, pipe cleanMarch of Dimes campaign.
Also appointed to Jamboree posi- who graduated from Michigan
ers, and other materials for our t-ons were Alfred Kane, Scout- State University'sfirst short course
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Mitchell FVxirth graders, in Linda Oud- during dense fog at the 84th Ave. Marne; Clare W. Loew, Byron
valentinesparty. Reported by master of Troop 10, Methodist for police assigned to school duty.
and family have moved from the man's class gathered at her home. crossing a mile east of Zeeland. Center; George Boynton, Jenison;
Jay "Jack” G. Loudin. 58. forscribe, Karen Karsten.
Philip Nunno farm on Hutchins 209 West lith St., Saturdayfor a
Church, and J. Roger Baar, Scout- The short course was held at the
Injured were the driver, Terry Eli Nykamp, Harvey Bolt and son,
merly of Allegan, died unexpectedOn Jan. 21 the Watomakiya master of Troop 21, Zeeland Sec- Kellogg Center on the MSU
Lake to the apartment over the party in honor of ner 10th birth- Mokma, 21, of 221 Howard Ave., Townline Poultry and Dairy
Camp Fire group of Maplewood ond Reformed Church. Both men campus and was staged by the ly in Arlington Heights, III. Mon- doctors' offices.
day anniversary. The party was and three passengers, Irma Pon- Farm. Jarvis Van Rhee, Zeeland.
had a musical program. Each have had long terms as successful continuing Education Service of day where he was employed as
A. B. Donance has been dis- given by her parents, Mr. and stein, 19, route 1, Zeeland, Roger Those from Allegan county are
a
waterwell driller. Funeral servgirl planned her own part in the leaders in Scouting; they will serve MSU in cooperation with the Michicharged from Allegan Health Cen- Mrs. Edwin Oudman.
Dangremond, 24, of 824 West 24th Max C. Radseck, South Haven;
ices were held Thursday from the
program. Piano solos were played as assistant Scoutmasters for gan Police Academy.
ter where he was seriously ill
The honored guest was presen- St., and Mrs. Dangremond, 2L
Wayne Steeby, Caledonia; Charles
Gordon
Funeral
Home
in Allegan
by Mina Kempker, Mary De Haan Mulder's Jamboree Troop.
ted with gifts alter which games
Leaders of sessions at the short with burial in Oakwood Cemetery. three weeks of hepatitis.
Mokma and Miss Powtein Sat- S. Belden, Jack Blllman,Walter
and Margo Naber. A vocal trio
Wade pointed out that while in course included high ranking deMrs. Matilda Von Reitzenstein were played. Winning prizes were urday were reported in "good con- M. Miller, Allegan; John Kractocomposed of Claudia Reek. Sandy past years only one adult leader partment heads at the University He is survived by his wife, Vio- and two daughters have moved Lorraine Miles. Crystal Slag, For- dition at Zeeland Hospital. Both vich, W. Russell Parmelee, Hopla;
three
sons.
Loy,
Richard
and
Ten Cate and Pam Ter Horst sang from the local area has been se- and officersIn the state police as
from the Arthur Sanford cottage rest Shuck, Brenda Bontekoe, John suffered head injuries.
kins; Raymond Banner, Bernard
one selection.Claudia Reek sang lected for a Jamboree,the appoint- well as several municipal depart- Paul and a daughter, Diana all to the second floor apartment of Leenhouts and Gerard Hemmes.
Dangremond and his wife were Suthertand, Plalnwell.
at
home;
two
stepsons.
P.F.C.
a hula song with motions. We ment of three Scouters this year ments in the state, including DeRaymond McCarty.
Refreshmentsfeatured a decor- treated for minor Injuries and reRobert Valentinewith the army
then discussed the Birthdaypro- was justified by the large number troit and Grand Rapids.
ated birthday cake. Mrs. Oudman leased.
in
Alaska
and
Donald
Slade
of
ject and Camp Fire Birthday of Scouts planning to attend.
was assistedby Linda’s grandSeminary were held on such subOttawa County (^puties said the
party. Hie president, Margo Mulder, Kane, and Baar will ac- jects as the traffic situation, Fennville; also seven brothers and
mother, Mrs. James Veltman.
car was heading south on 88th
one
sister.
Naber presided and opened the company local Scouts on the en- police school relatives, school
Invited guests were Barbara Ave. when It hit the side of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Klungle and
meeting with the Trail Seekers tire Jamboree trip and will camp safety campaigns, working with
Admitted to Holland Hospital Duey, Brenda Bontekoe,Lorraine train. The engineer was unaware
Desire. Mary De Haan reporting. with them at the Valley Forge Na- children,use of audio-visualaids, daughter, Patricia were in KalaMiles, Susan Kastely, Mary Van of the accident and continuec
mazoo Sunday visiting Mr. and Friday were Keith' Heavener,703
On Jan. 14. the Okiyahapi Camp tional Park.
Tatenhove, Crystal Slag, Ernest without stopping.
special techniqueswith children,
Apple
Ave.;
Dennis
Bobledyk,
143
Mrs. George Race and baby
Fire Girls met at the home of
Albert A. Walters and Elmore the green flag program, .school
Havinga, Forrest Shuck, Robert
The impact knocked the car
Mrs. Willard Connor. The girls Van Lente have attended as lead- safety patrols, the legal aspects of daughter, VeronicaJoy. The baby East 38th St.; Ella Monhollen, 198 Vander Heuvel, Gerard Hemmes, backwards into a ditch off the
was
bom
Jan.
12
at
the
Borgess
had a specialceremony and honors ers at past National Jamborees. safety patrols and adults crossing
West Eighth St.; Mrs. Eugene Rex Jones, John Leenhouts, Gre- tracks. Deputies said the 1950
Hospital. Mr. Race was born and
were given. Caroline Connor,
guards, understanding youngsters,
Overway,
249 West 28th St.; Lloyd gory Kuna, Frank Boersma, Tom- model car was a total losi.
raised in this area.
Diane Rutgers and Mary Lou
bicycle safety, drivers education
Lacy,
route
2. Fennville, Rose my Working, Donald Winter,
Marc Edward is the name of
Wierda lighted candles for having Passenger Injured
and traffic engineering around the boy born Jan. 12 at Borgess Marie Alexander, Fennville; Mar- James Sohutmaat, Tommy Nortthe most honors. Reported by As Car Overturns
schools.Films were also shown to
huis, Roger Hollis, Howard TuckHospital, Kalamazoo, to Mr. and vin Wilson, 130V, East 14th St.;
scribe, Mary Lou Wierda.
illustrate the various types of proUsually there are no sprlnj
Mrs. Robert Burger. Mrs. Burger Debra Welling, 243 West 24th St.; er and Jim and Kim Oudman,
The Taiwanka Camp Fire Group
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
blems involved in handling the was formerly Sally Grams of Mrs. Albert Dykema, 6262 Balsam brothers of the honored guest.
or
flowing wells on a Hll
of HarringtonSchool met at the Mrs. Viola Burdick, route 1 Grand safety problem for school children
Fennville.
Her
parents
Mr.
and
Dr.;
Hudsonville;
Von
Letherer,
home of their leader, Mariann Haven, received bruises on h e r of all ages.
altho there could be a de
Ms. Edward Grams visited them 209 West 15th St.; Dan Murray, Eratha Rebehah Lodge
at home and
Kuipers.Refreshments were ser- head and hand as the result of
pond on o hill. Sorry, v
Saturday and Mrs. Grams stayed
West 14th St.
ved. New officerswere elected as an accident at 1:40 a.m. Saturday.
Installs Officers at Meet
for
a
two-weeks
visit.
Discharged
Friday
were
Mrs.
hove no dew ponds her
follows: President, Janet Peririns;
Her husband, Arthur, 42, skidErutha Rebekah lodge met FriMr. and Mrs. Louis N. Johnson Gordon Vcurink and baby, 31 East
vice president, Ellen Oosterhaven; ded the car in attempting to make
For pure, fresh, cool we
day
night
for
installation
of
offiThe Mothers Club of Robart have gon to Florida for a few 24th St.; Mrs. Lannie Givens and
secretary, Martha Hallquist;trea- a right turn. It spun around and
cers.
Installing
officers
were
weeks
stay.
Enroute
they
went
to
baby,
449
Gordon
St.;
Louis
Van
water
we usually have
surer, Sandra Gothem; scribe, overturned, causing about 51,000 School held an auction last week
deputy warden. Genevieve Welton;
Lois Aaldering.The officers of damage to the 1955 vehicle. The for the Polio Fund. They raised St. L/wis, Mo., to visit Mrs. John- Wezel, 766 Ottawa Beach Rd.;
drill deep wells. For c
son's sister. Mrs. Lillie Erbe, Lloyd Folkert, route 5; Mrs. Sam deputy recording and financial
1956 were Connie Kuipers, Judy driver, who was not injured was 570.00.
secretary,
Virginia
Orr;
deputy
abundant water supply see
Mrs. James Assink and Mrs. who is convalescing from a brok- Fabiano, 26 West Eighth St.; Glenn
Den Uyl, Betty Pitcher, Judy Ten ticketed for excessivespeed for
treasurer, Lucille Me Bride; deei: hip.
McNitt,
route
2.
Hamilton.
conditions.
State
police
investigatFred Bakker have been appointed
Brink, Judy Avery and Jane Reno.
Seymour Wuis entered Holland Admitted Saturday were Paul puty chaplain, Mary Nash; deputy
Invitationswere made for the ed. Thp accident occurred on Mer- guardians for the Robart School
YOUR HOSTS)
Hospital
Tuesday for observation Banda. 535 Chicago Dr.; Mrs. Ro- musician, Dorothy De Boer; decury
Dr.
in
Grand
Haven
township.
Camp
Fire
group.
Their
present
Mother and Daughters Tea on
RAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
land Lambers, 810 West 26th St.; puty marshal, Myrtle Bennett;
project is planning for a trip to and tests.
Feb. 2. Pitcher frames for the
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Payne Michael Herbert, route 1, East district deputy president, Blanche
Chicago In April.
mothers were also made. RAeportACROSS FROM POSTOFFICS
their Ceremonialat Mrs. Wojahn's
Schaffer.
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
Last Tuesday the ladies of the and baby who came to Fennville Saugatuck; Nancy Hietbrink, 187
ed by the scribe, Lois Aalderink. house. Taking part in it were: Eva
ZEELAND
Those
being
installed
were
noble
West
16th
St
;
Lorayne
Dore,
28
P.O. BOX 212
The Okizu Camp Fire Girls met St. John, Roxanne Spaek, Merrilee local district gathered to re-or- last Septemberhave moved to
Ann Arbor. The house vacated by West 27th St.; GretchenDe Weerd, grand. Esther Cranmer; right supat the home of their leader, Mrs.
CLOSED
SUNDAYS
PHONE
ON M-l
Timmer, Janice Van Lente, ganize the West Olive School the Payne's has been rented to 147 East Ninth St.
port to the noble grand, Blanche
Clare Walker. Jhey elected new Ronelle Volling, Susan Wojahn. Workers Society.Cleo Walters was
Shaffer;
left
support
to
the
noble
elected president,Minnie Berkom- Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Bolenbaugh Discharged Saturday were John
officers They are President,Diane
Roll call and leading songs, Janice
Taber; vice president, Janet Haynes; assisting leaders, Marilyn pas, vice president; June Wenner- and two children of Allegan, who Cammenga. 598 Graafschap Rd.; grand, Jeanette Carnmcr; vice
Marvin Wilson. ISO’i East 14th grand, Bina Nead; right support
Walker; treasurer,Mary Jane Koeman; hostess for afternoon, sten, secretary; Janet Hemmeke, will move here in two weeks.
St.; Rodney R Hoalten, 74 Vander to the vice grand, Pearl KamerMrs.
Lynn
Chappell
and
Mrs.
treasurer.
Meyer, and secretary Marlene Judy Reinking. Serving refreshDave Polich, student at Wayne Lloyd Dorman were in Niles Mon- Veen Ave.; Gary Vanden Berg. Jr., ling; left support to the vice grand.
Sprick. We also worked on our
Scrappy tayi:
ments were Priscilla Kempker,
memory books. The treat was Maria Matohinskyand Luann Universityis home for a be- day afternoon where Mrs. Chap- 488 College Ave.; Nancy Hiet- Dorothy De Boor; past grand,
Ruth
Durfeo;
recording
secretary,
brink,
187
West
16th
St.;
Mrs.
Verpell's
son
David,
showed
his
antween semester vacation. Dave
given by Marlene Sprick. ReportMoodie. Guests were Mrs. AnDRIVERS — YOU watch out, kids
will representWayne University tique collectionof women's dress- non Beelen and baby, 3(M West 27th Alice Rowan; financialsecretary.
ed by scribe, Marlene Sprick.
drew Volling and Mrs. Janies Van
Josephine
Van
Vulpen;
treasurer,
St.;
Dennis
Bobeldyk,
143
East
es
at
the
75th
anniversary
of
the
don't!
On Jan. 21 the Tanda Camp Fire Lente. After we received our at Holland High School Jan. 31 at
Ladies Literary Club. Those who 38th St.; Von Letherer, 209 West Meilva Crwvle; conductor. GeneCollege Night.
group of Lakeview School held
beads we went down the basement
Mr. and Mrs. William Moore are accompanied them to model the 15th St.; Mrs. Albert Dykema, vieve Welton; Warden and press
and played games. Then we roastreceiving congratulations
on a dresses were the Misses Janet 6262 Balsam Dr., Hudsonville;Mrs. correspondent, June Hein; inside
ed hot doge in the fireplace.Realways buying
materials
Chappell, Marlene Hicks, Jean Sis- Joseph Smutny and baby, Sauga- guard, Nellie Kleis; outside guard.
baby daughter bom recently.
ported by Judy Reinking.
The
Port Sheldon Township son, Virginia Monique, Beverly tuck; Mrs. Ben Scholten and baby, Donald Cranmer; musician, Iva
The Beechwood Tawanka Seventh
Planning and Developing Com- Forrester and nine - year - old 461 Riley St ; Mrs. Donald Brinks Dykema.
grade group met at Billie Schre"STRANDED IN THE
On behalf of the lodge, District
and baby, route 1, Hamilton.
mittee met Thursday night at the Mary Jay Dorman.
gardus’s home. The president callAdmittedSunday were Marianne Deputy President Blanche Shaffer
Heintz Pauff of Germany arrivWest Olive School. The important
120 Rhr*
HoUo||d# Mick
ed the meeting to order first, then
issue on the agenda was finding ed here last week and has taken Teusink, route 1; Albert H. Brew- presented Past Grand Ruth Durfee
we discussed our hay ride party a locationsuitablefor a new town employment as a printer at the ster, 81 West 35th St.; Mrs. George with a Past Grand pin.
YUKON. 3000 MILES
which is to be held on Jan. 31. hall. There ware five sights under Herald PublishingCompany. He Schippers. 209 East 14th St.; Mrs.
The hobo breakfastThursday,
Then we talked about decorating consideration.The group had ap- is being sponsoredby the owner. Ronald Tasma, 118 West 18th St.; Jan. 31 will be held at the home of
the Civic center and our Mother's
IN
plied for government owned land T. E. Van Dussen under the Meth- Mrs. Abe Vogelzang, 39 West 21st Dorothy De Boer, East 32nd St., at
FROM HOME. WE GOT
Tea which is to be held on Feb. 2. at the comer of Croswell and Lake- odist Commitee for Overseas Re- St.; Henry Dykhuis,41 East 19th 9:30 a.m. Everyone is to bring a
Next we made our invitationsto shore Dr. but were turned down lief. Mr. Pauff speaks some Eng- St; Mrs. Otto Brandt, route 1; white elephant or baked goods to
the Mothers tea. Lunch was servbecause Consumers Power Co. lish and is making home with Mrs. Mrs. Ben Weller, 254 Pine Ave.; the chest meeting Feb. 8.
STATE FARM SERVICE
ed by Billie Schregajxius.Report- had a prior application.Other is- Julia Barth, who also speaks the Randall Hulst, route 1, Grand
Committee for next month Ined by acribe, Janice Tenkinck.
Haven.
cludes Iva Dykema, chairman,
sues were getting a pay telephone German language.
Mrs. Lillie Bale has returned Discharged Sunday were John Minnie Van Bemmelen, Donald
station and getting a sign on the
MEYER FORGET
highway (officialstate highway from Albert Lea, Minn., where she Tuls, 846 Harvard Dr.; Mrs. Paul Cranmer, Mary Davis and Nancy
visitedher son, Arnold Bale, and Brower, 49 Vander Veen; Gerald Robinson.
sign for West Olive).
A committee of two constables, family. While there Mr. and Mrs. De Weerd, 1145 Lakewood Blvd.;
Gerald Groenewoud and Bruce Bale became parents of their Kern Russell, 12 West White St, Contests Assured
Grandville: Mrs. Santiago Gaitan,
Anyi, was appointed to survey the fourth boy.
A contest was assured in all
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 5-6660
Mr. and Mrs. George Coomber 172 East 16th St.; Rose Marie
dangerousroad spots In the townwards
electing councibnen today
ship, that is, poor vision corners or returned home Monday from Chi- Alexander, route 2, Fennville;
when Ernest H. Johnson, 35 West
anything that may be the cause of cago where they spent 30 days. Lorie Ann Sloothaak,279 West 30th 17th St., secured a petition for
St;
Mrs.
Robert
Kole,
1688
South
traffic accidents. A motion was Besides visiting his four children
nomination as councilman from the
made to send a proposal to the and families they attended the an- Shore Dr.; Milton Barkel, 200 West fifth ward. If no other petitions are
19th
St;
Gretchen
De
Weerd,
147
towMhip board to be put on the nual dinner of the Edison Comobtained before Feb. 2, there will
April ballot asking for a levy of pany of which Mr. Coomber is a East Ninth St.; Mrs. Henry Mor- be no primary In the fifth ward
ren,
36
West
22nd
St.
two mills to run for one year retired employe.
r
The Bier Kelder offers mony
A daughter, Beth Ann, was born and Johnson will oppose incumbent
to start a building and site fund, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Morse,
John Van Eerden in the April elecin
Holland
Hospital
Friday
to
Mr,
services for your pleasure.
also the right to exceed the limit- son Roger, and daughter Donna
; ’
• tMfl
ed 15 mills taxation.The commit- of Osceola, Ind., spent Sunday and Mrs. Donald Strabbing, 659
s
The best in premium bottled
Concord Dr.
tee has planned a Citizens meet- with Mrs. Anna Morse and Mr.
beers ond wines. All served
ing to be held at the Connell and Mrs. Cleon Morse. Roger
School, if available,on Man* 21. Morse had just been discharged Texaco Five Nipped
by trained employees. AirThis meeting will be for the pur- from a four year’s service in the
Jack and Earl's Texaco, Recreconditionedand open noon
pose of explaining the tax propo- Navy. Mr. and Mrs. S. M. New- ation B league basketball team,
24
sal, and on zoning and any other man of Wyoming Park were also
until midnight.
HOUR
lost to the Wayland Independents,
township business.
Sunday guests.
62-60 Saturday night at Wayland.
SERVICE
Minnie Berfaompas is convales- The Immanuel Baptist Church is Close all the way, the Holland
Ben Von Lento, Agent
cing at Holland Hospital. Her con- having a closed in shelter built entry traded at halftime, 34-29.
Phone
in CoQeg*
Phoa* 71M
dition is satisfactoryafter under- over their Sunday School room Gord Hulst led Jack and Earl’s
and
going major surgery.
entrance that will eliminate icy with 18 and Jim Vande Poel popChester L Baumann, Agent
step conditions.
ped 13. Maurice Witteveen stood
MK.asthst. PhoMtem
Salt preserves meat by draw- The Woman’s Club sponosred a out for Texaco on the backboards.
,,UMI*
STAMPS
ing the water and forming a solu- breakfast Tuesday at the home of The Wayland team was composed
An&orfMd UjmMBtaflTM
170 ImO
tion so strong that bacteria can- Mrs. Arthur Sanford. The receipts of members of the 1955 state
not grow in
g
•f 550 will' be donated to the Class C prep tournament finalist.
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Guest Night Meeting
Attracts Large
Megan
Forced

Mothers March

Civic

Brings

Gets

in

Close

To $6,000 Here

Music Association

Ready

for

Campaign

Asso-

ciationis getting ready for its an-

nual memj>ership camapign Feb.
U through 16 and a kickoffdinner
The Mothers March In Holland is scheduled for all workers Monarea Saturday night netted 55,906.94 day night, Feb. 11, in the Warm
for the polio campaign,polio lead- Friend Tavern.
High
Notices already have been mailers annouhoed Monday.
And Saturday night’s polio dance ed to all former members with the
in the Warm Friend Tavern, spon- tequest that dues be mailed early
Polio
sored by the Junior Chamber of to ease the load for workers during the short six -day campaign.
Commerce, netted another 5825.
Thus, Holland area to date has Memberships are not sold any time
Chairman Says 80
raised a total of 517,588.09 of the other than this campaign period.
Feature of the new series will
assigned quota of 521,800, accordPercent oi Children
ing to Mike Van Oort, south Ot- be the world - famous Cleveland
Have Received Shots
tawa chairman. The month-long Symphony Orchestra, George
drive is scheduled to close today. Crell, conductor. Other concerts
Mrs. Tom Vander Kuy and Mrs. will be chosen after preference Approximately80 percent of the
Andrew Dalman, co-chairmenfor ballotsare tabulated. However, it children in Ottawa county in the
Holland’sMothers March Satur- is necessary to book symphonies age group of 1 through 14 have
receivedthe Salk polio vaccine,
day night, expressed themselves early in the season.
as highly oleased with the results
One feature of a Civic Music Mike Van Oort. South Ottawa
chairman of the March of Dimes
and thanked the hundreds of volun- campaign is the bonus concert for
this year, made known today.
teers who trudged through snowy new members. Thus, any person
And last year there were
paths to call at homes with porch becoming a member for the first
cases of polio in the county, comlight signals in blocks all over time would receive as a bonus conpared with 19 in 1955. Last yeaf
the area. They also thanked the cert the Detroit Symphony Orchescounty chapter spent approximany donors who contributed tra on March 4 simply by showing the
mately 526,000 in the care of old
generouslyto this phase of the his receipt of the 1957-58memberand new cases.
ship at the door. This is in addipolio program.
But while the 80 percent imSaturday’s Mother's March open- tion, of course, to the regular conmunizationrecord is regarded as
ed with fanfare, fire truck sirens certs to be scheduled during the

day night when M a r d o n l and
Louise demonstratedsome of their
amazing feats. A capacity crowd
filled the clubhouse for the annual

Stretch

1«T

The Holland Civic Muaic

Is is coincidenceor really a
“Sixth Sense" was the question
posed for members and guests of
the Woman’s literary Club Tues-

Sheriff
to

Crowd

31,

County Maintains

Immunity

guest event.

On

Mardoni explained the various
terms of telepathy, clairvoyance
and extra-sensory perception with
special mention made of the tests
conductedby Dr. Joseph Banks
<Weekende^s, Pose
Rhine of Duke University.
An Extra Problem;
Dr. Rhine has not been accepted too well by scientistsand psyState Demands More
chologists Mardoni said, probably
ALLEGAN (Special* - If you’re because there is so much coincifighting the battle of the bulge dence in the type of experiments
and finding it hard to stick to conducted.
your diet, here's a tip . . . get There are 25.000 practicing
yourself incarceratedin the Al- clairvoyants or fortune tellers, he
said, and the public helps to suplegan county jail.
Sheriff Walter Runkel hates to port them.
Of special interest was Mardoni’s
admit it, but he says that, with
*a food allowance of only 51.05 per predictionin the form of a sealed
prisoner per day. he finds it im- envelope, complete with a Notary
possible to provide sufficientra- Public seal and clips, of three
news items that were to appear on
tions to come up to the minimum
the front page of the Holland Eveof 2,400 calories which W. H.
Nestle, state jail inspector, has ning Sentinel on Tuesday. Jan. 29.
warned the county that each pri- The note was dated Nov. 21. 1956.
The three items he listed, were the
soner should receive.
visit of a foreign dignitary (King
Nestle said the county could be
sued if prisoners did not receive Saud), the six Hungariansarriving
at Hope College and a name, Nafood equivilantto that many calcoli, which he was unable to find,
ories. He stated flatly that the
but on later checking it proved
Jl.05 daily food ration is much

FoodMowances

MULTIPLE GUESTS

—

Instead of the two
Hungarian refugee students Hope College
had planned to sponsor, the college has now
taken on six young people from Budapest.
Arriving on the campus Monday were, seated

left to right, Gabrrele

and Edith Pinter,sisters,

Mrs. Della Steininger and John Pesti. Standing
are Tibor Lorincz and Paul Pinter, a brother of

the younger girls. Not pictured is Robert

and whistles. Little Robert Farrah,
seven-year-oldpolio victim, announced the opening over WHTC,
backed up by 11-year-oldDelwyn
Overbeek. another polio victim.
After that, the two rode on the
firetruck through the downtown

Front

a fine record for the county, polio
leaders note a sad low percentage
in the 15-year age bracket. This
is noted particularly in view of
statistics that one-fourthof all polio victims in the United States
are between 20 and 50. And when
Tucson, Arizona Boys Chorus on
adults contract polio, it is often

#

course of the season.
For the convenience of old members, there will be tables in the
lobby of Civic Center where memberships may be obtained before
and after the next concert,the

^
Nameth, who arrived later in the day.
to be the name of the woman who
(Sentinel photo)
too low to provide 2,400 calories.
section.
Feb. 5.
much more severe than amonfe
was found dead of frostbite.
Runkel. who said Allegan is one
The associationlisted 2,300 memchildren. Some 70 percent of the
Louise entered the picture at
GRAND
(Special)
bers this season, close to capacity
of only three counties in the state
patients who need respiratory aid
this point and was blindfolded
with a 35 cent per meal ration
Carl L. Bidwell, chairman of the of Civic Center where all concerts
are adults over 20.
while Mardoni went into the auall the rest paying more — indiTri-Cities poUo campaign, said are held.
Last year there were 16,000 podience and -selectedobjects to be
Division
campaign
chairmen
for
cated that he felt the jail was
Monday that Saturday night's
lio cases in the United State;, placidentified. Purses, hats, colors,
doing the best it could.
Mothers March netted 53,713.03, the drive this year are Mrs. Peter ing a heavy responsibilityon the
pens, lighters,currency and bills
Actually, he said, the average
with 52,243.76 coming from Grand Prins, Miss Bernice Bishop. Miss National Foundation of Infantile
and pins of various kinds were
It was on one of those near-zero
daily fare provides prisoners with
Haven, 51,152.72 from Spring Lake, Albertha Bratt, Frank Schwarz Paralysis.
correctly identified— even a book
days last week that M ar i n u s and 5J16.55 from Ferrysbuprg.
and Frank Fleischer of Holland,
only about 1,700 calories which—
The national foundation eswith the pages and the first word
if you’re trying to reduce the midFlights for polio at the. local air- Mr. and Mrs. John Kent of Doug- timates that 44,000,000persons in
(Rosie) Rozeboom, affable mail
on
the page.
section, is fine, but not many counlas and Mrs. David Plasman of
the United States have received
Two volunteers, Carroll Norlin A project by Hope CoUege stu- al talent. The rest of the family is carrier, scooped up a woman's port. costing 51 plus a penny for
ty prisoners are charged with beeach
pound
for each passenger Zeeland.
purse
along
with
letters
and
sunstill
at
Camp
Kilmer.
Tibor
Lorone shot; 26,000,000,two shots;
and Calvin Lamoreaux, were used dents to sponsor two Hungarian
Co-chairmen for the campaign
ing too fat.
incz, 25, has studied for one and dry other parcels in a mail box netted 5225. Peanut sales over the
and only 7.000.000, three shots. The
in several experiments. A note was
He said an average day’s menu
students on the local campus came a half years at the University of south of town. Then he stopped last two weekends brought another are Mrs. Frank Fleischerana
foundation maintains that the third
written and by thought suggestion
includes:
5338.09 and Keystone cop stunts Peter Prins. Mrs. Arthur C. Yost shot is the one that achieves the
was delivered to George Zuverink to multiple fruition Monday with Budapest. His family lives in a in a little restaurant nearby for
Breakfast of oatmeal with milk
is secretary and Clarence Jalving
yielded another 5589.06.
real protection— the dramaticefin the audience. A miniature guil- the arrival of six Hungarian young rural community. John Pesti, 21, hot coffee an(^ sorted the stuff to
and sugar, coffee, two slices of
is treasurer. Arthur C. Hills is
pack
in
his
pouch
more
neatly.
has
finished
the
equivalent
of
our
fect.
lotine provideda humorous note people from Camp Kilmer, N. J.
bread and butter or jam
500
president.
Where did you get my purse?"
Statisticsshow that there are
with Lamoreaux on the block.
Dr. Paul Fried, faculty advisor high school and Robert Nemeth.
Couple Leaving Soon
The
association’s
annual
election
calories.
65 million Americans under age .
Following the program coffee to the InternationalRelations Gub 16, from a farming family, is high a woman in the restaurant asked.
Lu:icb of meat or soup, two slicto elect seven directors for threeShe was pointing to the purse in For Missionary
20., the most susceptibleage group. '
was served in the tea room. Pour- that took the initiative in the pro- school age.
es of bread and butter — 600 calyear terms, is currently carried on
The Pinter young people will be his hand.
GRAND
(Special)
and about that many between 20
ing were Mrs. William Pluim, ject in mid November, said that
by mail. Feb. 1 is the deadline and 40. The largest percentage of
ories.
Mrs. Carroll Norlin. Mrs. William because of the number of refugees enrolled at the college immediate- Rosie asked about contents and Mr. and Mrs. Keith De Jonge who
Supper of scrambled eggs, two
Bouman and Mrs. L a v e r n e in this country, their great need, ly in French, music and physical the woman proved her identitybe- have been living in Grand Haven for returning ballqts, even though people In the United States who
slices of bread and butter, a cookie
ballots list a deadline of Jan. 25.
have had all three shots are chiland the Hope Students’ admira- education classes. They will be yond a doubt and she got the for several years are awaiting airRudolph.
end coffee or postum, — five or
There are 21 nominees for the dren.
purse.
Everything
was
in
the
Mrs. Alvin D. Bos introduced tion for their heroism, the project privately tutored in English.
plane reservations for a jourqey
six hundred calories.
seven positions.
The recommended schedule Is
the guests and announced that had tripled and the students will Gabrrele and Edith have been in- purse except 535 in cash. She was to Kodaikanalin South India where
With Inspector Nestle warning
most
happy.
vited
to
live
in
the
home
of
Mr.
given two to six weeks apart, with
they will become affiliated with a
next week was the Club birthday sponsor all of them with the aid
him to boost the ration, on the one
and Mrs. James E. Townsend. In reconstructing what happen- school for missionary children
third given at least seven months
of the community.
party.
side, there is yet another aspect
after the second. The Ottawa counThe six who arrived last week Paul is living at Kollen Dormi- ed, it was believed she either lost from England and America.
to Runkles’ quandry^For the past
her purse or it was stolen at anpolio chapter and campaign
Mr. De Jonge wiio had been
were given initial care and rest tory on campus.
few years, many men have been
Lorincz. whose English is good, other location,and the finder (or in charge of the music departworkers urge all persons to conthrough the efforts of Dr. and Mrs.
sentenced to serve "weekend sentact their family physicianimEugene Osterhavenwho have been is enrolled at the college in full thief) after removing the money ment at Ferrysburg school will
tences" and, since they are premediately for the shots so that
personallyinterested in the plight schedule, majoring in psychology. dumped the purse in a mailbox teach music in India and Mrs. De
sent for the Sunday meal, which
Jonge, the former Marcine Mui- At the annual business meeting protection is offered for the peak
of Hungarian pople since World Pesti’s interest is political rather than a trash car.
Mr. and Mrs. Jtunkle try to make
lenberg,will teach fifth grade. held Monday afternoon at Calvary polio season this year.
War II when the country became science. He is also being tutored
a little better than the average,
In this case Father definitely They have a son, Garry Dean, 14 Reformed Church delegates to the
The Ottawa County Medical AsCommunist controlled.Mrs. Oster- in English and will study at the
the weekenders spread the word
Plans for a meeting of district 4 haven is a native of Hungary and college as soon as his mastery of didn't know best!
months old. Both parents are grad- Federationof Women’s Societies sociationin a report some months
about how well they fare in jail.
of Holland and vicinity elected ago pointed out that up to Aug.
The story is told of the high uates of Hope College.
of the FederatedGarden Clubs of has kept in contact with friends the language will permit. He is
As a result, Runkle has more than
school girl who wanted to go to
living with Lorincz on 13th St.
Michigan, Inc., to be held in Hol- and relatives there.
Mr. De Jonge is a son of the Mrs. Seth Kalkman president to 30, 16.793 of the 19,481 childfen
once been criticized for "running land April 4 were made at a comNemeth has been offered a home some social functionbut really Rev. and Mrs. G. E. De Jonge now succeed Mrs. Peter Slenk who will age 1 through 14 had received two
The six who will be making their
a country club" instead of a jail. mittee meeting Monday in the
retire this year after serving in or more shots of the Salk vaccine.
home in the
are by several citizens of the com- couldn't because she didn't have serving as missionaries at KuThe sheriff says that one fac- home of Mrs. J. D. Jencks on
that office for four years. Other
her
algebra
home
work
done.
FaThe associationpointed out that
wait, Arabia, sponsoredby First
Gabrrele,Edith and Paul Pinter munity. He, too. is studying Engtor that helps keep the caliorie
ther, who made-out he was a Reformed Church of Grand Hav- officers elected were Mrs. George this had not been accomplished •
South Shore Dr.
from one family; Tibor Lorincz, lish with a tutor.
count up as high as it is
is
When the Hungarian Student math major in his college days en. The church plans a farewell Damson, first vice president; Mrs. through mass innoculationand by
Mrs. Carl Cook and Miss Ger- John Pesti and Robert Nemeth.
Harry Young, second vice presi- public clinics, but through a co— in spite of the low ration — is trude Steketee are co-chairmenof All are from Budapest, all crossed project was announced,the Hope offered to work the problems.
potluck for the De Jonges Thursdent; Mrs. Donald Kooiman, secthe food brought to the jail by the meeting. ' Others attending
CoUege
students
enthusiastically
The
next
day
they
were
all
operative effort of the Ottawa
day.
Feb.
7.
The
family
expectes
the border at about the same time
retary; Mrs. John Huff, assistant
various church organizations.It’s
County Health departmentand the
were Mrs. W. Harold White of late in November, and all arrived put their effortsto raising money wrong
to leave the early part of March.
secretary; Mrs. Peter Kaashoek.
almost a traditionin Allegan for Muskegon, district chairman, and
Ottawa County Medical Society.
in the United States around Jan. 1. for the project.The Cosmopolitan
treasurer;
Mrs.
Deward
Piersma
church ladies to bring their left- Mrs. J. J. Brower, program chairDo you have one of those snazThe great majority of the innocuGabrrele. 18, Edith, 16 and their Fraternity sponsored coffee booths
over from church suppers to the man of the Holland Garden Club
which has been going on since last assistanttreasurer, and Mrs. Ber- la lions were done in private offices
brother, Paul, 19. came to the on the streets of Holland and zy snow brushes in your car?
jail which, luckily, is located right
of family physicians.
who is arranging the afternoon United States with their father, Grand Rapids during the Christ- The other day, a tiny boy ac- April. Mrs. Peter Van Domelen, nard Poest. auditor.
Mrs. Slenk offered a prayer of
Jr., and Mrs. A. W. Tahaney were
in the heart of the city’s church
The program started in 1954
program.
mother and younger brother. Their mas shopping season and raised comp^*»*ed his mother to Peck's
district
Drug Store and saw the display responsible for orderingall that consecration for the new officers when Ottawa county was one of
District 4 covers several coun- father is a musician. of exception- nearly 5600.
Mrs.
Raymond
Denekas
led
in
de
Meanwhile, until the coun- ties in Western Michigan. The allslick equipment
of the snow brushes.
10 counties in Michigan invited to
votions and Mrs. Dale Kruithof
ty board of supervisors decides to
'Oh mommy, look at the big
participatein the field evaluation
day meeting in Holland April 4
accompanied
by
Mrs.
William
From
our
good
friend
and
formraise the meal allowance, the will open with a morning coffee
toothbrushes" he cried.
of the new Salk vaccine. In the
Oonk
sang
"Give
a
Heart
Like
county jail is a good place to lose
er colleague, Dick Miiliman, now
spring of 1955, additional vaccine
from 9 to 9:45 a m. in the Woweight.
Richard J. Mouw, an artist liv- a reporter for the Lansing State Thine”. After the reading of the was made available by the Na*
man’s Literary Club with the
secretary
and
treasurers
•
reports
ing in Muskego, Wis., formerly of Journal, we received a clipping
tional Foundationfor first, second
Holland Garden Club as hostess.
Holland, displayed a painting regarding Elbert Parsons, a form- the roll was called and 118 mem and third graddrs, and for those
The balance of the morning will
hers responded.Mrs. Slenk paid
"Wisconsin Landscape” at the er Holland attorney
in the fourth grade who had not
be given over to reports from all
tribute to Mrs. Allan Ayers, for
Elbert
retired
Jan.
19
at
the
age
garden clubs in the district, plus Tom Maentz has agreed to
He left Holland for a trip to Wisconsin Salon of Art in Madison, of 70 after almost 16 years as one many years a member of the received vaccine in the fie^l trial.
Wis., last month. This was the $100
These programs, however, still
the showing of slides for better
terms with the Chicago Cardinals Northern Michigan and will return
of the top assistantsin the office board, who died several weeks left less than half of the children
home plantings.
Saturday night before going back Gov. and Mrs. Walter J. Kohler,
ago. Two newly organized churchJr., purchase award for the Wis- of the state attorney general.
In Circuit
After a luncheon in the club-1 and will be playing professional to Ann Arbor Sunday.
eligible for immunization.
"First
we’re
going
to move back es also sent representativesto the
football
next
fall.
consin
Union
Collection
The
enAfter the Michigan legislature
house, the afternoon meeting will
board
for
the
first
time.
They
were
try brought a meritoriousvote to our house in Holland, and then Rose Park Reformed Church and authorized the purchase of vacfeature the well known arranger, Maentz, in Holland during the
GRAND
(Special)
we’ll lock it up and go to Florida
semester change at the University Three Men Arraigned
from one of the judges.
cine from public funds, the health
John Morris, 21, Grand Rapids, Mrs. A. F. Steubing of Pittsburgh,
for the rest of the winter," Par- Faith Christian Reformed Church department and medical society
of Michigan,talked to the Cardwho pleaded guilty Jan. 14 to a Pa. Mrs. Steubing has appearedin
of Holland.
In Grand Haven Court
inals’ front office Monday mornHave you visited the new coffee sons told Miiliman.
charge of impersonating an offi- Holland previously.
Plans were made for the annual tried a new tack in which the
•"I’m
kissing the law business
ing
and
accepted
the
pact,
which
and
gift
shop
in
a
corner
of
the
About 200 persons are expected
GRAND
(Special)
cer, was placed on probation for
public meeting which will be held health department ^ circulated
goodbye,"he added with a satisone year when he appeared in to attend the district meeting. Mrs. will be mailed here for signing in Willie Henry Pearson, 20, route 4, new lobby at Holland Hospital?
on March 27 at 2 p.m. at Ninth forms among children 5 through 9
fied
the near future.
By
all
means,
drop
in
on
your
Edward
Herpolsheimer
is
serving
Holland, pleaded guilty in MuniciCircuit Court Friday. He also must
Street Christian Reformed Church making vaccine available through
Maentz has been contracted to pal Court Monday to a charge of next visit at the hospital.It's the Parsons went to Lansing in 1941 Speaker will be Dr. E. J. Cum the family physician, and a high
pay 550 costs and his case may be as registrationchairman.
Mrs. W. A. Butler, Mrs. J. J. play offensiveend for the National simple larceny, and arrangements nicest corner in the new section after conducting a ,legal business mins, a returned medical mission- percentage of the cards were
transferred to the Kent county
in Holland and serving as city atpromptly returned. Early in 1956,
Brower and Mrs. L. E. Towe are Football League entry and will re- were made for him to pay 520 fine that has been opened to date
ary to Nigeria who has been
probationdepartment.
port
to
the
Cardinals
training and 56.10 costs. Pearson was at least that’s the opinion of a lot torney and county prosecutor. His charge of several leper colonies priority groups were expanded to
all
members
of
the
board
of
direcMorns allegedly had pretended
first state boss was Herbert Rushunder the Sudan InteriorMissions include youngsters1 through 14
he was a deputy sheriff when he tors of the Federated Garden camp at Lake Forest, 111., late in picked up in Holland Saturday and of coffee lovers.
ton. Then he served under John
July.
brought to Grand Haven. City po- MORE TO COM EM RE ........
there. The public is invited to this and pregnantwomen, and the reordered a driver to pull over to Clubs of Michigan,Inc.
The captain of the '56 Michigan lice allege he took five gallons of MORE TO GOME ORE ....... Dethmers, now chief justice of the service. It was also announced sponse again was excellent.A tothe curb last Dec. 14. After he
footballteam is confident he can gasoline from a truck in a junk
The entire operation is a volun- supreme court, Foss Eldred, Eu- that the children’smeeting will be tal of 738 women received one or
pleaded guilty he told the proba- Two Grand Haven Girls
make
the
grade
in
the
pros
al- yard last August. The three Grand teer effort of the hospital auxili- gene Black (also on the supreme held on Sunday, March 31 at 3 more doses.
tion department he was not guilty.
though he is already well aware Haven juveniles who were with ary and it involves the services court), Stephen Roth, Frank Mil- p.m, at the First Reformed
A recap of vaccinations list 935
But when questioned by the court Hart in Coasting Mishap
children in 1954 , 2,358 In 1955, and
of the differentcaliber of football him at the time were turned over of some 150 local women. They lard and the present attorney gen- Church in Holland.
today he said he didn't want his
GRAND
(Special) played in the play-for-pay ranks. to Probate Court.
are readily identified by the cher- eral, Thomas M. Kavanagh.
Of interestto the federationwas 13,500 in 1956 for a total of 16,793
parents to know about it.
Two
14-year-old
girls
were
hospiI learned a lot in the Hula Lawrence Middlestadt, 28. Plain- ry red pinafores or smocks, and
the news regardingDr. and Mrs. out of 19,481 eligible children, or
Judge Raymond L. Smith took a
Quite a few local Gideons attenddim view on keeping such things talizedSunday afternoonafter a Bowl," Maentz said. The Hula well, pleaded guilty to a drunk they offer such tempting snacks ed a state Gideon conferenceat C. J. Stauffacher who have retired close to 86 percent.
as
sandwiches,
pie.
cake,
soup,
plastic
sled
went
out
of
control
Bowl,
held
Jan.
6
in
Honolulu,
and
disorderly
charge
and
was
as active missionaries at the lepfrom parents, and ordered that
Michigan State University last
Morris be accompanied by both throwing four girls into the snow Haw-aii,had 22 of the top college sentenced to pay 525 fine and $4.30 ice cream . . . and above all week. There they learned that er colony at Inhambane, Portu- Mrs. Vos Is Surprised
guese East Africa which* the local
football players against some of costs. He was arrested by city po- GOOD COFFEE.
parents when he pays his first after hitting three trees.
Linda Glueck and Mary Klein re- the top pros and a group of ser- lice Sunday on US-31 in
There's a snazzy, new sandwich Gideons are working on a project group helps to support. After On Her 80th Birthday
visit to the probation officer, or he
mained in Municipal Hospital over- vice stars. The service-pro com- Haven township.
machine too
infra red, they at present to provide Bibles in all spending several months in the
will go to jail forthwith.
night for x-rays Monday for badly bination won 52-21.
Russell Hyde. 37, Muskegon, call it. Into this machine the work hotels in the Netherlands as well United States, the Stauffachers Mrs. Nellie Vos was honored on
Dick Zone, of 1257 Lakewood
bruised legs. A third girl, Barbara "Those boys are perfectionistspleaded not guilty Saturday to a ers pop ready made sandwiches as supplying Bibles to the armed will sail on Feb. 8 aboard the S. her 80th birthday Monday night
Blvd.. Holland, who pleaded guilty
La Penna, received slight back in- and it doesn’t take long to find out. charge of drunk driving and fur- in waxed paper bags and turn the forces,school children,hotels, pri- S. African Sun to return to Africa when her children and sister surJan. 14 to a charge of larceny from
juriej but was not hospitalized.A Their blocking and tackling is nished 5100 bond for trial which timer for three to five minutes. sons. etc. Gideon camps also are where they will live. Dr. and Mrs. prised her at her home, 261 East
a motor vehicle, was ordered to
fourth, Judie Zysk, was not in- much crisper,” the all-Big Ten will be set later. He was arrested Then a buzzer sounds (reminds organized in many foreign coun- Robert Simpson, whom the Fedes 15th St. Gifts and money were
pay fine and costs of 575. He altries.
jured.
ation hopes will replace the Stauf- given to the honored guest and
end, who played against the best by state police Jan. 25 in Spring you of that unwelcome alarm
legedly removed a wheel and tire
•
The girls were on a coasting college competition, said.
Lake
township.
clock
in
the
morning)
and
the
fachers at Inhambane. are at pre- lunch was
Dec. 8 from a car belonging to
preliminary announcement sent working in Liberia while
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
party sponsored by the Squires Maentz compared the difference
sandwich
comes
out
piping
hot.
Mrs. Harvey Bluekamp.
and Squirettes in the vicinity of between college and pro as comWorkers have learned the machine from the Stratford Shakespearean awaiting visas to study in Portu- Dick Van Wingeren, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Dersteen, 63, Marne, who
Church Extension
Wisconsin and Ohio Sts.
works wonderfully for heating rolls Festival (Stratford, Ontario) re- gal. Special prayer was offered John Van Wingeren, Mr. and Mrs.
parable
to
the
jump
between
high
was charged with feloniousassault
Gerrlt Vos, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
The two girls were taken to the school and college;
doughnuts,pigs in the blankets, veals that the two plays selected for each of these missionaries.
Explained at Meeting
after he allegedly fired shots at
for the 1957 season will be Hamlet
hospital by ambulance.
The treasurer announcedthat all Groters and Mrs. Jennie Hall, sisetc.
So
the
6’3,
219-pound
second
Slides,
reviewing
church
a truck, was placed on probation
Besides the food, there’s a and Twelfth Night The new per- money should reach her prior to ter of Mrs. Vos. The Rev. and
team All-Americanwill have his tension work in Michigan
three years to Deputy Sheriff John
manent theater alio will be ready
Mrs. John Beebe, cousins of the
work cut out for him during the Ohio, were shown at a meeting of handy display area for the knd of for the 1957 season replacing the the April board meeting so that it
Vander Woude of Marne. All thh»e Mrs. DeWitt Hostess
may be properly creditedwith this honored guest, also called.
gifts you love to get for hospital
the
Double
Ring
Club
of
Beechtraining
grind.
He
is
the
first
guns which Dersteen owned have
tent which was in use for four
Mrs. Vos is a member of Sixth
Holland footballplayer to get the wood Reformed Church Monday patients.For children, there are seasons. To those on the mailing years receipts.
been confiscated. The probation At Fourth Church Guild
Reformed
Church. She formerly
Refreshments
were
served
by
opportunityto play professional night in the Women's lounge. The handy unbreakable toys. . There list were sent as a memento i
period was given mainly so that
Group 1 of the Mission Guild of
the
mission society of Calvary lived in Beaverdam for many
are
assortments
of
costuirie
jewprogram
was
presented
by
the
Rev.
the deputy can check whether Fourth Reformed Church held its football.
years.
elry, handy pencils, cute plant- portion of the canvas of the origi Church.
Dersteen has enough to eat, and first regular meeting of the year Maentz was the second draft Joshua Hogenboom, church exers, greeting cards, cigarettes, nal theater tent.
tension
director,
the
Rev.
Kenneth
choice
of
the
Cardinals
in
the
48otherwise report to the court on Monday night at the home of Mrs.
mints, and even some paper-back
Marriage Licenses
his general welfare. Dersteen is Eugene De Witt, 262 West 21st St. player selectionNov. 26. The rest Hesselink of, Muskegon, Paul
Daffynitions from the Pontiac Reject Consolidation
ed books. The women even take
Baker
and
Ed
Neuman.
The
slides
of
the
draft
choice
of
college
playOttawa County
aomethingof a recluse who much
ST. JOSEPH (Special) - Votwhite elephant and baked
Press:
depicted progress of extension work orders for flowers.
prefers to be left alone and live goods sale was held and plans ers will be later this week.
era of the Evans School district Harry C. Graham, Jr., 22, and
Money:
What
marks
the
differThe former Holland High star and the support needed from older The place has been in operation ence between being eccentric or rejected consolidationwith the St. Phyllis Joan Ogden, 22, both of
on a small pension which he main- were discussed for future projects.
now for about two weeks, and
announced
his intentionof .playing
tains is sufficient for his needs.
Johns schools
announced Holland; Herman Kolk, 22, MuskeIt was decided to hold a valentine
.. .. churches.
every day sees a new set of work- crazy.
Floyd Decker. 20, route 1. Al- coffee on Thursday. Feb. 14. at !>«> ball when he was the featured Gordon Vander Meulen, presiMad: What a man gets when his plans for meeting this week with gon, and Carol Strabbing, 19, Holers
getting
their
instructions
from
representatives of the Stewart • land; William Roelse, 33, Sheboylegan. waived the reading of the 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Eugene Van Dyke speaker at the annual Exchange dent, conducted devotions and was
Hattie Hoeve, possibly the best wife twlls him he’s wrong when
information and pleaded guilty to was named chairmanof the group; Club banquet honoring the Holland in charge of the business meeting.
Barda - Stevensville merger com- gan. Wis., and Dorothy Dykman, I
he
already
knew
he
was
wrong.
Lunch was served by the exe- and most durable kitchen boss in
a charge of fraud, involving false Mrs. Donald Vuurens, assistantHigh and Hope College football
Know-it-all: A person of whom mittee with an eye on joining that 26, Holland; Richard Gordon Cook,
cutive
committeeincludingMr. and the city. Mrs. W. A. Butler is
teams.
Maentz
will
receive
his
destatements in connection with chairman and Mrs. Robert Slootyou
should beware — especiallyif combined school district. Evans 20, Birmingham, Mich, and Judith
general chairmen of the hospitalgree in speech in June from Michi- Mrs. Vander Meulen, Mr. and Mrs.
taxpayers voted 152 to 79 against Ann Miller, 18, Grand Haven;
securing loans.
haak, treasurer.
it’s you.
ity
center.
Kim «/« released on his own reannexation with the St. Joseph and Jasper Kelch, 21, 'and Barbara
Hostesses for the evening were gan. He hopes to do some graduate Vernon Webster,- Mr. and Mrs.
Idle
rumor:
One
that
never
is
Leroy Brookhouseand Mr. and The cherry comer is the result
other consolidated school districts. Lewis, 21, both of Holland.
to appear for sentence Mrs. De Witt and Mrs. Roger De work during the fall semester in
of a lot of work and planning idle,)
Mrs. Dale Boes.
Chicago.
Weerd.
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George Ihrman Diet

Beaverdam

-Pressing Defense,

HOLUND

Megan

At Holland Hospital

Holland Reserves

Voters

Mr. and Mr*. Harold Haasevoort
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Knap George Ihrman, 67, of 345 West
attended the wedding of Edwin 21st St., died this morning at HolStop
land Hospital where he was taken
Holstege and Winifred Grasmid in
Monday morning.
the Rusk Christian Reformed Survivingare the wife, Marie;
For
Issue
Church on Tuesday evening, Jan. five sons, Francis Ihrman of Phoe- Fire
Give Giants
nix,
Ariz.,
Gordon
Ihrman
of
Santa
23.
KALAMAZOO (Special)- BreakKALAMAZOO lSpeclal)-Awell- The Rev. and Mrs. Harold Len- Clara, Calif.,Donald Ihrman of ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
Muskegon, Howard Langeland of city property owners, went to the
ing the road jinx, the Holland High
ters
entertained
the
present
membalanced i coring unit coupled with
bers of the consistory and those Hamilton and Arthur Langeland polls in a special election and votreserve basketball team defeated
a pressing defense were more than
whose terms expired at the close of Pontiac; three daughters, Mrs. ed down a proposal to bond the
Kalamazoo
Central’s seconds, 44enough to enable Kalamazoo Cen- of the year with their wives at L. C. Byrd of Sweetwater,Tex., city for $40,000for a ‘‘bare necei35 Tuesday night in Western MichMrs.
Nelson
Brill of Neosho, Mo., sity" fire hall.
tral to remain unbeaten in downing
their home on Wednesday evening,
Holland. 7845 before 2,100 fans at Jan. 23. The early part of the even- and Mrs. Fred Wrightman of
Although the vote was light, it
igan College gym for its seventh
Western Michigan College gym ing was spent in playing games Pheonix, Ariz.; 16 grandchildren; was decisive, 175 yes and 291 no.
win in nine attempts. The two1
Tuesday night.
The special election was called
at which prizes were awarded to one brother, the Rev. Francis
Holland losses were receivedat
The Maroon Giants scored 20 Mrs. Albert Van Farowe, Harry Ihrman of Racine, Wis., and two after the city voted down a $60,Muskegon Heights and St. Joseph.
'points in each of the first three Bowman and Maurice Huyser. Re- sisters, Miss Hermine Ihrman 000 fire hall in the November elecquartersand followed with 18 ini freshments were served after and Miss Alice Ihrman, both of tion. The present fire station on
The talented Dutch, who have
TrowbridgeSt., was condemned as
the final period.The initial 20 pro- which a social time was held. Holland.
developed steadily with each
vided the impetus as the winners Those attendingwere Mr. and
Funeral services will be held unsafe by the state fire marshal
game, jumped out to an early lead
went crashing through the Dutch. Mrs. Henry Feenstra, Mr. and Friday at 2 p.m. at Langeland last August, mainly because floors
and made positivetheir intentions
A coach Bob Quiring trademark, Mrs. Henry Van Farowe, Mr. and Funeral Home with the Rev. were unsafe for the total load of
in the opening minutes. Holland
the three-quartercourt press with Mrs. Albert Van Farowe Mr. and Henry Rozendal officiating. Burial all city fire equipment.Since the
managed to double the score in
periods of full-court pressing was Mrs. Cyrene Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. will be in Overisel Cemetery. November election,two t r u c k a
the first eight minutes and led
a successfuldefense in topping the Harry Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. Friends may call at the funeral have been housed in other garages.
20-10 at the first period’sclose.
Dutch. A close • guarding Giant Harold Heihn, Mr and Mrs. Ted home Wednesday and Thursday City officials said today that the
Although outs cored by a basket
next move would bo up to the state
swarmed over every Holland ball De Jooge, Mr and Mrs. Maurice from 7 to 9 p.m.
In the second quarter, Holland
fire marshal. Deputy Marshal
handler and the Dutch didn't get Huyser and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
was never in any danger and held
Walter Burns had previously indioff a pass without having to fake Knap. Mr. and Mrs. Chris De
a 27-19 halftime margin. This adcated there were two alternatives.
Off a hand or body movement.
Jonge who are visiting in the South
vantage was pushed to 10 points
One
would
be
to
initiate
court
acMuch sharper than in their 52-48 were not present.
Bolhuis,
again at the windup of the third
tion for an order requiring the
win at Holland, the Maroon Giants
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
period as the score favored Holcity to build a new fire hall or
hit an amazing 49 percent of their had guests on Wednesday from
land 38-28.
repair the present ohe. The other
71 shots with 35 baskets.
Fremont. Included were Mr. and
Ball control and alert posing
would be indirect action through
Terrific rebounding off both back- Mrs. Russel Pel, Mr. and Mrs.
followed by some good shooting
the
Michigan
Inspection
Bureau
SCOUT FAIR — Visitorsto the Boy Scout Fair
smoothing the wood. Dan Caauwe and Robert
Gerrit Rldderman and H e n r y
told Holland’s offensivestory. Off
Oosterbaan are leaders.Other members of the
March 30 at Holland Civic Center will see how
Vliem. In the afternoon Mr. and Frank Bolhuis, Sr.. 86, died at which establishes fire insurance
just a bit on their driving, the
rates.
canoe
paddles
arc
made
by
hand,
thanks
to
the
troop
are
Marvin
Van
Voorst.
Don
Lam,
Darrel
Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and daugh- his home, 547 College Aye., TuesDutch missed several layups but
The $40,000 structure which the
Staal, Jimmie Drooger, Allen Bos and Bruce
efforts of troop 44 of Maplewood Reformed
ter, Kristi,from Borculo and Mr. day evening. He had been in ill
were able to get most o( the recity
had
designed
for
a
location
on
Church.
Eight
members
of
the
troop
already
Masselink.
The
group
is
planning
a
9-day
canoe
and Mrs. Alfred Bowman and health for five months.
bounds off both boards.
Monroe
St.
was
to
have
been
littrip next summer in the Algoma country east
have startedwork on the project. Carl Van Ingen.
daughter Laurie also spent the afAgain, as has been the story in
He was born in Holland to the tle more than "stooge space" for
and north of the Soo when the paddles will be
Jr., 113 East 39th St., is shown holding a white
ternoon there to visit with the Fretkj other victories, Coach Bob
the
fire
equipment,
the
plans
put
to
actual
use.
late Mr. and Mrs. John Bolhuis
ash plank while Jerry Van Wieren, 35 West 35th
mont folks.
Connell received balanced scorThe Mission Guild met Thurs- and had lived in this community drawn in such a way that addi- St., handles the plane in the first step of
ing from his club. He was able to
day evening in the chapel. Mrs. all his life. He began his business tions could be made later.
use hla entire 14-man squad against
Local
civic
groups
including
the
Harris Veldman was in charge of
ished making our pot holders, a
the Maroon Giants.
the Bible Study. Mrs. Ted De career as a contractor and builder Junior Chamber of Commerce had
Hubby HarringtonJumped into
present for our mothers. Patty
advocated
the
approval
of
the
bond
and
among
the
many
buildings
he
Jonge read an interestingarticle
the
front in the scoring with 12
Wehrmeyer, scribe, reporting.
entitled"ConsecratedHands". Af- put up was Voorhees Hall on the Issue.
points, the first time he has had
It was estimated that Tuesday’s
ter the business meeting Mn. College Campus. Later he owned
The LongfellowLucky 13 Blue
top honors this season. Ron DorHarold Lenters closed with a Spir- and operatedthe Bolhuis Lumber total vote of 476 was about half
Birds met Jan. 21 at the home
gelo followed with nine and Dave
itual Life Thought. Mrs. Harold and Mfg. Co. from which he re- of the eligible vote which involved
of their leader Mrs. Swartz. ChocWehrmeyer added eight.
property owners only.
Hassevoortand Mrs. Bbb Gorms- tired about 10 years ago.
olate cupcakes were served by
ma served refreshments.The He was a past member of the
The Board of Appeals Monday Jim Overbeek and Jim Van
'l'
graup presented Mrs. Lenters with Board of Public Works and also
Joyce Wierda. We played games night approved one request, de- Putten each had four, Ted Walters
popped three and Jack Hulst and
a baby crib and blanket.
the Holland Exchange Club. He
and sang songs. We started work- nied another and denied an appli- Bob Chambers each added two.
The Seven Dwarfs of Beechwood
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Huyser and was a member of Third Reformed
ing on a new project. Mrs. Ooster- cation for a hearing.
Sklvlngtonpumped 13 for Kalason. Timmy, left Friday for In- Church where he had served on
School No. 1 met in the gym Tueshof is our assistantleader.Reportdianapolis,Ind., where they spent the consistoryfor many years. Mr-,
The request of Mrs. Marilyn mazoo.
day, Jan. 23. Dawn Johnson called
The road win was important to
ed by Linda Van Duren, scribe.
three days with Mrs. Huyser's sis- and Mrs. Bolhuis celebrated their For Field Trial
Swleringa to use the basement of
the meeting to order and led in
On
Monday,
Jan.
21
the
10
Little
ConneU
since Holland must play
ter and family, returing on Mon- 50th wedding anniversaryin
Dave
,
the Blue Bird Wish. Sandy Van Squaws met at Mrs. Wiswedel's her home at 61 West 30th St for five of its six games away from
A newly-fenced in 80 acre tract of
day. Their daughter Mary Beth August, 1956.
« . . again paces Dutch
Kampen called roll. We worked on home. We finished our copper sets a beauty shop was denied and the home. Connell feels that an imstayed with her uncle and aunt,
Surviving are the wife, Josie; ground located near Port Sheldon
boards with G'S" center Bob Brown
our scrapbooks and then started and aprons. We elected the follow-) request of Tony Doaeman to use pressive win on the road will bolon
the
corner
of
152nd
Ave.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser 'in three sons. Dee J. Bolhuis of Ingleleading helped achieve most of the
a project of making Blue Bird ing
inrv officers:
r\ff nnre • Prncirlnntflnil Qhina. ..
President,Gail Shina- the addition at the rear of the ster the team in later games.
their absence.
wood, Calif.; Gerald F. Bolhuis Van Buren St., will be the site of
baskets. Ball stealingwas another
rings. Submitted by Mrs. Russel barger; secretary, Jimmy Dick;
Fred Berens attended the morn- and Frank Bolhuis, Jr., both of the first field trial of a series constore at 138 Weit 27th St. for lava
big factor in Kalamazoo'scontrol
Simpson.
treasurer, Linda Speet; scribe, tory facilities, a walk • in cooler
ing worship service Sunday after Holland; three daughters, Mrs. Al- ducted by the Holland Beagle club
of the offensive play.
The
Gay
Blue
Birds
of
WaukaApril Putnam; clean up, Gail Wisa long absence due to illness.
vin J. Cook of Holland. Mrs. Saturday, Feb. 2.
a meat cutting room was
A l(>-point surge which brought Mrs. David Vereeke of Zeeland Howard B. Dalman of Greenville. The B sanctioned trial will be zoo School met at the home of wedel and Gwenda Otting. Linda and
approved. The board, however, iti
them from a 4-2 deficit to a 16-ti suffered a stroke during the past
their leader, Mrs. George Menken. Speet brought orange drinks and
Mich., and Mrs. Clarence H. divided into two classes apd will
pulated that parking in front of
margin in the first few minutes of week.
An electionfor officers was held. fudge for our treat. Reported by
Vande Water of Holland; 11 grand- begin at 8:30 a.m. It is expected
the store be eliminated and that
the game pretty well set the patIn celebration of Christian En- children; three great grandchil- it will take most of the day to run Janice De Vries is president;Car- April Putnam.
all existing approaches be closed
tern. For the winners it was their
ol De Witt, vice president; Connie
The Busy Blue Birds of Van by the city engineer at the owner’s Hie second semester of the
deavor Week, January 28 through dren; three brothers, Dr. John off the meet.
best quarter of the game, as they
Aalderink,
treasurer;
Mary
Lynn
Raalte School met Jan. 22 at the expense as soon as weather per- Cherry Lane Cooperative Nursery
Feb. 3, the Golden Chain Union Bolhuis of Elkhart. Ind., Leonard Classes include the 13-inch comMenken, scribe. A discussion was home of one of our leaders,Mrs.
hit nine out of 15 shots, including
will present four broadcasts over Bolhuis of Winterhaven,Fla., and bined male and female and 15-inch
School begins Friday. On Monday,
mits.
six in a row. All five of the Kalaa Holland station scheduled for Stuart Bolhuis of Bradenton. Fla.; combined male and female. Be- held regarding plans for the next Robert Grebel. We made dog soap In other action, the request for Fell. 4, at 8 p.m. at the Nursery
few meetings. Jackie Mapes treat, holders. Marcia Mulder treated.
mazoo lads had scored in the first 8:05 the four days in January.
three sisters, Mrs. Joe Kardux and tween 32 and 40 entries are exhearing on building a vestibuleat school an orientationmeeting will
ed the group. We also learned the Reported by Marcia Mulder,
four minutes of the game and
Dorothy Vereeke was in charge Mrs. Steven Karsten who are now pected in both classes.
363 Van Raalte Ave. from the be held for all new mothers. All
"Blessing."
Reported
by
Mary
Jack Butler,who was a reserve in of the Christian Endeavor meet- wintering in New Port Richey, Judges are expected to be Willard
scribe.
Greater Holland Community mother of children who are being
the game here, hit seven in the ing held Sunday afternoon.
The Golden Blue Birds of Maple- Foundationwas, denied and Feb. enrolled for the first time must atFla., and Mrs. John D. Van Als- Vander Velde, Roy Crowley and Lynn Menken, scribe.
The Laughing Blue Birds of wood School met at the home of 11 was set as the date for a hear14-point rally. The first quarter
Arthur Berg of Muskegon and
Mrs. Evereet Kleinjans spoke burg of Holland.
tend.
ended 20-11.
Tom Schroeder of Grand Haven. Montello Park School met at the Mrs. peion Jan. 21. Carla Rubingh ing on the applicationof Theodore During the orientation meeting
to the congregation Sunday mornTom Aye. Holland center, who ing and showed slides during the
The next field trial will be held school Jan. 15 with qpr leaders treated w’ith candy bars. We start- Martini to use the basementof his a work session will be held at the
had the best night of his prep Sunday School hour of pictures Donald Rogers Has Party Feb. 23 and another one is being Mrs. A. Dreyer and Mrs. B. Wes- ed making figurinesout of plaster home at 12 East 17th St. for an
nursery school, Fathers as well
terhof. Our whole group was pres- of parts moulds. Reported by upholstery shop.
career, sank four straight baskets from Japan.
planned for some time in May.
On His 10th Birthday
as mothers are requested to attend
ent.
We
had
roll
call
and
paid
our
in the second quarter to pull the
Proceeds
of
the
field
trials
will
scribe, Kathy Buurma.
Mr. and Mrs. James Borsen and
The Ottawa County Board of as this gives them a chance to acDutch within eight points, 28*20, at children of Borculo were visitors Mr. and Mrs. Alex Rogers en- be used for the constructionof a dues. Our leaders painted cigar
The Merry little Blue Birds of Supervisbrs was given until July quaint themselveswith the preboxes for us for activity boxes. We Van Raalte School net Jan. 21. We 1* to take out a building permit
the 'five-minutemark. But the with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bor- tertained Saturday afternoon at clubhouse.
schooler’s surroundingsand also
looked through magazines for let- held an election which resulted as for a county building at 13th St.
Maroon Giants scored 12 points to sen and children on Sunday night. their home 195 West 10th St., for
gives dads an opportunity to parters to paste our names on them. follows: President, Janyce Treg- and Central Ave.
-Holland'sfive and left the floor at
Mr. and Mrs.. Alfred Bowman their son, Donald, who celebrated
ticipatein the nursery school. At
We also found small pictures to loan; secretary,Patsy Boere; treaintermission with a 40-25 advan- and Laurie spent Sunday evening his 10th birthday anniversary.
this meeting broken toys will be
Plea,
paste on the boxes. Linda De surer, Arlene Poppema; historian,
tage.
with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Overway Guests were taken to see "Westmended, some new blocks will be
Legion
Auxiliary
Makes
Jongh
treated
the
group.
Reported
Dave (Slim) Hilbink, Holland's near Hudsnville.
ward Ho the Wagons" after which
Sandy Bremer; reporter, Judy
decorated and a few toys will be
by
Sue
Scholtcn,
scribe.
workhorse, was a one-man show on
Special music was given in the refreshmentswere served at the
Kehrwecker.We wrote a letter to Plans for Poppy Day
made out of wooden boxes.
The Friendly Blue Birds of Long- one of our Blue Birds who moved
the Dutch side of the ledger in the evening 'service last Sunday by Rogers home.
At a recent parent’s meeting
fellow
School
met
at
the
home
of
third quarter with eight of the 10 Ron V redeveld of Jamestown. He
Those present were Tom and
away. Sandy Bremer treated. Re- • Members of the Willard G.
their leader, Mrs. Ken Wise. Gail ported by scribe, Judy Kehr- Leenhouts Unit No. 6, American held at the Nursery school Miss
points scored. He picked up a pair sang "Each step I Take Just Leads Randy Northuis, Tony Raffenaud.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Anita Samonte, speech correctionKoopman treated with cookies.We
of buckets and four* straight free Me Safer Home" and \God Is Arvin Visser, Ronnie Ross and
Legion Auxiliary, at its regular
A justice court case involving the started to make dolls out of socks. wecker.
1st, gave an interesting and inshots. Aye, whose jumping was Still on the Throne."
The Hi Flying Blue Birds met monthly meeting Monday, voted formative talk and answeredmany
Donald Rogers of Holland and shooting of a hen pheasant closed
better this game than any other,
Mrs. Herman Berens, Mrs. Arie Gary and Gregory Wrobleskiof abruptly Tuesday afternoon when The meeting was closed by sing- Jan. 22 at the school. We made to purchase 3,500 memorialpoppies
questions. At least one parent of
added a tipin.
Schreur, Mrs. Ben Karsten and Grand Rapids, cousins of Donald. the man charged changed his pre- ing the Blue Bird song. Reported place mats and we played games. again this year for their annual
every child is expectedto attend
by Karen Van Otterloo.
Meanwhile Holland was falling Mrs. Martin Tubergan attended
Poppy
Day
sale, held each year
Christine
Dinger
treated.
Reported
vious not guilty plea and paid $100
these parent's meetings which are
The Exploring Blue Birds of by scribe, Mollie Hilbink
farther behind as Larry Brownell, the delegate meeting of the Fedin May. The sale of these poppies
fine and $9.80.
held once every two months.
Harrington school met at the home
the game's high point man with 20. eration of Leprosy as delegates of
enables
the
local
unit
to
carry
The
Bouncing
Blue
Birds
of
It all started Jan. 21 when CorBusiness at the last meeting conof their leader, Mrs. Allen. After Beechwood met Jan. 22. We recit- on its rehabilitationprogram.
shifted into gear. He picked up two local churches. The meeting
servation Officer Harold Bowdhch
ducted
by the president, Mrs.
saying
the
Blue
Bird
Wish,
new
eight of the Giants’ 20 as the quar- was held in the Holland Calvary
Mrs. Henry Brower, rehabilitaed the Blue Bird Wish. Jackie Me
arrested James E. Bordeau, 56.
officers were elected. They arg Bride treated u.s with cup cakes. tion chairman, reported that Stuart Padnos, Included the namReformed Church.
ter ended 60-35.
Comstock Park, who allegedly shot
ing ol a new vice president and
With substitutesplaying a large The Dorcas Society meets Weda hen pheasant on ‘the Andrew president, Jane Allen and scrib% We startled working on our Blue Christmas baskets and gifts had treasurer,who were unable to conPhyllis Fogrty. We voted to take Bird rings. We played Blue Bird, been sent to shutin members of
portionof the fourth quarter,Kala- nesday evening with Mrs. Rev.
Reister farm in Tallmadge towntinue in that capacity. The new
part in the Buldle Drive during Blue Bird. Reported by scribe, the Legion and the Auxiliary.
mazoo continued to mount the Floyd De Boer in charge of the
ship. Bordeau told officersit was
vice president is Mrs. Paul KlomSpring
vacation.
Treats
from
score. Brownelladded eight more Bible Study.
Mrs. Alden Stoner gave the fifth
Carol Beek man.
his brother-in-lawwho had his car
Sherryl Reno and Debbie Sherrell The Shining Blue Birds of Lake- district report of the meeting held parens and the treasurer, Frank
Next Sunday evening, Feb. 3,
before he sat down midway in the
and he pleaded innocent in Justice
Johnson. They will serve until the
the Young People's society of the
period.
Kent Hastings’ court in Coopers- were enjoyed by all. We started view School met at Mrs. Lemson's in Grand Rapids on Jan. 24. The
work on knittingbags, then spent home on Tuesday, Jan. 22. The fifth distnet receives the honor end of the semester in June.
Kalamazoo fell two points short Christian Reformed Church is
ville and furnished $100 cash bond
There are just a few openings
the remainderof the time singing entire hour was spent playing of having the most quota units in
of its season's high mark of 80 sponsoring a sacred musical profor trial.
for
new children in the nursery
songs
until
our
assistant
leader
made last Friday against Jackson. gram given by the Veterans Choir
"Charades.” Pam Tabler treated. its district, and the local unit of
Further investigation revealed
school. If anyone is interestedin
The win was the Giants' ninth at 9 p.m.
that Bordeau had shot another Mrs. Klooz came to pick us up. Reported by Nancy Fox, scribe. being the first unit to obtain its
straight and shosved why Central
pheasant the same afternoon and Signed by Phyllis Fogerty, scribe.
quota within the district.Mrs. joining they should call Mrs. RanThe Cheerful Blue Birds of Van
is the state's third ranked team.
identification could be made by
Henry Brower and Mrs. Marvin som Everett,membershipchairSt. Teresa Study Guild
The loss was Holland's eighth in
several people. Bowditch was oift Raalte School met Monday, Jan.
Ver Hoef attended the Grand Ra- man, at 7322.
The nursery school is located on
14
at
Mrs.
Vander
Molen’s
house.
nine tries.
Tuesday
afternoon
questioning
witpids meeting.
Plans
Program
Series
Admitted to Holland Hospital
• Hilbink paced Holland with 19 Tuesday were Jeffrey Peerbolt,40
nesses.He stopped to aid a woman The presidentcalled the meeting to
Mrs. Alden Stoner, president, the "Y" at 16th and 17th Sts.
having difficulty with her car order and then we had holl call.
points, includingnine charity tosses West 35th St.; Mrs. Joseph BrockApproximately 20 women attend- was in charge of the meeting with
when Bordeau also came upon We spent the time practicing our ed a "Tour of the Church" spon- Mrs. Dan Clark, and Mrs. T. Cole- Frank J. Reminder Dies
out of 12 attempts. He made three, way, Douglas; James Wallace, 29
the scene. He told Bowditch he skit which we gave at the annual sored by St. Teresa's Study Guild man serving as hostesses.Transmissed three and then sank six. Washington,Douglas;Mrs. Tienie
wanted to get the matter cleared council dinner at Grace Church on of Grace Church Monday night. portation chairman for the next In Spring Lake Home
But team free shot honors went Batjes, 122 West 15th St.; Mrs.
up and returned to Hastings’ court Jan. 21. On Jan. 21 we also met Mrs. Merrill Miner, president, meeting. Feb. 25, will be Mrs. Joe
to Central. The Giants made eight Maggie Ter Beek, 90 East 14th
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
at our leader's house to practice welcomed the group and explained Nyhoff.
and changed his plea.
out of 12 and the Dutch 11 out of St; Mrs. William Patterson, 265
Frank J. Reminder, 65, route 2,
again on our skit. We gave it at to the guests some of the guild's
22. From the floor, Holland ended Cambridge; Mrs. Alma Diekema,
Spring Lake, died this morning at
Miss Sherri Ann Vanden Bosch
night at the dinner in front of functionsand plans for the coming
with 17 baskets in 54 attempts for 162 East Eighth St.; Cyrus BergHope Faculty Dames
The engagement of Miss Sherri Large Crowd Attends
his home after a long illness. He
about 125 people. It was1 lots of year.
31 percent.
horst, route 3, Hudsonville; Mrs.
was bom in West Branch, Mich.,
fun. Taking part were Marsha
Holland plays its final home Harry Brower, 157 East 18th St.; Ann Vanden Bosch to Paul AnnexationMeeting
The tour led by the Rev. William Hear ol Experiences
April 22, 1891 and had lived in
Tregloan, Barbara Schutt, Myra C. Warner took the group from the
game of the season Friday night Debra N y k a m p, 343 Lakewood Schrotenboer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
From 400 to 500 persons attendCleveland, Ohio for many years.
against Muskegon at Civic Center. Blvd.; Dorothy Lampen, route 2, John Schrotenboerof East 32nd ed an information meeting in Swieringa,Carol Vander Molen, baptismal font to the altar. He
The Hope College Faculty Dames
He was a hammerman at the
St., has been announced by her
Allyson
Shaffer.
Tamara
RoscHolland (45)
Hamilton; Kathy Tobias, 84 West
HarringtonSchool Tuesday night crans, Judith Barber, and Joyce explained the symbols of the held their monthly meeting Tues- Alcoa Aluminum Co. of America
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
VanFG IT PF TP 29th St.; Cheryl Bekius, route 2,
church including the use of color day night in the college Koffee
for residents of the Harrington,
den Bosch. 500 Van Raalte Ave. A
Berry. Mrs. Vander Molen and and church layout.A question and Kletz. Mrs. Rein Visscher opened in Cleveland for 23 years. Seven
2 19 West Olive (admitted Monday).
Hilbink, .......... .. 5
9
Lakeview
and
Montello
Park
Mrs. Ivan De Neff assistedus and answer period followed concluding the meeting with devotions. A years ago he moved to Spring
Overway, f ....... .. 3 0 2 6
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. spring wedding is being planned. school districts.
Mrs. Swierenga drove us up and with an interestingdiscussion of short business meeting was held, Lake and has operated and owned
Aye, c ............ ...6 0 1 12 George Schippers, 299 East i4th
James Lugers served as moderathe Lone Oak Resort with his son,
back from our homes to the various church customs.
Boerman, g .......
0
0
0 St; Herbert Huntley, 231 Pine;
with president. Mrs. E. Brand,
tor for the panel discussingannexaFrank, Jr.. He married Mrs.
church.
Reported
by
scribe,
Myra
Plagenhocf, g ..... ...1 2
0
4 Mrs. Robert Tasma, 118 West 18th
A social hour followed in t h e presiding.
tion issues. Serving on the panel
Irene M. Shannon in Cleveland,
Swieringa.
Teusink, g ........ .. 1
0
2 St.; Lloyd Lacy, route 2, Fenn1
were Lloyd Van Raalte, Don Wil- On Thursday. Jan. 17, the Happy parish hall. Refreshments were Miss Emma R e e v e r t s enter- June 14. 1947. He was a member
Gibbons,c .......
0
0
2 ville; Mrs. Vaughn Jensen and
served by the guild. Mrs. Ralph tained the group with colored of St. Mary’s Catholic Church in
liams and Peter S. Boter.
and Gay Blue Birds of Van Raaltoslides of her trip to Europe with
Otting, g ......... .. 0
0
1
0 baby, 439 Rifle Range Rd.; Mrs.
The meeting which adjourned at East 16th St. School had their Oldenburgerpoured.
Spring Lake and the DAO's Post
Rice, f ............ .. 0
0
0 Michael Bergeon and baby, 401
The tour is the first in a series the Sherwood Eddy Seminar group of the VFW of Grand Haven.
1
9:50 p.m. was described as strictbusiness
meeting
first.
Then
we
Gilbert, ............. .... 0
of educational and entertaining last summer. Of special interest
0
0
0 Howard Ave.; Mrs. William Lindly an information meeting and inBesides the wife he is survived
made aprons out of kitchen towels.
Alderink, f .......
0
0
0 sley, 105 Vander Veen; Kelvin
volved several questions and We also made plans for a Mother’s programs planned by the group for to the group was her comments by three daughters, two sons, inLaarman,
943
College
Ave.
on
the
experiences
they
had
and
Stoel, g .......... .. 0
0
0
0
answers from the audience. Lugers Tea. Barbara Woltman brought the the year. The standing committee
cluding Frank, two stepdaughters,
for program planning is in charge the interesting people they met, two stepsons, six brothers, three
said it is expected further meetings
treat. Reported by scribe, Diane of Mrs. Milton Johnston, assisted among which was a tea given for
Totals ........... . 17 11
8 45 Birthday Party Given
sisters, 28 grandchildren and two
would be scheduled as annexation Vanderham.
by Mrs. Oldenburger and Mrs. the Seminar group at the House great grandchildren,most of whom
plans develop.
rv
On Jan. 7, the 14 Little Blue Julius Faber. Next event scheduled of Commons, a short trip into East
FG FT PF TP For Arlene Killian
reside in the Cleveland area.
Birds of Longfellow enjoyed slid- is a get-acquainted fun night on Germany, and a meeting with
Butler, f ...... ...*.. 7
1
1 15
The body will remain at Kaming
at
the
Country
Club.
Robin
Arlene Killian of 558 West 3(Kh
President Tito.
Pine Creek Neighbors '
Feb. 11 in the parish hall.
Scott, f ........ ...... 4
9
1
meraad Funeral Home until WedWalters treated. On Jan. 21, th’
Hostessesat the meeting were nesday morning when it will be
Brown, c ......
2
2 12 St., celebrated her 13th birthday
Have Regular Meeting
14 Little Blue Birds made valenMrs. G. Van Zyl, Mrs. D. Brown, removed to the Maher Funeral
Chumas, g .... ...... 7 0 2 14 anniversary Saturday at a party
Mrs. C. K 1 e i s, and Mrs. W. Home in Cleveland where services
A regular meeting of the Pine tine gifts for dad. Jean D. treated. Man Bound Over
Brownell, g .... ...... 9
2
2 20 given by her mother, Mrs. William
Moerdyk.
Killian.
Creek
Neighbors Club was held Reported by scribe, Linda Veld- .GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Roasio, ......
2
0 4
will be held Friday with burial in
Caleb Henry Rogers. 45, route 2,
Monday night with 33 members heer.
Cassell, f ......
0
0 2 Games were played and prizes
the Calvary Cemetery in CleveThe Seven Pixies met at Mrs. Spring Lake, waived examination
present.
Stapert, c ...*..
0
1 0 awarded. Refreshmentswere servland.
5th
Petition Secured
ed by Mrs. Killian and Beverly
John Swierenga showed slides Tubergan’shouse. We made pen- in Municipal Court Tuesday afterD. Fred Zeerip, 54 West Ninth
Killian.
and
demonstrated a Hammond cil holders from soup cans. Then noon on a charge of indecent liber8 14 78
Totals .......
St., today became the fifth perInvited were Nancy Kmid, Mary
Chord organ. A business meeting we played games. Linda Tubergan ties involving a 12-year-oldgirl.
son to secure a petitionfor nomtreated.Reportedby scribe, Mary He was bound over to Circuit Court
Topp, Mary Reus, Beverly Deur,
followed.
Miss Thefma Von Zoeren
to appear Feb. 19. Unable to fur- ination as a candidate for councilFalse Alarm Reported
Beverly Lugers, AdriannaSantora, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van
Eentertainmentwas in charge Ann Roossien.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The first false alarm of this Linda Zigterman,Lucille Kiekint- Zoeren of Zeeland announce the of Mrs. Harvey Keen, Mrs. Paul The Beechwood Pixies of Beech- nish $2,000 bond, he was commit- man from the first ward. Petitions
in
the
ward
have
already
GUkmt
Vanda Water, Mgr.
ted
to
county
jail.
The
alleged
ofyear was turned in Monday night velt, Susie Severson and Louanne engagement of their daughter, Unger and Mrs. Abe Vanden Burg. wood School met in the kindergarfrom the corner of Eighth St. and Brpwer. Diane Taber. Shirley Thelma, to Norman Machiela, son Refreshmentswere served by Mr*. ten room Jan. 21. One member fense occurredJan. 22 in Spring been obtained by Ernest Phillips, 27 ImI
HOLLAND.
Central Ave. Authoritiesare seek- Lohman and Sharon Stillwell were of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Machiela, Ted Everse, Mrs. Harold Dorn and was absent. The girls played Lake township. Complaint was Lawrence May, Eugene Batema
and Mrs. Hester L. Gronbetg.
games and sang songs. We fin- signed by state ftlice.
unable to attend.
ing those responsible.
route 1, Zeeland.
Mrs. Melvin Dalman.
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Jaycee Auxiliary Benefit

Adds $825

Polio

to

Fund

While enjoying an "Evening in
Paris" Saturday night, Holland
residents contributed 5825 to the
polio fund. Typical Parisian
atmosphere with park benches,
lamp posts, checkeredtablecloths
and candles, provided the setting
for the 250 persons attending the
dance in the Tulip Room of the

Warm

Friend Tavern.

During the evening a floor show
was presented by members of the

Junior Chamber of Commerce,
husbands of the sponsoring Jaycee
Auxiliary.Don Scholten acted as
master of ceremonies. A1 Dyk
created a stir with his'pantomine

A

of

Elvis. Presley.
Jaycee
chorus line with old fashioned
bathing suits made a hit with
fancy capers. Men in the line included Jack Ewart. Ed Boer, Art
S:hwartz, Don Gilcrest,J. C. Fetter and Georege Slikkers. Chita
and Harry Van Pelt sang several
selections.

An additionalfund raiser for the
evening was a photo taking project
with lif^sized cutouts of a French
policemanand a can-can dancer.
General chairmen for the successful venture were Mrs. George
Slikkersand Mrs. Don Scholten.

DR. JOHN E. TIRRELL, dean
of Grand Rapids Junior College, was named one of the
outstandingyoung xmen in
Michigan during 1956, by the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.

A

native of Holland, Tirrell
graduated from Holland High
School and Hope College. Guy
Vander Jagt of Cadillac, also
a Hope graduate, was another
included in the Jaycee list.

Dutch Can’t Hold
Champs’ Offense
In

Bowing,

Three Grand

Men

8448

in

Haven

Mayor Race

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

All the dikes the Dutch had Grand Haven voters will have toe
couldn’t hold back the flood of choice of three candidates for
points which reached new heights mayor this year. Candidates are
for Michigan’s defending Class A Dr. William Creason, local dentist
champions Friday night at Civic
and present member of council;
Center.
Muskegon Heights rolled on to its Karel Feenstra, former school
teacher, and LeRoy Cox, employed at Bastion Blessing. A fourth
contender, Jacob Toxopeus, who
filed for mayor Saturday morning,
withdrew from the race today. He
son.
It was the highest score com- had retired from Council a year
piled by the Tigers in their march ago after serving two terms.
to what appears to be a second
Mayor Claude VerDuin had anstraight state silver cup.
nounced early In Deconber that
Despite the# big output, it was he was retiring from Council after
obvious thht the Heights were look- serving nine years, five of them
ing forward to the invasion of as mayor. He will devote full time
Benton Harbor next Friday night. to his post as secretary-manager
The southern Tigers were the last of the Chamber of Commerce.
team to top their northern count- Candidates for the two openings

15th straight victory and eighth of
the season with a 84-18 dunking
cl Holland before 1,850 fans, Holland’s biggest crowd of the sea-

for councilmen are incumbent

erparts.

Hertcy - jerky Ed Burton was Howard Zuidema, Kenneth Bigler,
again toe show. The 6’6’’ all-state Lawrence Gardner and Joseph H.
center ambled up and down the Swartz. Candidates for the Board
court, not chasing the ball but of Publicx Works are incumbent
waiting for the ball to come close Hugh P. Mulligan, A1 Schuler, A.
enough to grab. Once he got it. J. Wessel and Steve Vozar.
the big boy really left toe ground.
This method was effective as be
broke up several Holland offense
and managed to deposit 26 points.
Even though he didn't work
particularlyhard, he was still the
most productiveman on toe floor.
Holland was in toe game for all
of the first period but four points
ST. JOSEPH (Special)
St.
in the closing seconds by Willie
McCarty, toe Tigers leading scor- Joe's Little Bears rallied in 4he
second half here Friday night to
er in toe first half, gave the windefeat toe Holland Christianreners a 16-10 advantage.
serve squad, 62-40. The loss was
Muskegon Heights had its worst
Christian’sthird against nine wins
quarter of the season in the secso far this season.
ond period, hitting only three basThe final score does not Indikets, but were aided by eight free
cate the closeness of the contest
throws. They were saved from dishowever, as the locals were right
grace by an even colder Holland
on the heels of the winners, until
team which picked up three buckthe fourth period got underway.
ets and a lone free toss with the
Some terrificcoutcourtshooting
result a 30-17 halftime difference.
and a good fast break spefled the
Both teams came dose to doubdifference in • toe final stanza.
ling their first half totals in the
St. Joe led 17-14 at the end of
final 16 minutes, For the Heights
the first period, but couldn’t init meant 51 points while toe Dutch
crease the margin to hold a 27-25
collected31.
halftime margin. In the third
The Tigers made 31 out of 92 quarter, the winners increased
shots in the game for ‘35 percent their margin in the laters stages
and Holland had 19 baskets in 59 to 43-33. The final quarter was
attempts for 34 percent.
the Bears as they outscoredthe
Dave (Slim) Hilbink led Hol- locals 19-7.
land's second half with 11 points Jim Hulst led the locals with 19
giving him a total of 17, to be points, followed by Vern Wedeven
tops for everybody but Burton. with eight, Jack Bouwman, Ron
Hilbink made seven straight free Windemuller,Arlyn Lanting with
shots before missing two.
four each and Bob1 Kapenga with
Kennedy Howell, playing his fin- one. Erickson led the Bears with

Maroon Seconds
Lose Third

Game
-

al game because of February 16.
graduation, was the second man

can buy Michigan’s fastest growing
gasoline right here in Holland

for the Tigers. He pumped 16, inVirginia Dreyer Feted
cluding five baskets in the second
half. Howell, helped by his team- On Her 14 th Birthday
mates’ passes was the playmaker and will be missed. Osie A surprise birthday party honorMcCarty, who had four baskets in ing Virginia Dreyer was held Frithe fourth period, will asume day evening at the home of her
Howell’s spot.
parents,Mr. and Mrs. John Dreyer
Les Overway tied Hilbink with 463 Gordon St. The occasion markfive baskets and sank three jfree ed her 14th birthday anniversary.
shots to finish second with 13 Mrsf Dreyer was assisted by Mrs.
points. Gene Boerman, playing his Willard Hock. Games were played
first game of toe semester since with prizes going ^ Jan De Jonge
becoming elgible. scored four and John Dreyer. A two course
points and was the Dutch play- lunch was served.

who wants top-notch,dependable performance from his car! Leonard brings to Holland
for every motorist

Attending

The

loss was Holland's seventh
Jn eight games. The Dutch travel
to Kalamazoo Tuesday night to
meet unbeaten Kalamazoo Central
at Western Michigan College gym.
The Maroon Giants, who edged
Holland by four points here, defeated Jackson Friday, • 80-16.

were

Sharon

to assure quick starting
of weather.

Top

FG FT PF TP

Gilbert, c ......
Gibbons, f .....
Otting. g .......,... 0
Alderink, f .....
Rice, f ........
Stoel,

g

........

.

Totals

3
0
0
0
0

4

0

2

4
1
3
1

13
4
6
4
2
2
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19 10 18 48

Muskegon Heights

.

Wayne Van

.....

.............

the

l

..........

Totals

18
4
0 0 10

12

0

31 22 11

84

premium grade your car must have for
a modem, high compressionengine.

.

LEONARD

“Mr. Michigan Outdoors” himself
TV, Channel

8.

.

SERVICE.

Don

Romeyn. John Dreyer Jr., and the
guest of honor, Rochelle
was unable to attend.

De

HOLUND

Vries

COOPERSVILLE

Vande Weide Quintet

ZilUND

Hands Morse Setback

Venotno'i Sorvice

GRAND RAPIDS

(Special)

Vander

St.

252 W. WashingtonSt.

'

4011 Cascade Rd., S.
847 Grandvilte,S. W.
2340 Porter, S. W.
513 Stocking, N. W.
59 Franklin,S.W.

Doornboi Goroge
Wyoming Pork Goroge
Bon'e Super Service

games in six tries, lacked reserve strength and after a tight
five

'

Forwordo'sSopor Service & Soles
Southwest Welding & Service
Boron's Service
Ringolborg'sGarage

BeMlne Service
Bob A Pete's Leonard
Key's Sapor Service

DeLus Car Wash
E-Z Car Wash

16

15888 Cleveland Ave.

.

3308 Chicago Drivo
3950 West River Rood
4790 Alpine Ave.

Bdmont Grocery

ADA
Gilmore's Gun ShopShook's Seven Gobles Service

Service

827 Chicago Dr., S.W.
943 East Fulton *
1250 36tb, S.W.
657 West Felton

CEDAR SPRINGS

625

LOWELL

Bower's Grocery

A

•

Route

1

Route 2

Service

ROCKFORD
McFall's Service Station

Leonard, N. W.
557 28Hi, S.W.
7th end Alpine, N. W.
3322 S. Division
1500 Eastern,S. E. ~~
1061 Michigee, N. E.

DISTRIBUTEDIN THE GRAND RAPIDS

Car. US 131 end 13-Mile Rd.

Vic'e Auto Sorvice

834 Main

St.

HASTINGS
Jock Echtinew's Leonard

Service

320 N. Michigan Ave.

LAMONT
Grand Valley Farm Equipment
m.lW

LEONARD REFINERIES, INC.
4

A US

BELMONT

E.

.

Tony Grunwell'eSorvice

16-13 first quarter the winners be-

GRANDVILLE

Richmond's Servics
-Stub Shindler's Service

RAPIDS
Fox Hood

Ivey's Sorvice

SPRING UKE
Joke Wierenga A Son
Bill's Service

GRAND

lost

Cor. Hill St.
US 16

.

COMSTOCK PARK

Forot Grovo Implement

of Holland.

paced the winners with ,14 and
Bob Hendrickson,ex-Hope star,
and Hicks popped 12. Morse meets
Flyne's Soup’er Burgers next Saturday in Plainwell at 8:15 p.m.

344 West 16th

JAMESTOWN

-

Weide’s Plumbing of
Grand Rapids stayed right at the
top of the heap in West Michigan
League basketball play Saturday
with a 71-50 win over H. E. Morse

The Morsemen, who have

Reynold's Servict
Roy Room's Service

238 N. 120th Ave.

Short Cut Gorog*
Fendt'i Auto Sorvic*

pull away. The halftime
score was 36-20 and the third peri-

4 0

. . .

every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. on

RIQHT NOW YOU'LL FIND 33 LEONARD COMMUNITY
SERVICE STATIONS IN THE GRAND RAPIDS AND
HOLLAND AREA. GET ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR NEW
LEONARD DEALER . AND WITH THAT WONDERFUL

• • the highest octane
premium gasoline you can buy in Michigan. It’s

Van

Null,

.

e e • just right for low compression

veld. Carol Kragt, Lois Hoek,
David Weller, James Weller. Lambert De Vries, Craig Baker, Jan
Jonge,

.

octane, too!

LEONARD SUPER X-tane •

FO FT PF TP od mark, 65-37.
W. McCarty, f .... 4 6 2 14
Carl Edewaards led Morse with
Robinson, f ........ 4 4 1 12
13 and Mulder, Nykamp and BekBurton, c .......... 9 8 2 26
ius each had eight Morrisey,
Howell, g .......... 7 2 1 16
former MSU player, added five.
Peliotes,g ......... 2 0 4 4
Hal Stacy, formerly of Western
O. McCarty, g

Watch Mort Neff

in every kind

Null, Sharon Zuidema, Jane Riet-

De

.

.

ilGoing Places in

engines that can usp regular grade gasolines.

gan to

(84)

and powerful performance

LEONARD X-tane

Holland (48)
Hilbink.f ...,
Overway, f ...
Aye. c ..........
Plagenhoef, g
Boerman, g .....
Teusink, g ......

Michigan”

Michigan’s only gasoline that’s weather-blended 8 times a year

,

maker.
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